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IN1."ERNATIONAL DRUG SUPPLY, CONTROL, 
AND INTERDICTION 

THURSDAY, JUI"Y 15, 1993 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, DC . 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room 
2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Schumer 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Charles E. Schumer, Don Edwards, 
David Mann, F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Lamar S. Smith, Steven 
Schiff, Jim Ramstad, and George W. Gekas. 

Also present: Andrew Fois, counsel; Gabrielle Gallegos, assistant 
counsel; Rachel Jacobson, clerk; and Lyle Nirenberg, minority 
counsel. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN SCHUMER . . 
Mr. SCHUMER. OK Good morning, and the hearing will come to_. 

order. " 
The Chair has received a request to cover this hearing in whole 

or part by television broadcast, radio broadcast, still photographer, 
or by any similar methods. In accordance with committee rule, the 
permission will be granted unless there is objection. 

And witbout objection, permission is granted. 
Todays hearing is the first of several that this committee will 

hold examining issues in the area of drugs. As you know, we have 
a significant part, clearly not all, of the jurisdiction in this area. 
And I was fortunate enough to be able to hold a summit on drug 
policy a few months ago which had some very, very interesting rev
elations. 

While, unanimity was not reached at that summit, there was a 
growing consensus in a number of areas. And one of them, it 
seemed to me, was that we ought to reexamine our efforts at inter
diction, at what drugs, the effort to halt the flow of drugs into this 
country that start where these are grown out of the country and 
go up to our borders. . 

That is really what we are examining today. In other hearings, 
we will examine both on supply side and demand side, what is hap
pening within our borders, the issue of controlling the supply of for
eign illegal drugs at and beyond our borders. We invest over $2.25 
billion a year in an effort to control the flow of drugs into our coun
try. 

(1) 
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And, of course, every day we live with drug violence in our 
streets and casualties in our hospitals and drug lords at our door
steps. And so there is one question that we all ask: Do our supply
side efforts at or beyond our borders work? Axe we getting the bang 
for the buck? 

And I am mindful of the fact that there are many different types 
of efforts involved here. There is eradication; trying to prevent the 
drugs from where they are grown. There is trying to break up the 
drug cartels where the DEA has been very active and, in fact, has 
had some success in, for instance, Colombia. And then there is the 
policy of interdiction itself, the many patrols both by air, sea, and 
land preventing the drugs from crossing the borders from out of the 
country into the country itself. 

I for one feel that a good amount of our interdiction dollars are 
wasted. 

Now, let me just-a fact that just sticks in may mind and doesn't • 
go away, four-fIfths of the illegal drugs, including almost all of the 
cocaine and heroin, come from foreign countries. And this is the 
fact that I would leave with everybody. It takes only 20 square 
miles of poppy plants, four Boeing 747's full of pure cocaine, to
enter the U.S. market and supply it for an entire year. That shows .. 
you the difficulty of the job, particularly when it is outside of our 
borders. 

If we are dealing with eradication-and eradication has worked 
better with poppies than cocaine-if it is only 20 square miles, are 
we going to be able to prevent the 20 square miles from being 
grown at every place in the world? 

In terms of interdiction, if it is four Boeing 747's or let's say 40 
containers on ships or 60 truck loads, ar~ we going to be able to 
stop all of those from coming? 

And so now is the time to seriously reassess whether the billions 
of dollars we spend to interdict and otherwise control the flow of 
drugs and crime into this country are doing much good. If not, 
should we continue to throw the good money after the bad? 

It is my judgment-and I remain to be persuaded, and we will 
have strong advocates of both points of view-that we should direct 
some of this money to other parts of the supply-side effort, law en
forcement in this country, breaking up of drug rings, out of this 
country; and to the demand side, rather than spend the $1.6 billion 
we do, or all of it, on the actual interdiction mainly spent by DOD 
and Coast Guard. . 

As I mentioned, we held a summit 0):1 this drug problem, on the 
whole drug problem including this; and there, the goal was to bring 
together people who, over the years, have been addressing the 
many aspects of this problem: domestic and foreign, supply side, 
demand side, law enforcement and treatment specialists. And no 
one there suggested we completely abandon our efforts to control 
the supply of drugs flooding our country or that we ignore the 
needs of our southern neighbors in helping resist the waves of 
drug-related violence that threaten their countries. • 

But many question the value of continuing to invest large 
amounts of our scarce resources into the foreign interdiction effort, 
particularly in the expensive radar and other military-type of hard
ware that don't seem to be getting many reeults. In fact, as I men-
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tioned, something of a consensus emerged at a summit, which was 
rather than simply continuing our current strategy, we must find 
better, cost-effective ways to spend the drug control dollars. We 
have to examine every program, every priority in which we are in
vesting and see where we should go. 

So with that, let me say that I welcome this hearing as the first 
of a number of hearings in the drug area. My ranking minority 
member, Mr. Sensenbrenner, suggested we have this series of hear
ings, and I appreciate his concern and interest. And I will ask him 
to make brief comments. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. 
Mr. Chairman, first of all, let me say that as a member of the 

former Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and. Control, I believe 
that the international interdiction phase has been worthwhile. 

In the last several years, the Congress and the two Republican 
administrations jointly have changed the emphasis from an almost 
exclusive supply-side reduction interdiction and police effort in the 
United States to one that is balanced between supply interdiction 
as well as treatment of addicts and education programs designed 
to reduce the demand in this country . 

The sum and substance of these two efforts has been to use the 
law of supply and demand to try to drive the price of drugs. on the 
street up so that it is more expensive and so that the purity de
clines and as a result, people who might be interested in buying 
drugs would be dissuaded from doing so. And I support that type 
of balanced program. 

The real concern that I have is that if the international interdic
tion efforts are defunded or significantly crippled, then, in effe,ct. 
what we are going to be doing is allowing more drugs into tnis 
country. And I believe that it will be much more expensive to try 
to interdict them once they are here rather than to try to stop them 
at the source or try to stop them at the border. 

I think that the cost of U.S. police activity is definitely more than 
attempting to get crop substitution and crop eradication programs 
in producing countries as well as to provide the sophisticated radar 
techniques that are used on our southern border. particularly to try 
to stop drugs that might be in the smuggling route when they ar
rive in the United States. 

Recent reports noted encouraging progress or declines in illicit 
drug use for most sectors of the population of current drug users, 
except for hardcore drug addicts. Current users of drugs have de
creased 50 percent since 1979. Since 1988 current users of cocaine 
decreased 45 percent and since 1985, by 80 percent. Since 1988, 
current adolescent users of cocaine decreased by 76 percent and by' 
86 percent since 1985. Adolescent drug use is now at its lowest 
level since national data collection began in 1975 .. Yet hardcore 
drug use remained relatively unchanged and thus represents an in
creasing percentage of overall drug abuse. 

In response to those results, my chairman is quoted as saying, 
"These results confirm a need to change our priorities. We've been 
doing a lousy job of reaching and treating the worst drug abusers. 
That's why I propose taking money out of international interdic
tion, which has failed, and put that money into effective drug treat-
ment programs.» . 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Couldn't have said it better myself. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I am just taking words out of your mouth. 

Over the last 2 years, interdiction is said to have removed about 
a third of the total world production of cocaine. Between 1989 and 
1990, in apparent contrast to statements by the GAO, the street 
price of cocaine significantly increased and its purity decreased. Co
caine availability decreased from 1989 through. 1992 with slight in
creases from 1990 to 1991 and decreases in 1992 to their lowest 
levels. There were associated improvements in use; that is, de
creased usage. The same was true with marijuana and the opposite 
with heroin, increased availability and increased use. 

An aim of interdiction can be summarized as: to decrease supply 
and thereby reduce availability and increase price with a related 
decrease in purity. There is much disagreement on the efficacy of 
interdiction. Even with successful interdiction, it may be that there 
is more than enough supply of cocaine and heroin on American 
streets. What we need is a combined, comprehensive approach of 
interdiction, prevention, and treatment. 

Federal treatment spending has doubled over the last 4 years. 
President Bush's first budget contained a 40-percent increase in 
funding of drug control progr~..ms. And during his administration, 
funding for drug programs increased almost 80 percent to $11.9 bil
lion in fiscal year 1993. 

Funding for domestic law enforcement increased 90 percent, for 
international cooperation and interdiction by 38 percent, and for 
demand reduction by 99 percent since fiscal year 1989. Bush ade 
ministrat~on initiatives included drug prevention initiatives in pub
lic housing, funding for school systems, treatment services, re
search and the development of treatment protocols, and experi
mental programs, as well as increased use of boot camps and the 
expanded funding and encouraged use of community policing. 

While the chai.rman calls for a change in priorities relative to 
treatment, this has happened with Mr. Clinton deemphasizing and 
cutting treatment and prevention as compared to the previous ad
ministration. In fact, the whole war against drugs appears less im- ' 
portant to the current administration. Recently when the Labor, 
HHS, and Education appropriation bill was passed, $231 million 
was cut from treatment and prevention. These cuts were made 
with the acquiescence or at the suggestion of OMB. 

The President was apparently unaware of the cuts and forcefully 
repeated his support for treatment during the swearing-in cere
mony for Lee Brown as drug czar, according to the Washington 
Post on July 2. 

During the campaign, the President pledged to fund treatment 
on demand. 

Of the $231 million cut from the House-passed bill, $131 million 
was cut from the Department of Education drug-free schools pro
gram, $33 million was cut from block grants to States for alcohol 
and drug treatment programs, and $67 million was cut from capao
ity expansion programs aimed at directillg treatment funds to 
inner-city areas, that is, addicts and hardcore U3ers. 

The Post also notes that the cuts could have a ctipp~tng effect on 
p,rograms for cocaine and heroin addicts. The newtuailer says that 
Herb Kleber, executive vice president of the Center .for Addiction 
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and Substance Abuse, . who oversaw drug treatment programs dur
ing the Bush administration, stated, "This is a shameful retreat 
from the fight against drugs," and would deprive about 45,000 ad
dicts of treatment services. 

The Post also quotes an OMB official as saying that, ''While the 
drug programs are considered worthy, they are not as high a prior
ity as Head Start." 

In sum, an approach with solely treatment is unlikely to succeed. 
One witness will make the following analogy: No one ever says deal 
with gun violence by only building more hospitals. Hardcore ad
dicts are not very receptive to prevention, education, or treatment, 
especially when given outside the criminal justice- system. Most 
have already been in treatment at least once. The drug use will not 
decrease as long as prices are low and the dmgs are readily avail
able. 

A combined approach of the education, prevention, and interdic
tion seems warranted, and special notice must be given to the bur
geoning abuse of heroin. 

Thank you . 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you. 
Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I just want to compliment the chairman and Mr. 

Sensenbrenner for scheduling these very important hearings. I 
think it is something that our country needs badly, and I want to 
compliment you on your summit. I watched it on TV, and it was 
helpful. 

1 want to apologize. I will have to be in and out, but I do want 
to attend these important hearings. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you. 
Mr. Ramstad. 
Mr. RAMSTAD. Mr. Chairman, I too appreciate your efforts and 

those of the ranking member in holding this oversight hearing on 
international drug supply and u.S. drug interdiction policy. I hope 
it will help us focus on how to better coordinate our international 
interdiction strategy among the various Federal agencies involved 
in it and represented here today .. 

As a member of the Hazelden Foundation's National Advisory 
Council and a grateful recovering alcoholic myself, thanks in large 
part to chemical dependency treatment, I want to join you in call
ing for increased emphasis on reducing the dem~~ :;\d for drugs, for 
treatment, and prevention programs. I applaud National Drug Con
trol Policy Director Lee Brown for his outspoken efforts to restore 
the funds eliminated in the recent House-passed cuts in drug treat
ment and drug abuse prevention programs-that the Clinton ad
ministration officials had accepted. It was certainly refreshing as 
one who said many times that people in Washington should act 
more like they are at an M meeting where people say what they 
mean and mean what they say. 

It was refreshing to hear Director Brown admit that he was, "not 
in the loop" when the administration agreed to the $131 million in 
cuts that Mr. Sensenbrenner referred to from the drug-free school 
program and the other $100 million in cuts from treatment pro
grams. 
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This action, of course, came on the heels of the administration's 
directive in February slashing the staff of the drug policy office by 
four-fifths mandating it be reduced to 25 positions. 

And Director Brown also had something to say about t'\at when 
" he said in this article from the Washington Post that, ''Twenty-five 

people are simply not sufficient to carry out the mandate of this of
fice." So I certainly applaud Director Brown and his honesty, his 
straightforward talk, and straight talk in dealing with this problem 
which certainly requires that kind of talk and action as well. 

But it is no wOiIder that antidrug advocates are questioning the 
administration's commitment to continuing the antidrug effort, es
pecially when the President pledged during last year's campaign to 
fund treatment on demand. 

Finally, I believe, Mr. Chairman, it is important that we have, 
as Mr. Sensenbrenner called it, a complete, balanced antidrug 
strategy. 

I also want to mention something else in reference to the recent 
cuts by the House. I don't think many Members of Congress realize 
that over the last 5 years, 50 percent of the adult treatment facili
ties in this country for chemical dependency have been closed. And 
more alarming is the fact that over the last 3 years, 60 percent of 
the adolescent treatment centers for chemical dependency in the 
country have been closed. 

So I think this is an alarming trend and something that we in 
Congress need to be aware of and need to deal with if we are going 
to realize any sort of a comprehensive or balanced approach, be
cause we do need that balanced approach. I believe interdiction 
programs need to be reformed, not eliminated. We should not over
look the achievements of United States interdiction policy including 
the encouraging results in Colombia, Bolivia, and Mexico. 

I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses today. And hope
fully they can help us in developing this balanced approach to deal
ing with illegal drug use in the country. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Ramstad. And I think the com

mittee values your experience. We hope to work with you and rely 
on you. 

We all want more dollars; we aren't going to get as many as we 
want. So we ought to get the best bang for the buck. I was men
tioning to Mr. Sensenbrenner that eradication seemed to have some 
good success in certain countries, and I tend to agree with that. My 
focus is going to be on the a(..1;ual interdiction crossing the borders, 
the DOD and Coast Guard activities, $1.1 billion. And we don't 
seem to get much bang for the buck on those. 

Mr. Gekas. 
Mr. GEKAS. Recently I was listening to a talk show, and the 

guest was the former drug czar-and the first, I suppose-Bill Ben
nett. When asked questions similar to the ones being raised here 
today, specifically, are we winning the war on Idrugs, he felt, very 
candidly, yes and no; but on balance, he felt yes. And he cited 
many of the trends that the gentleman-that my colleagues here 
on the panel have already put into the record. 

He did, however, reemphasize-and I believe that is the core of 
my position thus far-that the balanced approach, the three-

• 
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pronged approach in this war, the assault on drugs through inter
diction and law enforcement domestically and the treatment arena, 
must be continued. I believe that he has summoned enough exper
tise over the years in launching the original effort in the first place 
that I want to place credibility on the opinions of the fornler drug 
czar. 

We have seen former treatment plans like the methadone heroin 
syndrome fail largely because-at least in the communities that I 
have witnessed the events of that phenomenon-because the ad
dicts themselves many times are neither serious about nor care 
about the final solution to their' problem. 

And so, if we sacrifice some of our efforts in interdiction or in law 
enforcement in return for accenting the treatment, which has a his
toric failure quotient, I am worried that maybe we are missing the 
point and sacrificing something that might be working for some
thing that we have evidence may not be working. 

In any event, I, at this point, subscribe to the three-pronged as
sault and will wait to hear the testimony . 

I thank the Chair. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Gekas. And I think you make a 

gO'od point, just as not all supply-side efforts work, neither do all 
demand-side efforts work. And we have to be, I think, careful. 

One of the other things we will have a hearing on later on down 
the road is treatment in the context of the criminal justice system, 
in prison, before and as a condition of probation. 

Mr. GEKAS. We could come to New York. . 
Mr. SCHUMER. We could come to New York to do that. You did 

once. 
That was another thing at the drug summit where there seems 

to be a growing consensus that that was the place where there was 
the most effectiveness. 

We are ready for our first panelist. And I know he has a busy 
schedule. We are happy to have the Deputy Attorney General for 
the Department of Justice, FhHip Heymann. He comes to us from 
having served in a number of high-level positions in both govern
ment and academia. 

Before being selected to serve as Deputy IG in Justice, Mr. 
Heymann served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Associate 
Special Prosecutor for Watergate, Assistant Attorney General for 
the Criminal Division, and an active faculty member at Harvard 
Law School where I was fortunate enough to be in his first criminal 
law class in 1972. 

And, Jim, you can blame him a little bit for some of my views, 
if you like. And he has also been at the John F. Kennedy School 
of Government. And I want to personally thank Mr. Heymann for 
coming, He was an excellent teacher and an excellent government 
servant, and we are lucky to have him. 

I knml{ you are busy. Your prepared remarks will be read into 
the record without objection. And you may proceed in any way you 
wish. 
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP B. HEYMANN, DEPUTY ATTORNEY 
GENERAL. U.s, JUSTICE DEPARTMENT 

Mr. HEYMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It only seemed like my 
first year of teaching in 1972. It was probably my third or fourth 
then. I was a slow learner. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the recent ap
pointment of Dr. Lee Brown as Director of National Drug Control 
Policy has, of course, started a process through the administration 
to develop and formulate what this administration's policies will be 
on the major issues of supply, Idl:!mand, overseaiS domestic prosecu
tion, treatment, State and FE!de.ral. 

A large part of that process w:ill involve addressing the overSCias 
activities of the U.S. Govemml:lUt in its battle against drugs; the 
subject of today's hearing. 

Therefore, in testifying todayv well before the completion, very 
near the early stages of the eltecutive process now 'Underway, I can 
state as clearly as possible the questions that I think we have to 
address; but I will not be able tfl provide the anl3wers to these ques
tions. 

First of all, they are very hard questions. Second of all, we will 
have administration answers in. due cou:rse. 

Still, understanding what I think are no more than eight or nine 
major questions is a very important part of' understanding the 
issue of overseas enforcement. 'We are focusing--I am focusing not 
completely on supply-side questions. Of courset not because I re
gard the demand side with any less inii;erest than Mr. Ramstad, 
Mr. Gekas, Mr. Sensenbrenner, and the ,chairman. It is very; very 
important. . 

But today's subject is supply side, and 1 am going to be focusing 
on overseas, initially concentrating on cocaine and crack. I am not 
sure that I see any great difference with regard to heroin, but I 
think heroin is the drug problem of the future coming up quickly 
on cocaine. And, therefore, we Clught to kel~p it very much in mind. 
Heroin is cheaper and purer than we haVI~ seen it for a long time 
in the United States today. 

As a number of the members of the committee have indicated, 
the list of ways to try and deal with the supply of drugs from over
seas include three major categolries: eradicl:ltion of the drugs; an at
tempt to destroy the major organizations themselves or undermine 
their capacity to engage in the: activities that drug processing, pro
ducing, growing, and distributing organizations have to engage in; 
and interdiction of the drugs :as they come: into the United States. 

I am going to be -talking about those three things. 
The first question is a very general ono, and I am going to be 

trying to state what I think fire the seven or eight major questions 
that are going to have to bo addressed ~y the subcommittee and 
by the executive branch. 

The first question cuts rigilt through .both eradication and inter
diction, to a lesser flXtent, e,fforts to deal 'lI'Iith the major supplying 
organizations. And that que,stion is: How c!!uickly and easily can our 
efforts be replaced? How quickly can the drug lords compensate for 
our efforts? It is clearest with regard to eradication and interdic
tion. 

• 
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I think you are going to hear from Peter Reuter. He has written 
extensively on this subject. It is going to be very important for us 
to decid~ on each of these questions. I don't have judgments, and 
the administration doesn't have conclusions on all of them yet. It 
is important to decide whether our success in eradication or in 
interdiction results in a disruption of the drug business for a sig
nificant period of time, not forever but for a period of months or 
a year or 2 years, or whether it simply results in an increase in 
the cost of what is, after all, only a very small part of the cost of 
drugs on the streets of New York or Philadelphia or Los Angeles 
or New Orleans. That is the cost of getting them into the United 
States. The cost of drugs, Peter Reuter will remind you, at the port 
of entry, is very small compared to the cost of drugs on the streets 
when sold to an addict. 

So we have to know whether either eradication or disruption
we have to reach judgments as to whether eradication and interdic
tion disrupt the drug traffic or simply increase the cost of a small 
part of the total cost. 

Now, let me switch to eradication. The second question: We have 
to distinguish in eradication between voluntary eradication pro
grams, crop substitution programs where we have to assess how 
successful they are, recognizing that we are trying to compete with 
a very lucrative drug in the case of coca and in the case of poppies 
too. We have to assess the evidence as to whether, when we pay 
farmers, through a foreign government, not to produce either co
caine or heroin, we are, in effect, simply paying them to close up 
one set of fields and open up another or whether we are having a 
real effect there. That is the big question with regard to that form 
of interdiction. 

There is involuntary interdiction which involves spraying or 
movements into an area and. cutting down plants. That works in 
the sense that it does surely eradicate coca or poppies. But we have 
to assess the political costs there. 

The third question is take a hard look at what the political costs 
are. They depend very much on where we are and the cooperation 
of the country and how severely the country is in internal turmoil 
of its own. 

Let me move to a fourth question. Soon I will lose count of them. 
Interdiction of airplanes aJld ships. Here I want to call your atten
tion to the fact that we are going to have to distinguish-and I am 
sure the committee is aw:are of it and is going to want to distin
guish between targeted interdiction-targeted interdiction is going 
after a ship or plane which we have some reason, from investiga
tions or intelligence, to suspect may very well be carrying drugs. 
The same thing across the border with Mexico with vehicles or peo
ple, that is almost certainly cost-efft..ctive and ought to be main
tained. And untargeted interdiction, which is patrolling, largely 
with military equipment, when we don't have any particular reason 
to believe that an identified ship or plane or vehicle is going to 
come across with drugs. 

Patrolling, whether it is on the streets looking for burglars or on 
the seas looking for drug smugglers, alway!', has a relatively low re
turn of arrests or seizures to the cost of it. That is the nature of 
patrol. But patrol does have certain advantages. It is the item of 
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our overseas efforts that is most under question now, as the chair
man commented. It does have certain advantages. It does signify 
a concern for our borders, and its randomness, when it does make 
a hit, may tell us about new organizations that our previous inves
tigations and intelligence didn't know about. 'rhat is something of 
a bonanza,. and it undoubtedly does increase the cost of avoiding 
our ships and planes and radar. It makes drug smuggling more ex
pensive. 

I have, so far, talked about two of the three major areas, eradi
cation and interdidion, trying to raise what are the major. ques
tions there. 

The final area is the one where we are, in some ways, giving our .~ 
most attention now, and that is trying to destroy the major cartel 
organizations, particularly in Latin America and Colombia. And 
that requires primarily being able to capture, prosecute, and send 
away for some period of time the leaders and a number of members 
of those organizations. In an only secondary way, it involves seizing 
their cocaine processing plants, seizing their money assets, using 
money laundering statutes, using forfeiture statutes, money laun- • 
dering technique, investigation of money laundering techniques, to 
get at the organization. 

I think the major-much to my surprise and pleasure, it seems 
to me that we are really quite effective at gathering information 
and evidence abroad about the major trafficking organizations, par
ticularly those dealing with cocaine. 

I think the question that we have to look at very hard and that 
the committee will have to look at also is whether we are going to 
be able to successfully turn information or information gathering 
capacities into a prosecution capacity. We are not very good at ex
traditing people because Colombia and many nations in the world 
will not extradite their own nationals. It is a long tradition in 
many nations. And that means that. if we are going to successfully 
get an organization, even after we have gotten the information 
about them, we are going to have to be able to get prosecutions 
abroad, for example, in Colombia or Bolivia or Peru. 

We all know that those judicial systems are often very troubled. 
Sometimes they have notable successes, but it means that this 
strategy-in deciding about the value of this strategy, we have to 
make estimates of our capacity to bring the judicial systems of Co
lombia, Bolivia, and Peru into a state where they can prosecute at 
least when aided by the United States, both in institution-building 
and in furnishing of information. 

To disrupt the organizations, we are going to have to rely on the 
judicial systems of Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, and other countries. 

I should note at this point that the amount of assistance that is 
given to the building of judicial institutions abroad is relatively 
cheap compared to the figures that the chairman mention.ed for 
drug enforcement. It may be $20 million or $40 million a year. 
That turns out to be a crucial investment if we are going to rely 
on this strategy. • 

Let me just close by saying a word or two about prosecution, be
cause prosecution in the United States-I have left out, in talking 
about eradication, interdiction, breaking_ up the organizations, I 
have said very little about prosecution. That is be~use our pros-
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ElCutors don't work overseas much. But let me just 8ay a word about 
that. 

We are going to need successful prosecutions overseas. I have 
just mentioned that. That is going to have to be done largely by 
countries overseas. There is a great deal to be said for arrest and 
prosecution of street dealers. It makes it hard investigating and 
prosecuting street dealers, .makes it hard for new users to make 
contacts safely with street dealers, and it makes it haJ:'d for street 
dealers to know who to trust. That is, obviously, going to be a local 
function. The first is a foreign function, and the second is a local 
function. 

Prosecution will concentrate in two areas: One, the Colombian 
crotels themselves have integrated to the point where they now 
will bring the drugs into the United States, the cocaine, and carry 
it past the port of entry to the city of final distribution. Those are 
generally, I understand, Colombian-dominated organizations. 

The transportation and handling in the United States are mat
ters that deserve the very substantial attention of the Federal Gov
ernment in its investigations and prosecutions. That has to be a 
Federal function. It is interstate. We can't rely on local prosecutors 
and investigators to handle it. It is a major part of the enterprise 
of bringing drugs into the United States and thus of the enterprise 
of keeping dmgs fr()m coming into the United States. 

Second of all, in our cities and in our towns, there are distribu
tion groups which are sometimes business organizations and some
times gangs. In Chicago and Los Angeles, and other cities, we aro 
talking about very large gangs of young people who handle the dis
tribution business. In that area, I tPink the Federal Government 
and the local governments have to work together. We have com
bined task forces in operations addressing the local organizations 
that distribute in the cities and towns of America, what is brought 
in by a largely Colombian and vertically integrated operation. And 
those joint task forces seem to me to be the right idea. 

I guess I can close by saying only that I would like to pick up 
a point Mr. Gekas made. This is an area, particularly the overseas 
enforcement, where two things are necessary. I have been empha
sizing one of them. The one I have been emphasizing is that there 
is a hard set of factual questions, about eight or nine; and you have 
to answer them. Or we have to answer them and you, too, to get 
a pretty solid idea of what you and we think about overseas en
forcement. 

But Mr. Gekas quoted the former Director of the drug programs, 
Mr. Bennett, as saying yes and no as to the success of drug pro
grams. There really is a half-empty, half-full quality to this ques
tion. That is not very satisfactory. But there is the glass is half
empty or half-full quality to it, as I am often reminded by the peo
ple that are doing it. 

Sometimes I look at the programs, and I say, my God, there is 
no way we can make the glass full. There is not a good way to put 
it. No matter how hard we try, we will never get our glass of en
forcement to the place where it would stop what we want it to stop . 

On the other hand, if you think what would lapse if we aban
doned all overseas programs-which none of you is recommending, 
I know-the glass suddenly looks half full. So when you are all 
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through, we have to ask hard questions about it and then make 
hard value judgments of a set o( programs that will, for the fore
seeable future, be half full and half empty both. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Heymann follows:] 
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r.rl!A~ Ol!' WILIP B. BB!UNN 

DUftY ~ GEN:'BUL 

BEfORE 1'BE SU'l!CCHIIftElIil OK 0WIl!: ;um ClWIIHAL JUS'J.'ICl!: 

JUDICIAIll' CODlftD 

U.S. HOUSE OF UPlI.!SENTATIVES 

JULy lS, 1993 

Hr. Chairman, Members of. the Committee. the recent 

appointment of Dr. Lee Brown as Director of National Drug Control 

Policy has initiated a process through which the Administration 

will develop its policy from the answers to a large number of 

important and difficult questions. A iarge part of that process 

will involve addressing the overseas activities of the United 

States Government in its battle against drugs. Therefore, in 

testifying today well before the completion of the executive 

process now under way, I can state the questions we will have to 

address but cannot pr~vide many of the answers. 

Still, understanding the right questions is a very important 

part of understanding any issue. Let me tell you what I think 

they are with regard to the isnue of programs at or outside our 

borders to deal with the problems of dangerous drugs. I will try 

to define the issues starting with the growing and processing 

areas abroad and moving towards the United States, initialiy 

concentrating on cocaine and crack, turning to the growing danger 

of heroin at the end • 
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We are talking about efforts to reduce supply and efforts 

that are focused abroad. A relatively complete list would 

include eradication, attempts to destroy the major organizations 

themselves or undermine their necessary resources and structures, 

and interdiction of transportation of the drugs to the united 

States. 

There is an initial problem that is common to both 

eradication and interdiction. , It is important to decide whether 

success in either of these efforts does more than require the 

producers and transporters of the dangerous drug to bear the cost 

of replacing what has been destroyed or seized. An increase 

even ~ significant increase -- in that relatively small fraction 

'of the cost of getting cocaine to the streets of Washington, 

New York, or San Francisco -- cannot increase the street price of 

cocaine signifIcantly enough to bring about any sizable reduction 

in use. This question must be addressed, however difficult it is 

to reach an indisputable conclusion. 

In dealing with eradication, it ,is important to distinguish 

between voluntary eradication programs based in part upon funds 

furnished for crop substitution or involuntary programs such as 

spraying from the air. As to the former, we must assess the 

evidence bearing on whether payments to abandon cocaine are in 

fact only useftii to shift the location in which cocaine is grown, 

perhaps by the same farmers. Thdt is not a problem with regard 

to involuntary eradication, but here the political consequences 

• 
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can be sevet'e for any country agreeing to spray the coca crops, 

even if the spray is a very safe herbicide. Assessing the 

politi~al cost in different countries even of acceptance of U.S. 

assistance in eradication must be part of our process. In some 

Latin American countries, for example, ie can be a substantial 

problem. 

Interdiction of airplanes or ships moving across our ocean 

borders or of individuals' vehicles crossing the Mexican border 

also has two forms. Targeted interdiction, where we know from 

law enforcement or intelligence sources of the shipment, is far 

less expensive in terms of its use of American equipment and, 

people. It also can have a significant payoff, not only in the 

drug seized and the cost that imposes on drug distributing 

organizations, but also in the opportunity that comes with such 

knowledge to pursue the networks in the United states responsible 

for receiving, transporting, and distr.ibuting the drugs. 

The other form is internic.tion without advance information 

by random patrol which like most other random patrol does not 

produce a high ratio of successful seizures to cost. There are, 

of course, other benefits to random patrol. It signifies our 

concern for our borders; its randomness produces seizures that 

can tell us new information about new organizations; and it 

undoubtedly imposes costs of avoidance that increase~ at least 

~rginally, the cost of drugs on the street. still, we must look 

carefully at the ~elatlve benefits and costs of untargeted 
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patrol. 

A third and final set of options involves efforts to destroy 

the major organizations operating abroad. It is essential that 

any country's use of the military or the police to help disrupt, 

dismantle or destroy trafficker organizations must be done in a 

fashion fully consistent with fundamental principles of human 

rights. Therefore, destroying a powerful drug dealing 

organization requires successful prosecutions and the seizure of 

equipment and proceeds. 

As to successful prosecutions, I believe that the United 

Stat~s is now quite effective at gathering the necessary 

information and evidence even abroad. But successful prosecution 

also requires honest and effective prosecutors, courts, and 

prisons. These are often lacking, to a greater or lesser extent, 

in the countries of Latin America. The alternative -

extradition proceedings followed by trial in the United States 

is often barred by the practice of some civil law countries of 

refusing to extradite their nationals. Seizures of processing 

plants_are rarely permAnently disabling. Seizure of even 

substantial funds may only temporarily affect the capacity of a 

drug dealing organization, but can nevertheless be effectively 

,'disruptive to the operations of such an organization. 

Wnat I have described so far largely bears on the use of 

• 
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se\ieral re:sources other than prosecution. Our prosecutorial 

resources should be allocated among the tasks of pursuing major 

cartels or other drug organizations abroad; the distribution 

network in the United States which receives ~hose drugs and 

transport.s them to the city where they will be used; the gangs or 

other organizations which handle distribution from the vertically 

inteq~ated drug producing and transporting syndicate; and the 

dealer on the street whose prosecutiQn can make it more difficult 

for a pllrchaser to find drugs -- this allocation presents a 

separattl set Qf questions. In the absence of effective 

extradition or other means of apprehension -- consistent with the 

principles of international law and practice -- only foreign 
... 

prosecutors may actually be able to conduct prosecutions of some 

members of trafficking organizations, and local pro~ecutors must 

play the equally crucial market disrupting roles reflected by the 

last. The federal government can assist in both areas, but may 

not be abla to play a leading role. 

However, setting aside the uncertainties about federal 

prosecutive efforts at those two extremes of the narcotics 

trafficking and distribution chain, it is ea~y to rec~-nlze a 

crucial federal role to the investiqatio1", and the prosecuti,on of 

those who, for example, receive drugs at a port of entry and. 

transport them to the place of sale. The interstate character of 

the transaction and the likelihood the crucial information will 

come from investigations of activities abroad make the resources 
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and assets of the federal govern~ent indispensable in this area. 

As to the category of sizable organizations or gangs managing 

distribution in, a city such as Chicago or Los Angeles, we must 

look more carefully at the allocation of responsibility between 

federal, state and local prosecutors. A variety of federal/local 

drug task for~es are at work in this area, reflecting the present 

sense of joint responsibility. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, these seem to me 

to be the major questions with regard to interdiction and other 

overseas activities of the United states in the field of drug 

enforcement. They reflect the problem of cocaine and their 

formulation reflects, in some ways, th~problem of cocaine and 

the location of distributors and transporters in Latin America. 

The situation may differ in relatively minor respects, if we 

attend to the growing and frightening problem of heroin. So I 

think that is enough of the description of the questions that we 

must address. I look forward to responding to your questions. 

• 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Heymann, I will try to keep my 
questions brief, because I know you have to hurry along. 

First, when will your review be completed and will the adminis-
tration announce its policies on this issue? . 

Mr. HEYMANN. I would like you to check with Director Brown 
when he is here. I believe he said that the first cut that would be 
made public would be due sometime in September, and the pro
gram for the year 1994 would be available later in the year. But 
he is the one who set the deadlines. 

Mr. SCHUMER. The second question I have is: Are you looking at 
any major reorganization of this effort? 

For instance, on the interdiction, we have about five different 
agencies all doing different types of interdiction. Even overseas, we 
have the State Department in the INM program. We have DEA. 
And a lot of it-some of it stems from necessity. 

You can see that you somehow need the State Department going 
overseas, but you also need law enforcement. Some of it is good old
fashioned turf. 

Without some central direction from Mr. Brown, from the White 
House, and, I guess, from Justice as the primary agen~ involved, 
these kinds of turf, not only battles, but just synapses that make 
the effort less easy to prosecute get in the way. 

Is the administration considering any changes there? Are you 
looking at that? Is that part of the first review or second 'Teview 
or anything? 

Mr. HEYMANN. I think the answer is that it will be a part of the 
second review. I think we ought to get an idea what are the major 
ingredients of the policy and look at organizational structures in 
light of the major ingredients of the policy. 

I should say that anyone who knows the Attorney General as 
well as you do knows that she is a virtual crusader against duplica
tion of Federal efforts. I have been around· the Federal Government 
so long that I have become accustomed to multiple Federal agen
cies doing very similar work. She has experienced that as a hard
ship for 15 years as DA of Dade County. And she is a crusader on 
this subject. So we are going to be looking at organizational duplic
ity. 

Mr. SCHUMER. That is good news. The final question in the area 
that I am most interested in terms of the eradication efforts, which 
were cut by a third, I think, in this budget-and the prosecutorial 
efforts are relatively cheap. I think it is only $20 to $40 million in 
the prosecutorial effort, although it is a long-term job. 

On the other hand, the interdiction efforts are up to $2.1 billion, 
which dwarfs it. You mentioned the two types of interdiction, one 
targeted and one random. 

Do you have any idea where the cost breakdown is there-ap
proximately? 

Mr. HEYMANN. I think you will get more precise figures from Mr. 
Wankel of DEA. But I think that you will find that about two
thirds to three-fourths of the cost are in random interdiction, and 
a quarter or a third of the costs are on targeted interdiction. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Would it be your guess there is more bang for the 
buck in the targeted than the random? 
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Mr. HEYMANN. I would want to look at it. But I think, at the mo-
ment, that is t4e general sense, yes. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Sensenbrenner. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Heymann, I appreciate you coming here. And I also appre

ciate your candor in stating that since this is a new administration, 
you really have not sorted out exactly how to approach these ques
tions. 

Let me say, I hope that this is a top priority, because the sooner 
these matters get sorted out, the better we will be able to deal with 
this scourge that is plaguing our society. 

Mr. HEYMANN. It is a top priority, Mr. Sensenbrenner. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Good. That is good news. Let me make 

three points and ask you to amplify them. 
From my experience on the former Select Committee on Narcot

ics Abuse and Control-I will confess that most of my eff1>rts on 
that committee have been in the heroin area because I have seen 
heroin usage increase as cocaine usage has decreased. And I have 
taken several trips to Southeast Asia to look into matters. The first • 
concern that I have is that coordination between the various Fed-
eral agencies dealing with this problem isn't very good. And this 
is more so overseas where turf battles seem to be more accentuated 
than in the United States or within our borders. 

And I would hope that when the administration announces its 
policy, people from the Departments of State, Justice, Transpor
tation, and Treasury-Transportation having jurisdiction over the 
Coast Guard-and Treasury over the Customs Service and other 
relevant agencies, get together and get the message of whatever 
the policy is and who is in charge and what the chain of command 
is to the folks overseas as well as the folks who are in the United 
States and who are on the borders. 

There have been some pretty dicey tUIf fights that I have seen 
develop in Southeast Asia that serve no useful purpose to refight. 
But it seems to me that somebody ought to call the shots when 
these things develop, whether it is an ambassador or somebody 
else; and that Washington should be able to quickly back up what
ever type of decision is made or consult with whoever is in charge 
of making the decisions so that the turf fights are kept to a mini
mum. 

My second concern IS that very frequently foreign policy concerns 
work at cross purposes to drug interdiction overseas. I can use the 
two examples of Burma and China. When the military coup oc
curred in Burma, the United States foreign policy was to keep the 
military government in the deep freeze because of their ignoring of 
the election results: A lot of the heroin production and the original 
refining of the pOPIbY seeds simply moved across the border from 
Laos and Thailand into Burma. 

When the United States and the People's Republic of China have 
had foreign policy disagreements following the massacre on 
Tiallanmen Square, the favorite export routes of heroin have been • 
through the southern provinces of China rather than Qut through 
Bangkok. 

So as· our Government's influence with the Burmese and Chinese 
Governments has gone down, the production and transportation of 
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heroin in those countries has gone up. And there ought to be some 
way that we can work on a dual-track basis whereb,we can continue 
to pressure the Burmese and Chinese Governments on the issue of 
democracy without completely blowing our influence on the issue of 
drug production and drug transportation. 

Now, the final point I would like to make is that there is an in
creasing tie between drug trafficking into the United States and il
legal immigration. Illegal immigrants that are attempting to sneak 
across our borders have been used increasingly as mules and car
riers simply because the drug lords really have nothing to lose if 
some of these folks get caught at the border by our interdiction op
eration. 

And there is no way that we can slacken our efforts in attempt
ing to interdict drugs without it having an impact on people who 
are illegally crossing our southern border. Those things are becom
ing increasingly tied as Siamese twins and to try to split them 
apart, in my opinion, is an impossibility. 

Thank you. 
Mr. HEYMANN. I will try to be brief in responding. 
I agree with all the concerns that you are expressing, Mr. Sen

senbrenner. My only qualification about the concern with regard to 
multiple agencies is that I think that the concern is least when we 
are in the foreign country where DEA seems to have been given a 
clearly controlling role. And it becomes greater as we approach our 
borders from the foreign country. When you get to borders, there 
we have a variety of agencies doing the same thing and perhaps 
sometimes allover each other. 

As you know, the State Department has undertaken or is under
taking a major reorganization, with Senator Tim Wirth now having 
a responsibility, a major responsibility, here. I hope and believe 
that will help. 

It will also help a little bit on your second question. There is a 
real conflict unavoidable between concern about human rights or 
other aspects of foreign policy 8.;~d narcotic dealing with our effort 
to put pressure on a country to stop narcotics dealing from its bor
ders. 

As to human rights and narcotics dealings, Tim Wirth has both 
of them now under his responsibility. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I have already discussed some of these 
matters with him. 

Mr. HEYMANN. So you have him in a position where one person 
has to decide on those issueE';. 

The illegal immigration of drugs, they go together with Asia and 
from our southern borders, and they are creating a major problem 
in our prison system. They go together. And 25 percent of our pris
oners are illegal aliens who have been convicted for something else, 
not immigration. And most of them were involved in some way 
with drug smuggling. And it is a very heavy burden at the prison 
level. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you . 
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I join my col

leagues in welcoming Mr. Heymann back into the Department of 
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Justice. We missed you, and we are delighted that you are the Dep-
uty. )\ 

Mr. HEYMANN. Thank. you, Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I herald with joy the announcement made by the 

Attorney General-and, I am sure, subscribed to by you, Mr. 
Heymann-that you are going to take another look at the whole 
problem of drugs in America, 

Let me tell you, statistically and emotionally and economically, 
we are not doing a very good job. We are filling our prisons; weare 
building new prisons. We built 29 new prisons, and they are over
crowded. And prisoners are iJiled on top of each other, and people 
are not getting treatment. Diversion is impossible because of these 
mandatory sentences. 

So violent criminals are being allowed to plea bargain and walk 
the streets while first-time nonviolent drug offenders are locked up 
for long, long periods of time where they come out of prison violent 
even though they didn't go in that way. The average that we have 
added to drug sentences by mandatory sentences is 4 additional 
years per prisoner. 

It is not working, and I am glad that you and the Attorney Gen-
eral are going to help us take another look at the issue, 

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. Ramstad. 
Mr. RAMSTAD. Thank. you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Heymann, one thing that struck me as a former member of 

the Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control and the 
hearings that we had with the various agency officials, was the du
plicative efforts involving interdiction: DOD, DEA, and branches of 
the Service--

Mr. HEYMANN. Coast Guard, Treasury, Customs. 
Mr. RAMSTAD. Exactly. Stumbling over themselves, not because 

of any fault of their own, rather because I don't think that the re
spective missions were clearly delineated. 

And I am just wondering, given the fact that the Defense Depart
ment receives the lion's share of Federal funding for interdiction ef
forts, what your feelings were about having DOD direct and coordi
nate our interdiction strategy. 

I mean, is DOD the correct place where the strategy should be 
directed? Should it be directed elsewhere? Should it be decentral
ized? More centralized? How do we coordinate it better? 

I don't think we are doing a good job. There is too much duplica
tion of efforts. 

Mr. HEYMANN. Mr. Ramstad, I am sure that I don't know enough 
to answer that question well. 

I do think we need a single coordinating point with regard to 
interdiction. DOD is not the agency that has the expertise on 
drugs, on drug flows, on drug dealers, on all those issues. My own 
reaction, which may be, for the moment, parochially, Justice ori
ented or perhaps Lee Brown oriented, is to want the control of that 
to be in the hands of people whose major work is narcotics. 

DEA controls the assets, and we probably can't tell them very 
well how to use the interdiction ass~ts. But I think someone else 
should tell them where to use them and what the targets should 
be. 
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Mr. RAMSTAD. Mr. Heymann, I couldn't agree more. P..nd that 
was one point that came home even with respect to eradication ef
forts when members of the select committee were in the Middle 
East at Syria, Lebanon, the Bekaa Valley-one of the biggest pro
ducers of poppy seeds-Israel, Pakistan. 

In that Middle Eastern visit, drug officials from those various 
countries also were confused and requested that if we do one thing, 
that the efforts be more coordinated and the responsibilities better 
defined. So it is refreshing. And that is where-as I pointed out to 
Chairman Rangel in those hearings-I think that is where the re
sponsibility more properly lies. So I am really glad to hear you say 
that. 

The only other question I have of Mr. Heymann is what grade 
Schumer got in that class? 

Hey, I don't want to put you on the spot. 
Mr. HEYMANN. I want to assure you that the chairman of this 

committee, whoever it is, would have gotten a wonderful grade, at 
least in retrospect. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Heymann was in my third year that I took 
a course from him. The first year it was criminal law from Profes
sor Bell, I was going to say, as I realized it after, what grade I got. 
But I won't since he was not the teacher. 

Mr. Mann. 
Mr. MANN. Mr. Heymann, thank you for being here today. I. 

guess I want to know just how big this glass is that is half full. 
And I was struck by the portion of your written testimony that 
seems to concede that the eradication interdiction efforts that we 
can reasonably expect ourselves to be able to pursue don't have 
much impact on use. 

Mr. HEx"MANN. I meant to raise-I meant to say that there is a 
question there. I didn't intend to give an answer to it, Mr. Mann. 

Peter Reuter, when he testifies before you later today, will em
phasize a relatively small part (If the cost of drugs on the streets 
is attributable to the cost of growing them, which is obviously rel
atively cheap-cheap land, cheap labor-or even attributable to the 
cost of getting them into the United States, which we make much 
more expensive by interdiction efforts. It is just that a great part 
of the cost is attributable to the difficulty of bringing the drugs 
from a seaport, Miami, some place else, to Cincinnati or Cleveland 
or Des Moines. 

And that means that you have to worry about whether increasing 
the cost of the small part-doubling the cost of the small part will 
make much difference. 

But I don't know the answer to that. You would have to make
you would have to reach some judgments about that. 

Mr. MANN. My background is in city government in Cincinnati, 
and it is clear that the police officer on the street thinks that, for 
instance, it doesn't matter how many poli~ officer~ you might add 
to a force as long as there are people ill our sock:ty for whatever 
reason-and we need to explore those reasons-who want to use 
the stuff and pay for the stuff, then there is going to be somebody 
else to take the risks associated with providing this stuff and mak
ing a profit from it. 
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So my answer to the question, which I suppose is intuitive as 
much as anything, is that this set of efforts doesn't have much to 
do with our drug problem. What we really have to approach-and 
this is why I have been very pleased with some of the comments 
of the Attorney General and Mr. Brown-is why people are using 
drugs and what it is about their lives that leads them to want to 
spend what resources they have on using them. 
. And J. am convinced personally that unless we address that ques
tion, we are going to continue to have a tremendous problem in 
this country. 

Mr. HEYMANN. I think that is a crucially important problem, Mr. 
Mann. But Jhe half-full argument is disconcerting for me. It has 
some vall~ty.:, t<r-it. If I imagine no efforts against the major cartels 
in Colombia, no efforts to eradicate, no efforts to interdict, or no 
substantial efforts in any of those areas, I could picture a flow of 
drugs that would be much greater and much more dangerous than 
we are now facing. So there is a half-full quality to it. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Gekas. 
Mr. GEKAS. I thank the Chair. 
There seems to be something in the questions and the testimony 

that shows a disparity between current White House policy with its 
budget recommendations and what we feel generally should be the 
effort. Has the White House briefed you on its general policy in this 
area? Or--

Mr. HEYMANN. I have sat down and had long conversations with 
the-with Director Brown, with Lee Brown. 

Mr. GEJ~. I understand. You mean just in the last 2 weeks? 
Mr. HEYMANN. Yes. I assume it was in the last 2 weeks. Maybe 

it was 3 weeks, but I have had long conversations with him about 
this. 

Mr. GEKAS. Did you gather from that or infer or learn from these 
discussions that, indeed, there is going to be legislation to come up 
to reauthorize the drug czar's office and all the things that we have 
been determining? 

Mr. HEYMANN. I think that you will find a somewhat reshaped 
program that is very vigorous in its attack on the drug problem in 
all dimensions, in treatment, in prevention through education, and 
very much so in supply. And I think it is going to be domestic and 
foreign. 

Mr. GEKAS. So when we leave these hearings here today, we will 
be, as you would perceive it, continuing the war on drugs in the 
same parameter!:! that we have established before and the same 
target areas? 

Mr. HEYMANN. With an effort to, as the chairman has said, Mr. 
Gekas-with an effort to learn from experience and get the dollars 
where they matter most. A very-no reduction in interest, but an 
effort to get the dollars ... -vhere they matter most because dollars are 
getting scarcer. 

Mr. GEKAS. Tell me. 
Mr. HEYMANN. I know. 
Mr. SCHUMER. The reporter will show mutual commiseration. 
Mr. GEKAS. One of your characterizations which has continued to 

astound me, because I have heard it in m.any different ways, is 
that a foreign national walks-bri~gs the substance .. nth him, 
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walks into our country, and goes to a target city practically 
unmolested. 

Axe you talking about somebody who comes in legally first? We 
know about the porous borders. 

Mr. HEYMANN. No, I didn't mean to talk about an individual. I 
am told by the people who have been studying drugs for some time, 
that the organization of the delivery of cocaine is vertically inte
grated as if General Motors were owning and running the dealer
ships in Cincinnati themselves, and that the same organizations 
having the ability to hire and fire and kill people who work for 
them not only buy the drugs but process them, process them in Co
lombia, get them across the ocean and the sea to the United States, 
and move them from the port of entry to the city where they end 
up. 

I am not talking about a mule-I mean I am not talking about 
the same person carrying it in a briefcase. I am talking about a 
complicated organization that is well enough-that is powerful 
enough and modem enough to move the drugs all the way from--

Mr. GEKAS. Colombia to Columbus? 
Mr. HEYMANN. Very well said. 
Mr. GEKAS. Thank you very much. 
I have no further questions. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Gekas. 
And thank you, Mr. Heymann. 
Mr. HEYMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Will the second panel come forward. 
Let me say that we scheduled a break at approximately 11 

o'clock and a resumption at 12:15. We are going to try to get 
through this panel so they don't have to wait for the break. 

So I am going to ask each of our people testifying, we will read 
the entire statements into the record. We will limit each of'them 
to 5 minutes, and then the questions we will try to keep limited 
as well. 

Let me introduce our panel. 
First is John Walters. He is currently a visiting fellow at the 

Hudson Institute. He served as Deputy Director for Supply Reduc
tion the Office of Drug Control Policy for the Bush administration. 
In that position, he was responsible for developing policy coordinat
ing efforts essential to diminishing the supply of illegal drugs in 
America. 

Mr. Peter Bensinger is president of Bensinger, DuPont & Associ
ates, a professional consulting firm providing services to private in
dustry, national and community organizations, and government on 
a host of drug-related issues. He served as the Administrator of 
DEA- for the Ford administration. 

And Dr. Peter Reuter who, as Professor Heymann mentioned, is 
the senior economist in the Rand Corp. and co-director of the Rand 
Drug Policy Research Center. Since 1983, he has worked primarily 
on drug policy issues and published a number of papers and stud
ies on drug endorsement. 

And Dr. Reuter is accompanied by Dr. Jack Riley who has writ
ten publications on drug policy. We are going to give each of you, 
Mr. Walters, Mr. Bensinger, Mr. Reuter, the 5 minutes. 

And so, Mr. Walters, you may proceed. 
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STATEMENT OF JOHN P. WALTERS, VISITING FELLOW, THE 
HUDSON INSTITUl'E, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. WALTERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I won't repeat my tes
timony. I have tried to give you--

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Reuter and Mr. Riley are going to share their 
time. 

Mr. WALTERS. I tried to give you a background for where I think 
we are, given my experience, and some detail on supply, interdic
tion, and its relation to demand reduction. But let me make a cou
ple of general points, partly in relation to what happened earlier 
at this hearing. 

First of all, there is no glass empty, glass half-full here. We have 
drained this glass big time. And the problem that you have and the 
reason that you see the cuts and the failure to create a policy and 
the talk about weakening a lot of areas is because the politic!al 
pressure on an aggressive war on drugs has diminished. And the 
reason it has diminished is that use by the vast middle America 
has fallen through the floor. Now, 85 percent of the cocaine use in 
1985; half the level of drug use overall in adolescents that we were 
most worried about in the 1980's when we heard reports of crack 
in the elementary schools. Those declines have been greater. I sup
pose that one of the reasons that the treatment centers have closed 
is that they don't have clients. 

We didn't get everything that we asked for from Congress, and 
the current administration is reducing what it asked for. If you 
want to treat drug use effectively, you have to pay for and put the 
money where the drug addicts are. Now, 80 percent of drug capac
ity is being used, and 20 percent isn't, because the treatment slots 
aren't t~geted where the drug users are. I put some focus on that. 

If we .'put more money in here and cut it from some place else, 
let's make sure we are getting quality treatment and we have ac
countability. We have sent up proposals for that. There is a re
markable reluctance to make treatment focused and worked. And 
if it is not needed, we ought to stop wasting the money. Because 
if you waste the money, people won't support it and junkies are 
going to come in last unless you have a good case to make. And 
they just did a couple of weeks ago. 

Second, supply reduction, and more directly the interdiction 
issue, we do have a drug problem. We still have 6 million addicts 
in this country, and we are not doing a very good job of reducing 
those in contrast to casual users. 

How do we do that? We don't use supply reduction. We have to 
use treatment. That is the only thing that reaches them. I will 
point out, as I did in my testimony, most substance-dependent indi
viduals have been through treatment already at least once. It 
would be helpful if it worked a little more effectively. 

Second, what we need to do is remem.ber that drug addicts spend 
most of their disposable income on drugs. When it gets more expen
sive, they use less. When we had a decline in cocaine flow in 1989 
and 1990 through interdiction efforts, the number of people who 
showed up in emergency rooms and died according to medical ex
aminer reports due to cocaine overdoses dropped by 20 percent. 
The single biggest decline in drug use that we had in this period 
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was for cocaine, and it was caused by supply efforts I not the dou~ 
bling of treatment money. . 

Third, it is important the message that we send to them. Thirty 
percent of the people in treatment now are referred by the criminal 
justice sydem. We need strong laws. The Federal Government does 
not put us~'t"s in prison; it puts traffickers in prison. State and 
locals do put ~lsers in prison, but there is a lot of deferral. And we 
are talking abLut reducing mandatory minimums and changing 
asset forfeiture kws, and the House just cut treatment. 

I think what we are looking at here is the end of drug war. Now, 
I don't think that is necessarily good. I do think we need to restruc
ture, given the sUccesses that have been made. But we have to 
focus on what is going to work. Addicts are sensitive to supply. And 
the question is: Gm we reduce supply, and can we do it better do
mestically or abI'i')ad? But the previous drug strategy tried to do 
both; encourage Ci}mmunity policing and encourage attacks on orga
nizations in this country which exist. 
. But none of those-with the exception of certain areas; the 
Chambers brothers in Detroit-did these programs significantly re
duce the availability. The changes we saw in cocaine were as a re
sult of interdiction and source country efforts. That is where you 
have to go. It is easier to interdict when the cocaine is in the metric 
ton quantity than when it is in the one-tenth of a gram quantity. 

Can we do it? Yes, we can do it. But it is a question of, are we 
willing to pay the price? Can we eradicate the coca in this country? 
Of course we can. You use Round-Up on your lawn. It can be ap
plied to the coca fields abroad. What is the diplomatic cost? It was 
thought to be prohibitive in the past. 

Let me make one more point on interdiction. We also have the 
ability to stop small planes that bring the most cocaine from South 
America. We diminish it when we patrol. But the question is: Are 
we willing to pay the cost? We have to be willing to say: What are 
we willing to achieve? 

My argument and my plea to you is, there are a lot of things that 
we can do that are incrementally effective. You've got to be willing 
to say: Does the population that is paying the priC8 today for drugs, 
not the vast middle class but the inner cities-particularly black 
inner-city young people who are being killed and having their lives 
ruined and their communities destroyed-do they deserve their 
kind of hell? 

The cartels are taking several hundred thousand dollars a month 
out of inner cities and sending it to Colombia. Do you want to have 
urban renewal? Stop the cocaine trade. That is sucking the money 
out. That is wh~re the food stamp and welfare money is going. You 
have to be willing to strengthen intelligence, which the Congress 
cut. And you have to be wifing to strengthen the organization and 
the determination and the mission of interdiction. 

And I don't believe that law enforcement can direct DOD assets. 
I urge you to look at these assets before you go to the floor and 
offer to gut the DOD budget for interdiction. Go to the command 
centers. Talk to the people in the field. Many of them want to do 
a better job, but they are constrained because of rules of engage
ment, mission, and interdiction. 

I will stop there. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Walters follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN P. W.J.TE!iB, VISITING FELLOW, THE HUDSON 
INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC 

~r. Chairman ADd Hesbers of the Comeittee ! e~ pleased to to.tify bafore !O~ 
t04av. A. you kD~, I aD here today a •• privati citizlu. 

lITIOIIUCTIOIII 

In ordlf to underltand tho topic ot tb1, h •• r1n~ pro~lrly, it 1. important to 
utall11sb its context" -- thl··druIJ war: wllin we Ire today Ind hew : lie got 
hert. 

j 

On September 5, 1989. Pr •• idlnt Bush delivered b1I f1rlt .. ,or tel~v1.ed 
address. ' The nbjact wu illicit :51'U91, vhieb tIi8 President Qall~,_"tb' 
grav.lt tbte.t facinIJ our latioD todiJ." Every BAjor public op1niort pOll 
.bowed thlt by I vide urgin AlReriCI1lll regardld the dr1l9 IpldHic ;11 the 
lation', BOlt ,oriou» problol. 

Four y.ara Igo BOre thin 14 ;1111011 &alriclae vlre current, active users of 
,ueh drug_ I. eoelinl ... rijnana. and beroin, Nearly 2 Dillion adol,.elnt. 
Vln utIill9 4:lIg.. : 

Thl drug apid .. 1e va. fueled by unpreeedeat.a quaat1t1 •• of eoeline flooding 
aeroeo cur border"~ briDtin, ~v.r-low.r .tr •• t prioe. tbat Co.ter" t~a 
.e4uctioD of nev u.e,.. Abroad, olrca-torrorista in Coloabia vere,on the 
Ylr9' of brin,!I, onl of Latin Aaarlca', 0140et deeocrac1.8 to its'knl" with 
the bratal aur4er. 01 • Pre.14lnt1al a.n4~4at' aDd 8oa. 200 jadg •• : includiag 
I.ven eapt ... conrt jUltic... I 

Throu;boat SOIt of thl 1'80'" tb. Satioa'. reapon •• to the dEU9 threat hid 
bGen vlgoroUl 114 v.l1~1Dt'ntion.d, but it VI. nat alvef' vel1 coccdilltod. 
Federal I\lenci .. witb rtlpol.ll1111tiCil tar law antoct_nt, interdiction .• mad 
4111Dd reducttoa hid overlapplDIJ rI.pons1I1il1tie •• nd otton work,d"t cross 
purpose. -- 100;t1iQ; irupt1:y iu 10 called turf bettle., CoImunitice bit 
bird by dru9' otten licked tn. .,aftl Ind -Iupport :o~ mobililin9 8,atult the 
threat, KIDI Itlce. hid yet to Blrlball effeetly.ly tb,lr owu ~ •• ourc •• to 

, flgbt drugs or to Cora I prc4uaClVI and ettact1Y8 .11!Ilce with the r.derll 
govlrlIIICnt.- In.uUiet.llt UuntlOl1 Iall pai4- to d11l9 praViutiou 1n the 
schools, and ,Federal .upport for drug treat.,Dt an4 rlilireh langul.~.d, Much 
remained to bl done by the United Scate. to vork w1th lource 4D4 tfauait 
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countr1 •• sue~ II Peru, Coloabll, aud Mexico ;0 control the cultivation, 
~nuf,ct~r., and export at 4rui" 

Pr.,1dlnt 8u.b'. 1ge, .plech to tbl Am.~ic.n people 119nelled n~t }u.t • call 
tor new resou.c,. with which to figbt druq5, but also a new approach, To 
develop Ind coordinate tbl implemlntatlan ot thia new appro«ch, thv OffiCI of 
National Drug Control polley (ONDer) vas created v1th1n tbe !xecutlve ott lee 
of the .PrlnCltnt. ibt OfUce was author1Zed by the Anti-Drug ADUU Act or 
1988 to develop and 3dv1 •• tnl President on a natl0nal drug cOntrQ1 strategy. 
a conlolLCI!ted drug contrOL DUdget, lnd other managem.nt and orqan1zat1onal 
lUU ... 

11le Septellber 1989 Strategy and each succeeding Stnteqy Ware qrounded on toar 
ke~ principles that made explicit the Bush Admini.tration's understanding at 
the nature our Nation'. drug probl,.: ' 

1. The selence of the drug probl .. 1. drug Ula, OUr ultillce 9~l, Ind 
the .. uure of our BlICets., nDt be to rtdnel the nlllllkr of lIMr;C&ll8 11110 
use druge, Heretofore, our progreas 1n fighting drug. vas frequently 
Dt!surad 1n terms of the number of arreit" conviction ratea, an~ 
quantities of drugs seized. T~"t Ire ~I.tnl indicator., but thty addre •• 
only the nDlPtoilS. not thQ problell itself: dru.g USQ. 1'00 l1ttli attention 
hdd betn given to 8ucb indicators of drug U.8 'I drug-related deith., 
injur1es. and levila of drng UIO among varia .. papulat1on •• 

2. Bee«WlIl Uey Ira til. heart of tbe prollletli. drug lIurl IIlIIt bo lIe14 
~aCOQDtabl.. Althouqh th.ra ~r. many rtalOnl individuals otfer for tlking 
drugi -- Quah a. unasploy.tnt. bo~6daa. pelr pr •• aura, h0801.'.n •••• and 
depra •• ion -- by and largt, drug naG 1, the result of bad deci.ion. by 
i~div14u.l •• x.~o1.1n9 frt. vill. An important .ean. of ptr.uading 
1ndividulla U2t to nae dru,. i. to •• k. it olt.r to th •• that uaiDq drugD 
w1ll 1 •• d intvitlbly to 'p.cific Idvlr •• conlequonceo Iud 'Inations. ThoOQ 
.'Y and should iacludl a raniO of civ1l In4 cr~iu.l p.naltl~8, 1roa loaa 
of protel810lll1 11cellil to court-ordered drug t~ •• t"Dt, .1 w.lli" '001&1 
aanct10nl lrOB taal1y, .ghool, ~ploy.r, an4 coa.unity. 

3. TO be cfteot1ve, tilt Bltlon'. aut1-dr&g .florts ~t int~.t. efforte 
to redUce tll 'UPPl, of II vol1 II thl 4~ tor 111.,.1 drqgs'i Ko .in91. 
tactic, pur.ue4 .1QnI or to tbe detri.ent oE other., cia be .ff.~tiT' in 
reducing drug UBC. lither, to be full! ,Erective, prevlntion aud trw.taent 
prograu nled tile .upport ot progru. to nduco the lupply I/Id Ivdlability 
of 111'9a1 druil. I IhoUl~ al.o nott. that a portion Of the ,apply 
reduction Itlort cODtr1butel dir&etly to re4ucing the 4tland tor: 111'911 
drug, in t.o "Y': I 

o by d11Cduragiug nal through the threat ot apprebanl10D and! 
pun1lhaant, and i 

a by directing .ubstallc.-doPladtnt 1adiv1dull. wbo tnter the!eria1nll 
jUlticl Iy.t .. to undertake and coapllto t:eatetht prograap, 

The r..,iadlr of till supply reduction .trort contribute. to rI4U~1n, drug 
. I 

75-765 0 - 94 - 2 
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UBe onlr if it ClD re4uce the Availability of 111'911 drug. -- tbat ls, 
~ke thea .ore difficult to obtain, lOre co.tly, and l •• s pure. 

4. WI "It ha,e I aational. DOt JURt , Vederal .ati-dcug eflort. Any 
naticnal dru~ control et:ort that fail. to ener~iz. Ind lupport Statf and 
local officialll, the private lector, feilies, ro11gioJ8 inetitutioD!, And 
commutity initiative., 11 unlikely to get thl job done. Part ot tbe tiQht 
involvlI Yadaral reeourcil IXlMndad bi rederal authorities. but an even 
biqger part Of the tight involve; Federal. Stlte. loeal. and non
go\'ernllental resC!UrcII expend84 by cONlunlt1es. lldllllborllooda. 8cbo')la. 
workplac'l. and individual •• 

In reapo~oe to the National DrUG Control Strategy. nora money. atte~t1oa. 
'~inkln;, ralearch. legislative and governaant ac~icn. cooparative elfort. and 
por.ounol vore applied to tho dru; problem t~an at Iny tia. 1ft ODr bi9tofY, 
Mor. citizena Mobilized in their eoamunitie, to battle drugg. Moro Icbccla 
impla .. nted dIU~ prev.ntiOD progr.... Ker. drnq Ultra veri able to obtain 
tr.at.ent. And efforts to arr •• t traffiaker., eradioate dome.tic druq crop •• 
and interdict incoa1u9 4rugl vere lutenaiflG4. 

Pre.taent 8u8b bol.t.red tbe ·Kltlouel DIU9 Control Strate9Y by .eekln9 
unprecedented incr ••••• in rederal fundin9 for 'irtually .viry faclt of the 
war all drug.. Hie Unt budge\ alone prc:poII,d I to percent ·1Ilc:reue 1n 
funding for drug cOlltrol prograaa. Duriuv the BUlh ~daini.trlt.onl funding 
for draw p:ovraa. illCrCI&ed bl Dear1r SO plrc_at ca $11.' billion ~n rY 1"3, 
Fuu41n9 tor dOleltic 1., enforcement grew by '0 percent, for international 
cooperatlon and intordiction by 3. percsat. Ind for deaaod reductlqn by" 
plrclnt .loCi fY 1"'. thl Bus' Adalni.tration pr~jocted a bUdget,of $13.4 
bill1on, an 11 percent increase oY&r tne rY 1"3 appropriat10n, to eupport the 
Natlonal Drug Control strategy 1n FT ~" •• 

Froe the ftrlt to the foarth Ind ll.t National Drug COntrol Strataqy a nusb'r 
of initiltlve. vere laanebtd, includ1ng: 

o Cr,ation of • 5100 lill1an p0r Ylar grant prcqraa to bllp c~nltl.' 
BolliUz. Igailllt drag.. i . 

o Incre •• ed fuDdinv gor 4ru6 preYeution in public houeiD9 COiluDiti!1 !roa 
S8 111l10n 1D FY 1'" to 8115 111110n In FY 1993. I 

o !UDdinv rtqDl.tl tl.t voald hl'l do~led Federal fan4iD9 for rebool 
aY8t~ r.f.Gid by 4ruG' &Dd drug-related cri.e. ; 

o Doubled faa4iD; for 4rua treatlont 8orYlce. and rl.larch. and proPOIIed 
and .itatd iDta lew leg1.1ation that 1~rovol atat •• trateo1c pllnninq , 
tor e!:q treatllellt IIIfGt_. I 

o lnitiatee! the 4tvelopl51lt at R0401 drGf trl.t~.t protceoll azj standard. 
of ~.r. tor treat .. at pro¥iaarn. I 

o Pion •• rta &U1ti-B0411itJ ~ tre.t8QlIt O&lPU... anel oxpert .. Jtal 
progra .. !.nteg-t=t1q 4n; treat ... t It Job corpl tra1ni~ eonters. 
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o E~paftded fwading and .ncou~'ieQQnt for oODMunity polioini approach., by 
local law Intoree •• nt. 

o Incroa •• a tbe uae of .ign1fieant tltatnta of tho U.G. Armed rore •• in the 
tigbt 4gainst illegal aruge. 

o Expended cooperative progrAM. ~lth Colombia, H~xico. Bolivia, Peru, and 
other .our~. and tr4D.it count:i •• , 

o IDcrund thl u .. of boot CUlpS and otner alternaHve .. nction, for drug 
othndul. 

o Greatly 1ncreaeed the eradicltioD of doaoat1cally-grown marijuana crop •. 

There 11 alwlY. a temptatlon to II&e.1 progrea. or fa11ure in tht fl~ht 
against drugs by wbatevlr bappQD8 to be tha latest p1ece ot geod or bad news. 
But a Itrateqy d,.igned to fight I nltional drug probl •• require. I more 
systematic evaluation at it. progr881, It requires that VD look beyond vlvid 
anecdotal rlport. or pieceMlal .tati,tical data ~uch IS the number of Irr.stl, 
the amount ot seizures, or the nuaher of people treated. Th1g inforaatlon is 
importAnt, but at noted ibove, tho only rial gauge of hov VI are dOing ia the 
number of A •• rieaD. ul1D9 drugs. ' 

Against tbi. bancb Rark there hll be.n Significant progress. The DUDber of 
currlnt u.er. of drug. (tbat i8, plrson. raportinq QII of an illicit drug 
during the palt month) dlclined steadily in thl 1980'. and continued to 
decline iu the 1990'.. Indeed. the aaaber of curraat drag UlGr. is nor belf 
tbat in 1'79. SiDe, UII. till !lWeI of IIIfjriCIl1l no reported lII~g cocdnl 
rithill U. Dalt IImItll 1. 40IIII II! '~JIIIll'Clut. aUicI 1915, it 1111 dlll:Uald by 
a1ao.t 80 ~rceDt. As iapra .. ive II t~ •• , ltatietiee ara. decliae. in 
adele.ceat drug ase are e.an mora ieprl •• tv.. !be aUSber of adole.coDt. wbo 
118' eoeai., 011 a cnluot bad. lIu d&l:!lilllld IIJ 16 JNlretint lilIee 19U. IIId by 
85 pereeat lIiDaa 1915. &401llCcut d"9 111& U IIOW at tllll lowell lflYel IiDce 

, DIltionl data colllOUoa M91D il1 U7&. 

Behind thOle etatiatio. 1& a ... chan,. in AMe~ialll" attitude. toward drug 
u... For y.a~8 WI ,¢Uivocate4 ovsr vh.th.r drug. vere bad or liap1, a 
life,trll abate.. A lilt "S&l1ne coyer fres tha •• rlr 19lO'. pOrtrayed 
cocaiDe I. the cODteaporarr equivalent to tha •• rtin!, IIId a nu.hor of StatQQ 
~.criainalized the uti of asrijuGnl. OUr Dltional 1 •• dorD did ~ot IPllk about 
the drug prohl .. , Dor ~1te thl Nation in an etfective cour •• of adtion 
Igli!llt it. 

But t~rougb ta. lelder,hlp 0' Pretia.at DUll!. pt.aident and "~ •• l'Igan, kay 
DeaoCf&t1C ID4 "publica. Hoaber. at Con;r'I., the Pertovt8bip tor ~ Dru;-Free 
ADlr1cl, aDG aeny etbers -- &lid attar Blny l1ve. v,ra lDlt o~ ruiu.a -- tho 
Natton finally aide up itl 81DG. .,'ve come to UDd~:8t&DG tbat dr~ ~e not 
only 1. dangerous, 1t 1. wl'ong, and that Qru; USI •• keD baa paroata, 
unre11able co-~rk.r., poor .tualut •• Ind erratic eitiz,n.. 

i 
The 1992 data ahow, II IxPected, tlere arl tve di.tinct troDtM 1a ~. w.r OD 
drug_. Tb; ~at1on.l Drag Contrel Stratlgy wal dl.19neG to curtail 'thl apr,ad 
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of 4ruq u.t b~ 4ramatlcally reduc1n9 caaual uet •• tho vector by which th1a 
~lt~olo~~ .pre,de. alceDt dlta conti:. that ve haVe beGn ,u~c ••• !Ul beyond 
expectation on tb1. tront -- and revell. hov wrong the cr1t1c~ and legalizers 
vere. Bard-core addicted ~ •• rs •• those on the second front -- nov prObably 
constitute over ~O percent of all current drug ulers. Since they are ~or. 
rt.latant to conv'nt1on_l anti-drug use meaeure. than calual nsers, prc9ress 
in thiS area will be dift1cult. Delpita a doubling ot Federal tre4tmG~t 
funding since 1988. the available evidence ir.dlcl~eB the add1ct population ha~ 
not declined. 

8Ul'PLY RSOOCTIOM, IJ'l'!lDICTI05. !lID DIOO USB 

Your a:l. of iDt.ra.t today il the intordiction and int.rnatiouli gortion 01 
~bat 1s usually c.ll.4 our SUDDly reduction 9tfo:t. Interdiction attacka the 
.upply network, thct link dcaoitic and internatlonal trlffiek1n~ operations. 
Interdiction also coaplellntg investigative efforts, Pout seizure 4nalYsis 
can determ1n9 tbe louree of the uArcotic. and help initiate eucc91.tul 
inve.tigation. of trafficking organizatione. Alao, controlled d~liveries and 
informant developslDt ean lecd to the traft1ckiDq kingpin. and their mon;~ 
laundarora • 

In 9'D~ral, OU~ iDt.r4io~ioD of tart. areato num.ro~. prebl ... tor trafficker.: 

o Sl1,ing large aaount. of drUgS tr~ mid- and loyer-level trAffiok.~. hi. 
a ~it.ct ispact 01 the p:ofit.~1lity at thlir operations, aDd ~'Y even 
elu" tb •• to go out of bWlill.... bter,Uct1,1l'l drug. c:oDfi'lD~ to 10ller-
1,v,1 dealer. cr •• te. ai.trnle within the trlttlcking chain of, 
dl.tr1butioo ond .. ke. the 8UPP!. of druq. to thair cueto .. r. erratic ar.d 
unuliablt. 

o At h1gher llVlll, traffick1ng orvani~ltlonB cia absorb grllt.~ lOi ••• 
froa inter41ction ,elzure •• 1 part ot their operating celt. At these 
1."ls, I part1cular lnterdletloD aucce •• 18 80re at a nu1.~nct to drug 
trattlc~1n9 organization, tban I th~'lt to the1r .xi8tence. !Ovever, 
even blre lnttrdictlon crtltes UDc'rta1nt~, increases the coat of doing 
busin.SI, and rll.e. thl chane, of 9'ttlng caught ana punllbe~. If 
inter4ictioo eflortl Irt IUtt.toed over long perlo4a of time, the 
accUBulatad 101.1. 114 increased difficulty of doing bulin ••• begin to 
afftct aVla high la,e1 trafficker •• 

a Free aD inveat1,atiYl atan4paint, i~dlvldu.l iDterdiction effort. tbat 
lead ~o t~ ••• iaur. 01 druq. It our porta of entry provide ltv. 
tnforc ... nt with tb, nlCIIllrr pbr.lcil evldtnae to pro.acute higb-ltvel 
deal.tia &ad foreita trlfficklr.. S~cb pro •• c~tlonl eli.inat. 
trlfflcklrt an4 thlir ';IDt, and .upport our VCll of di.rupttn~ 
trafficking oPlrat10 •• ID4 d1.14atllDO tbo organizations tbat cOBcrol 
th ••• 

Perbaps of orolt •• t'aiqaifiC&Dce OVerall. interdiction efforts prev.eut 
IUbitiatia1 ;uJntiti., of drUG. froa roaCh in; our .trltt.. Th. chlrt below 
·ShoVI. the hundred' of tOni of 1111911 drugs atoDDld fro. r.,ching ,our 

,. 

• 
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cOlllllUD1t1u by Federal ag811ein workillg' at or near our bordtr' .,- it doel not 
include eVIII greater 8~1zure. ~ad8 abroad in a cooperative eftort with our 
altie., SO., of YOllt other.vitnelsea may be ~ble to provide more det.iled and 
cJrrent data lD thi. regard. 

nr.mJ.rWI IRD SSI2IE S'iI1lDP 
lin Jdlcma) 

rc 1S9O IV 1fi1 IV 19!12 

IDlIN 8l! 1.314 1,121 

0X1llIE 10'l.3OO 109.SOO 1l1.800 

1l\AI.lI.mI 22'1,460 J07.S45 3S4,994 

• FOOS caablilla iDfcmllltial Ibcut dratJ .. izuru IIIdII within ~ juriIldictial of thIllhliUd States 
by the ID, m, ClIIt.-. &II wll .. IlIirldlU __ by the Ci:lout CIII.ud. Il'nIg ~tnlS I!IIIdIl Ilr 
~ rlll.tnl flglD:ietl '" ~ 112 the SllGS -. C\II~ of the ~ 0'Iidca _ tnalat.rred 
to Cat of the fQlZ' ~OII tbo\'o. &mee. m:lII .t&ti£ic:. mlect the <XIItlilI!ld ~ I!:IIi 
~..uact . 

OUf 111ternatiollal drug var exilts to reduce tho availability ot drugs here .t 
noa.. me Anae'll strategy, a. 1t is xnown. htC three cruc1al object1ve.: 
attac~ tne Iljor cocaine trafficking organ1zat1on. beaaqUafterea in colcmbil. 
d1erupt the •• 1n t:lne1t routeD (Iir, riVQf. Ind road) at the cocaine trade. 
alld •• tlhli.h .u11iciDDt ~ntorc ... nt pr •• enc. 1n key coca growing artae iD 
Peru and Bolivia to sUitain « ~ajor rlduction in tho .ale and processing at 
the co CD lSi! alld th.reby ,u~8t.nt1.l1y reduct tho incelltive. for illicit coca 
farming. TO till. lource couDtry effort .IS jGinod a partner. hip with CentrAl 
~erican ~ CaribbelD natioll', with particulAr eupbaa1a on Mexico, to attack 
.econdary drug production ire •• aDd attack cocaine IhipaeDt. fra. the Andes to 
til, 17.9. 

~bat happened? eoioabia aounttd Ind ,ultained (aqa1~8t all prediction.) l 
C'.PAton to PUt tbe Kedell10 Cart.l out 01 bu.ineae. Thlrl Y~r. lOSt up. aDd 
dOYDI -- the •• caPt of Pablo tlcohar he1na tb. _Qrlt .,tblck -- bue the . 
Medell1n CArtll, ~'Derlllw a'.cribea II the IOlt powerful criainll 
of9anizatica in tb. vor14 111 19 •• , baa heln almo.t coapletalY destroyed. The 
Gont. and od_bd jUllti.oe 1,lIto. 11 rebu1l4iD'I att.r ... ~ .. inltion. 011 & 
w14e aaale by tke alrt.ll, attaokl OD the Cali cartel vere launched tor the 
fir.t ti .. , alld 9~e.tlr rt.ourae. vere daplo,&4 agaiu.c the .i~ traffie that 
i. the traa.partatioll blokbolll of tbe cocaille indUltry. 10 nation eaD at tick 
tb, aoaaille trade' •• tllior 1114 key aanag ... nt I. ColOMbia CIII, Illd Ie it biB • 

. Itl ~.k pr •• ,ur. all tbe Mt4ellin 1.&derlhlP.ia l.to 108t Illd .arly li9D 
r •• ulte4 in .barpl! rt4aoed Gooaine aVI11ab111ty 1n tb. U.I. -- &n4 • 



·~ 

corre.ponding 4.~liDe 1~ eo~aine us. lDd in deaths and eaargBnc~ roDs 
,daiOlioD. related to aocaiae UI •• 

Bo11vi&~ ODrofelmont effort. over the lalt tour Ylar. havD qonl fro. 
incenalquantial d •• truotion of asal1 coci-faraer 1.a~ proa.~.inq pit. to a 
suo~.1nQd disruption of .tret'icker operationo throuqhoue the Chaparo. Kajor 
Bolivian t:&!f1ckiaq orqaaieltiona bave bOln ldlncif1.d and apprahendQd, lnd 
town. pretloully used by traffickers a. fr •• op~r4t1Dq Irall hay. b.,n flided 
and brQuqht UDder qove~~e~e control. Ad much 48 4 50 percent di.ruption in 
the flay of co~. producto out of Bolivii mlY have occur:ed lo.t ~e'r, with 
reports of Colo~ian. arriving to reCOD.trGct damage4 Bolivian operation •• 
:orruFtioD Ind weak political caa.itment have req~1:ed conat.nt attantion, but 
have ~oou managed in al.o,; all ca.... Ac:ordiu9 to the World Bank, the 
coca/coclin, trmde in Bolivia hGD dropped frQ~ 26 percent of Groos Dom •• tle 
Pro4uct in 1,a7 to only 2 percent in recent year •• 

In eontra.t, puru'. portormance, by lny .:4ndlr4 has been 41slppoint1lg. 
corruption, an attack on I V.5. ml11tarr 11rcratt aD I drug surveillance 
~18810n (killing one crew ... ber and severely 1njuring Inother) by the 
Peruvlan air tarce, and president FUj1mor1's 1na~111tY to place ,ubor41nst8s 
in ehlrqe ot fa,hlaning aDd carryln~ out an~1-druq proqrl~, hive .11 hurt 
resUlt I , 

~onetbel ••• , .vea 1n P~ru, some proqrel. VI. Siae. fbi police ~d the army 
ha~o eondDct.~ DU8Iron~ operatioD' 1n coordtnat10n -- aoaeth1nq th,t many did 
nat believe possible jnlt I tev yaart IgO, At varioD; ti ••• , trafficker atr 
tlight. baT. bten"41.rupte4 by Peruvian air fore. patrol., LoreedovDs, and 
even 8hoot4ovnl. ADd goyernmeat authority h" been exten4ed to airfields 
prlvioUily under th. control of the traffickt:.. Pre.talnt Fujiaori, cln do 
Bor.. Thl U.S. hal not IDd 1a aot giving hi_ a choiec: cut the cocaine floy 
or VI viii .top III our lid, t~14G, and support tor reru, It 1. ti •• to be 
aora forcetul with Peru. 

Tha U.S. hi. led the CfQat10n of anti-druG initiativ •• throuqhout the world. 
but nona hay, qrovn .are than our druG control Plrtnaf.bip with K,~1ca. 
Kexico va. tha larallt u~.car ot opiua iD tbi. hesi.pherl and tb, l.r~eGt 
,reducer of mlrijuana in the vorld. in 1989. Sine. theD Nlx1co ba. cut its 
harveltabl. POPPf prc4uctiOl br 50 parelnt. aDd it. 8.tiaatld .. r1~u&na 
production br lora than twu-thirdl, 

Of eyea 9reaCer iapGrtanoa Wlxioo •• iza. alaclt 40 .. trle tODl of &oe&inl lalt 
y.ar -- .econ4 onlr t~ ~h. U.S. in vorl&vtd •• eLzure. -- Ind rougb~Y 
equ1valtnt to 10-15 peca.at of oetiaate4 u.a. cOD.uaption. i 

tn 1993, Mexico allo arras',. tha h,,4t of .081 of t~. llr;'8~ trlil1okin9 
9rOUPI kn~ to operlte witkin itl borderl, inoluding I leaior s.ab.~ of tbe 
Kld,lila clrtel, ftD4, the •• 1iDal A4s1nletretloD ha. taken SORt 0' tho .oee 
extena1ve &Iti-~r~tioa a.a.GrtI e'lr •• en. La.t Jear a70 pol ie, ~.rloftftel 
vere reterre. for prolooat1oD Oft obarfQI of corruptioQ, abutt of _,thorley, . 
and druo-related c~isi •• · Tbo fO.~ befot., 3.000 K~xlolft cu.toae P~11ao vore 
tired. VOl, Gorruptioa 1 •• till • ptobl .. , but M.xi.,. Arul .nfor~ee.nt haG 
iaprovtd draaatical1,. 

• 
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DIUO lVAILAllLJ" 

A8 I noted ~t tho beginniug of thi. t08t1.ony, 51ido frca tb. tvo •• pect. of 
our .u~ply reduction sf fort. thet cofttribut, dir.ctly to reducing d,aand, 
,upply red~cticn activiti •• mUlt be ju~g~d in. terms of thelr coat 
eftec;iven ••• ir. d1minilhing the availability of illegal drug" So What do w. 
know a~oQe trends !n the availability ot 1111941 drug.? 

AvailAbility 'Itimat •• havt ~een prQduced every yelr by the U.S. G~vernQ.nt in 
tvo fOfllAtI: 

o ThO International Narcotics CODtrol Stratig~ alpert (INes.). required by 
the foreign Alei'tanc. Act. hi. D •• n prcduc.d annU!lly ~y the Dep4rtment 
ot state 1n conlulUtlOl1 W1th U.8. EIIl)U810., DEA. DOD. CIA. OIlDCP, U 
well a. othlr oftice. and &qlnei •• ot the u.S. Oovernmtnt. Tha INCSR 
!ddreeaes tbe major source and transit country .ituat1on9 as they ralate 
to c~ltivat1OD, producti~Q, and transit of drug •• 

o 'rhe ~:atiQnal !'Iarcotics In~.lliq'bce COD.Wlers COllllittae (NIIICCI, In 
.l.v.n·a~.ney qroup chaired by DEA, ha. produced an 5nDQiI rtport that 
,ddre"li thl availability ot drug. in tne Unitod Stateo. 

fh,ae tvo al.8s.mlnt rtport. hive b •• ~ tully r.v1.~ed by the ~rlalry ~rug lav 
enforct.lnt. treat.,nt, Ind int.rdiction agenci •• to dlvelop a usified 
judq.ont vitbin tho U.S, Governleht c~~1t, ~1n~ tbe be.t intor •• tton and 
anall,il. In addition. for cocaine, & -~rivat'-I.ctor r •••• reh fira haB 
pr04acld the be.t exilUng IIIOdlll of .nilabilitll anll u •• , relrillQ' 011 all 
currtnt uta data and the cDelinl .uppl, data noted ahove. 

A pr1D&rr _l.Mlne in producing •• tiaatDI of the ~ullte of druga Intlrino tho 
Un1ted Statal i. the .,aOI.lent ot tho quantitio. ot druGG prollue.1I nveraea, 
and available tor .xport. loth the ccaa and cpiwa productiou •• ti~t •• bave 
roUvcud aaKiiIIWI pr04uctioll po.d~le with liai ted "inforaaUolI. to acc:ollllt for 
Vlrilt10n~ in orop yi.14. and 10 •• taatorl froa cultivation throug~ final 
praceaoillf. Itudilll art well UlIdU vay tc. "eUIII IIOU pr.o1otl)' aooa and 
co(llIine proe .. eiug lll .... caued b), t~otor. 1nolud1n,I weather, dilllua, 
1rullCt., l.le h.~ •• t1D9 and drlin, 111.tt1c1.1I01el, wI,te, lpail.ge, 
It;ld1clUIlIl, local CODulItion, cOliveriil.OII lou .. , local conelOapUoD In4 
•• i~ur8 •• AI tbe .. factora are detin.4, th.y ohou14 bt iucluded in the 
prodllc:tioll oet1Ut. aillodology· to provll1. a lIOn 8~c;Ur.ie pi.etura of 
&,,11111I1tl cocaine, 8tlllUtI are abo \\Ddtr"., to .iz. OpiUM culth,tioll ill lIlV 
air ... lllti .or. lc:cur.t.1J •• Ua.te opl1111 ),ield •• 

Figures on drug .. 1ZUfl. c.nnot lie tlk.D .. direct evid.uee of the aaoant of 
(traga enterlq tlla VDit~ nita., t .. caU8. ttl porctlltage at drug, tblt .vad .. 
"elzure 1. qlnlral1J Dot known. Tbtre VII • tile When tile pre'liliog vlev v •• 
'th.t 101zurl. r.\.'Y~ r.pr •• onted lU p.relnt of tilt totll alOunt or 1111911 
drug. chippt4 IDd the lOra that .1. all&ed tbe lOra thO total •• tiD1to4 flov 
wa. s.ld to increas" v •• till bear .ueb bI •• l ••• pseudo-anaIrli. lrol t1~' 
to time 111 would-be·drug expert,. In fac:t, bigb,r •• izurtl aar r.t~.ct better 
inti1l1gt.cI, iaprovII4 iatlrdicUon ttchniqu .. , iDcruat4 interdiction 
reSOUrCOI, An4 luck. Thay 40 not nlceallrily i.pIr cOSDIn.urat.lr increaslng 

\ 
\ 
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alOUntl ot drugl Ictuallr IDCerlftg the UDlt.d Stat •• , 

Ul1clt drug pt'1ce all4 purity are 10M of the ben enrreat inclic,cora or Cl'rl1g 
ava1lab11ity 1n the United Beate., Wb.D III 1111911 drug', IVll1a~tlltf 
decr •• I.I, ita pl1r1t! dlc11nol and tt. price rlSGa. Rovever, pr1ce and pur1ty 
~afleet the interlction at .uppl! and d.mand. AI demand talla (al it baa 1n 
term. ot the number ot u.ars of lelt ill.gal druga in recent yeara' •• upply 
reduction.bave to I!SltI de.'lId decl1nl' to reduce .falllbility. We Ilia 
know that lncrla.e4 prloa. for 111a;81 druws lal witb other products) tends to 
diMinish con,u.ptlon and traffic~r •• ay t:y to reduct purity ... ean. of 
ktlplag pr1ce, low whon .apply tall. to k.ep pace with d •• and. 

So what do vo know about tile trelllU in availability tor the !DOlt dangeroul 
4ru;_ "a ha,' tought to control? 

Seroia 

_~r14wi4. opiua production r ••• ill8 aeer tta hi,toric bigb over the palt decade 
or more (Ilthou~h it haa bela below Cbe ac:ual 1989 peak). Heroin in the u.s. 
hag ganerally iacrea •• d 1a purlty aDd decrl.led in price in rte,~~·y.ar •• The 
voluae ccnaum.4 in tb1. coUDtrr rialia. 1.111 •• ia th' tin, of metric tona. 
and tatalling appraxiaatalr .Iven percent of vorld opiua productlol. Thete 
Eay hi 808& 1ne~e .. e in U.G, heroin conauapt1on. V. do not have lldicatlDc, 
of an op140110. and .alt nev u.era ot heroin aeas to be eOlia; troa ths pool 
oe o141~, heavr cQC&iae .e.rl, but .tb~rl art liona of inc~ ••• 1d availabilitr 
and illcuaud Ulle. i 
In my viall "1 40 not yet ba,. an Iff.ctt,a .. ana of IIr.hall!n9 iniellivancQ 
and &ttaakilll ~hu ~t10 '.roiD trafficktuw or,.ni.attan. ill ... nDlr braId 
euougb to 41.rupt .upply IIltioDelly. Ilore •• t4 boroia .eiluree have Dot kept 
pmci vith ,.ti •• t,d incre .. ,. in eupply. l~t.rftatio.al cooperltion ear oflQr 
eose opportuuitil., bat gi,e. tbe scope of the problem internltiooallr and the 
political e1tuatioa in the .ajor producta, countrias, particularly Buraa, 1 
blli,ve the scat resltatic .. ani of Ittackia, lupply 11 to focue 00 4oaelt1c 
beroin traffickin; orgcn1zltloal. ta tblt feglrd, tb. kef to In! botoia 
.upply, or d, ... 4 reductioa effort, 11 the Mew York Citr &otropolitan are. 
vblrl cOlIlu.ptlon 1. ~t ".'11y CDucaaleltad. 

IInj.1 

Har1luanl 1, I supply rt4.ct1ca IUCCI.S sterr. Through li9rGI.1v. 
interdiction, grlltl! expanded !lX1can eradleatlon ellort., and our ovn 
oxten_iv. dOll.tic eradication progra., .arijuana'pric,. bave risen Sharply. 
In tho l •• t eoapl, of Illfl, 1D IIDY pllCI" tbl COlt of aar1juana"by weiWht 
bl' excee4ed to14. Tb. declinl ln availability hi. hlen plrillell.d by I 
dlolint 1n 1J81. 

Indoor cultivltloD effart. 11 tb1l country an4 greater I.U9g11n9 ffOi abrold 
Irl a grattillg tn'Ucker r"poQH. ilIA bal. .ought Co tar;et "indoof ,fOW'" 
and it flllie. to be "'11"1£ tbll ID4 otblt a.pectl 01 thi. 4GB11t1c a.d 

.fDr,igu IUCCI ••• tOf! will be IUlt,1l1ed. The pricI rlBlinl higb, .ut hll 
4roppa4 I bit r.ceQtlr. 

.. 

• 
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cocaine 

A!te~ r1s1Dq rapidly in the 1980', coca cultivation leel. to have p~akod in 
1~90 Ind declined Iligatly, with •• timat.d potentlal cocaine ~roduQt1on 
poakiD; in 1991. 

Cecalna seizures worldwide ha,e grown Btea~ily troM apptOXIUartly 200 m4tric 
tona ill 1989 to Yell over 300 mlt:.-1: tona for !992. Seizuru 4t or near the 
U.S. ~o.der wert rouqbly lce m~tr1c toni tor 1989, 1990~ and 1~91. ,hey 
incr.a.ed to rouqh11 140 ~etric tons in 1992. 

But tb9 rval growth in seizure. bal been tbe relult of our DArtnerBh1p ~1th 
eource and transit countries in La:1n America, In Plrticular. ~e lnd our 
all ••• Ira eXDloitinq the all interdiction vulnerabilitiei of t:afficktra 
throuQhout the hemUDhtre. Sthur .. of cocaine in lAtin Allarica h, ...... IIro~n 
from 57 metric tObS in 1968 to oVlr 200 m.tria toni in 1991 and OVQr 180 
metric tOUM in 1992. Thh muni that, dQPQndill9 upon th. &nalva: 1DOd~1 \Iud. 
batwlan 30 and SO p.rclat of I.timatld potential cccaino production 1& DOV 
Gtopped betv •• n IcurCI countri •• and tha U.S, Or put another vay. tb. b~.t 
analy.11 prQQontly available indicatea that 1 ••• :han hAlf tbo pot6ntial 
coaeine PI'oduetioa. nov reach .. the u.s:. 

Let .e quickly add :h: •• po1nte. 

o the estimatla ire i.precise ADd uo lav entorc ... nt or netioaal locurity 
offici41 I have eTer aervcd with Tould claia other.iae; 

Q IIvn dtb a' .u~.tant1al dacUu, 1n the .lIppIf ot cocdlKl reachllli th, 
U.3,. there is atill onou9b rgi~bln~ our ahorea to poaa i &er10Ui 
prolllall; and 

o the DOlt lober1nq l'laon thi. dati ofter., lilY b. bow mucb ~r' :oca1nu • 
~ Cheaper ADd purer -- could ~. on our str,ot •. 

AI I Doted •• rlllt, current coc.iul Q •• b&l Qroppad by almost 80 percent since 
1ta p~at 1n 1985. Pric •• gooar.ll! t.l~ and pur1ty increa,ed tbrougb 1988. 
In 1989 Ind 1990 purity dropted &n~ price. roae. Cocaine prica. romained 
~el&tiv.ly .table it the vuole •• l. IDd fGtail l.~.l' d\\tinq 1991. Wbolecale 
Ind ret&il.cocaine purity levlla, bow.vlr, inCrtl&,d Biguiticlntly in 1991. 

o Whol".lt (KG) eoe.1ne priOla nitloawide iacf3& •• d 13 perceDt a1nee 1988; 
retail ptleee biV. 1ftcr ... .a 23.5 porcont aver the .iIi period. (Table 1) 

o AveraGe who18111. purity hal reBalned relatively canltent -- f~oa ~~ 
perceat 1ft 1910 to ., Derclat ia l'~l. At tbo retail or gr •• 1",1, 
~Deaiae purity deereslld !roa 70 plreent to ~9 perclnt in 1991> (Table 2) 
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'M.E I: ~ IlXIUII; PJIaB 
1fl!.~_ ... GnI) 

rY \WCglIIIl OlD am 
1S87 12,000-41),00) BOO-l,D) 0001ll 

1988 U,OOO-34,OOO !SOli-t. aoo !O-l~ 

1'l89 U.OOO-35,000 450-2.!iOO 35-125 

199Q U, 0000«l,00) 5IlO-2.500 l5-1'1S 

1S91 U,003-<<I.OOO QIlO-3.500 16-1'1S 

'I5:IIU 21 aDllIIII PIlRI'W 
G!r \IIIE\'III!tJ 

c::i ~ 0ID:m CIIB 

1967 17 71 S!i 

1. 90 eo 70 

19M 87 ." t6 

litO eo !HI 54 

19''1 86 'l3 " 
SCUXCI: lEA rum n m0'fl!1'1tlU!I1!C$, 1'III.'t!Ilm., .Ja!IlUy lm, lid A!Ir1ll$fZ, 

! 
DE! data tor tho f1r.t tbr.e qoarter. of 1992 sbow rOU9bl~ stabl. pr1CSI from 
1991 It tho k11ograe, ounc •• and gfaa qulut1t10 •• bat dlclining pur~tYI 

o at tht kilograa 1".1 froa 85 perceut, to 83 perceut, to 81 p,tceat for 
the thr •• ~Itt.ra, r"Plett,.l!1 

i 
o at tho GumCI 1.,,1 froe 77 PerCent, to 72 ;erelnt, to 69 perce,t; and 

o at tile /lrllll llvel froa " pe:cent. to U Plrelnt, to 53 !)lIreent. 

Yoa will nott tbat tht tkird-auartor 1"2 parity i. lov.t It •• ch l_v.l than 
aftY prtvioul y,arly I"rllt tn tabl, 2. i 
Taull tClq,tll.r, tll1. 41t. IUII"t tilit cocAino avdl&bULtr 111 til. V." 1141 
declln,d batYI,n 19.9 .nd 1992. with. sligbt illers •• , betwetn 19'O'&n4 1991. 
batot'i declinlnq to tbl loyest l .. el of thl period is 199~. 50et ijportantly. 
tlles8 deeUlle. in tile .IIIIP1r of ~atlle cUrledy Dard}'>!l ,,~ llittera oe 

• 
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cocaine ~... Th •• ama relatien.hip .D8~ to axiat in rogard to .arijuana end 
the lnVlr.1 (i .••• iner"'Dd availability and iOQr";od use) with noroin. 

Cart.inly the.e data do not allow uo to jump to ~h. a~nQluoion that 'Upplv 
tOQUctlons caUG9d d~Qa~d reQuctiont. The data ire trustratingly lip1ted and 
IIIU.it !lIelu:i, 8i9nificallt 4:-oaa of approxilllation "hen WI all wou~d like. 
preaidon. SOlI''' of th1; dOlt,. 18 8ubject t., revinoD &nd ~om. ot your ~ther 
wi tn ••••• may have ~uch rtyj,eion •• bastd u,an further analysis. But r belio,. 
it 1~ reasonable and prudeo~ to note that -- ae limited ~nd 41 impe:fect 4~ 
the data are -- the IlIcee8,e8 ot aUf eupply reduetion efforta not only nave 
bean roal. they et6S to be aesociated v1th reductioca ill current dru9 U5~. 

COIICLlISIOI 

Casual drug us, hal dropp.~ dramatiCally, ~ut nard cor! drug uee hal not. 
!11th this bICi(drop, tne AClm1n1!tratton anCl its nev Drug CZcr have IHlen called 
upon to tUe !!\Olley OUt ot drug 1nterd1ction and iDurll<ltlonal ant!-dr'lg 
programs and put it lnto tr~atm9nt. Intir~lct!on l~ i coatly fAilure. ~ny 
nov say. and tne money ~an be Detter spant traatlnq addlQta. 

This argument is hardly nev, ot COUfle. I heard the IISI Advice vhile serving 
in tbe "hita BOlllllii Drug Cnr'lI oUiet during the BUlh "dilini&tration. Indeed, 
=or. Ind bettlf treat.,nt 1. ne.d.d -- that's why Federal treatment spending 
doubled during the lalt tour y.ara. But. tho •• who &rqu~ that we .hou14 pay 
for more drug treatment by t!k1ng dollars ~ trom dru~ interd1ct1pn ignore 
the .... lItill fact that 110 C!IIIIot 8ubDtlntilllly relillce drug UII -- with or 
withQut more trtitment -- uniesl tbe IlIpply of drug. 1. controll.d. 

It uaed to be cClmCn .Ins. that drug UiO wouldn't de:l1ne 80 long .1 drug. 
~.r. pl.ntif~l and cheap. Indeod, proponent. of QUD control make much the 
sama at,u.snt with relplet ta urban Yiol.nce. And •• aking ciGarett •• 
difficult and ~ra Ixpelllive to obtain hie long belli a ,tapla ot th. anti
oac~1l1q crll.a4a. Illterdietioo i •. o~a YAY. and ill Ieee Calel thl onlf way. to 
reduce the availability ot illoqal drug •• 

There i8 _yen Qvi40nce interdiotion wo~kI. Vor thQ palt tyO year •• 
into:4ietioD and intarnational aapply rsdyot1on reMOved about a third of the 
total pot~nti.l wo~ld pr04u~tioa of cacalna -- aft aaount ~hly ~al to 
total .,tie,ted U.I. oon8uaptioc. Durin, 1919-1900 it foroad .tr •• t prie •• up 
BiqniiiclntlYI U§I Vtnt 4ova. a. did aooainQ-relat~ hospital .. &fqlncy room 
admi5.1oD. an4 d.aths. Ia addition, tor the laat •• ?oral ye.r ••• arijuana 
interdiction .ad 0radication offore. have driv~n the .trttt price tp tbe loYol 
of 901d by weigbt -- aDd eut \IDa over 60 percent .inet 191 •• 

60 ~h7 ara crltic. calling for &D end to interdiction In4 internstional 
pr09~IRJ1 !ecauaetbey 1,1U8I Iupplt reduction ia plriphoral to r8auci~9 hard 
core drug uea. 91tb har~ core UI •• til1 I preble., it ,8'" e&'1 to call tor 
a shitt ot 111ttrd1ct1oA 4011are ~O 4011lr8 tor sora tr~ltaaDt .lot.~ 

lIut tb... propoalle are luptrUcial aU.d dtad IIron;. Bard core u .. rp u. ;ga 
-- net la.s -- price .enltt1vo thin caaual u.arl. C'lull user. bUr: 
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infrequentlY IDd ~In afford to pay muob aort tban h •• vy u.erl. Heavy user • 
• pend •••• ut1allr all their .001Y 001ru9" Ihan prical qo UD. they IUlt u •• 
less cocain.. otten, they then encounter the difti~ultiee ot ~lthdrlwll. The 
re.ult 1a tewer deaths and a poverfUl 1neentivv (gocond only. perhaps. to tne 
threat of incarceration) to entlr treatment. 

Vbile 4n affective interdiction prcqram i. critical to any cradiblo national 
druq ¢ontrol .trateqy, current lnterdiction pravraml do not produce whit they 
could. That 1. becau.e they ar. allowed to be only balf·~.agur •• at btat. 

For eX3BPle. th. D.t.nae D.partment reCe1veg the ainqle largest ghara of 
redersl interdiction funds. Yet, DOD s ••• its role '1 strictly ,ubordlDltt to 
that at the Dumlroue la, enforcemeDt aqlcctea enqaq.~ in tracking an4 
arrGstinq trafficker. -- aDd llw enforca.ent aglncl0. alek to ke,p it that ~ay 
when behavinG bureaucratically, V. have come II tar as WI can with 
interdiction by bureaucratic consensue -- and It'. not tlr enouih. 

Throwing our border, open to druqa 1. an IKtremoly dangerous cour.e, SQ. how 
about a raal debate with oDtiona that would lak, a r811 d1ttatence! How 
about 10 •• real national leadership to protect the young, iDnlr-city liv •• 
that ara aogt at ~1.k today? Bere a:e thre. ex •• plee: 

1) The cbo.~.t and fa.test vay to reduce cocline availability on our .treatl 
iu to .top tho •• all atroratt that transport it north trcs South America. It 
i. noy poa8i~le to .ort ID4 track thel. aircratt witb a high degrel of 
Iccuracy. w •• houl' d.ploy additional reuource. to dltect. tarn back, torce 
dOYD, sud it neCIO •• fY, aboot do .. ,neb lircraft, Stopping tb.,e flight. 
would dra.et1call! -- and ilaediat.l, -- cut the cocaine tlow. 

2) A.11gn DoD falpOUlibility tor dirlOtiog all iuter4iction op.ration.. And. 
lak. it cl.ar that it. mil.iol i. DOt .'~Il! to a.aiat lav dnforcement 
aglnci •• , but the br0a4er talk of aub.tantiallr 41.rnptinq the tlow of cocaine 
into thiS count:!. To do thi,. law enfo~c"'lt interdiction u •• ds to be 
.ubOrd1nltl to th. DOD-l14 ai •• iou at cuttiu, tb. flow. uot tho other .ay 
.roUD~. 

3) Beot up "Iigtance to LAtin ~r1c.. although it i. 4itfioult to work 
witb t~reiga plrtner. at tiee., IDt1-druq ellort. br the •• countri •• are ch.ap 
and coat-effective, Lltia IaIr1CI reel1v ••• pproxiaetely four pe~a.~t of 
Fader.l anti-drug IpeDdt." ret it account. tor two-tbird. ot tbe eocain • 
•• 1~'8. and victuall, all the kiDgplD Ipprlbe081oa., 

Iater41ction 1. I POIIrfUl 'l'poD, tho.. .er1oua about !lghtin; the .courg. of 
4raw' will ... it -- IVlr •• lly.l,. 

TblDk you for tbil oPDOrtunltJ to CODtributl to tho r.corQ aDd I wlll be happy 
to anlw.r que.ticas. 

• 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Bensinger. 

STATEMENT OF PETER B. BENSINGER, PRESIDENT, DUPONT & 
ASSOCIATES, INC.~ CmCAGO, IL, AND CHAIRMAN, ILLINOIS 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AUTHORITY 
Mr. BENSINGER. Thank You, Mr. Chairman. 
I have 10 points, I will try to make them briefly. 
The first would be the importance of this subcommittee. The 

House Select Committee on Narcotics started when I was Adminis
trator of DEA. I would note that my tenure did extend through the 
Ford, Carter, and about 8 months of the Reagan administration. So 
I did spend 51/2 years as head of DEA, and the select committee's 
attention was important. In its absence, the work of this sub
committee's importance increases. 

Interdiction is a necessary deterrent. It needs to be coordinated, 
prioritized, closely directed,' well supervised, and closely monitored. 
But it has less impact than domestic and international drug law 
enforcement investigations and should not receive disproportionate 
fu~ding. Today it does: $2% billion for interdiction internationally 
compared to domestic law enforcement at DEA of three-fourths of 
a billion dollars just doesn't make sense. 

Two, policy and the type of direction for the multiple agencies is 
probably as important, if not more important, than the budget. I 
disagree with John Walters on the point he made that the Coast 
Guard or Customs should not be receiving direction from drug law 
enforcement. I think it should. . 

You have people putting out patrols, Coast Guard, Customs, Air, 
Navy, deployments that are coordinated with training schedules, 
ports of call, various other agendas, and not enough responding to 
intelligence and informants. Instead of 60 percent of the Defense 
Department being based on patrol, I would reverse it and say that 
two-thirds should be based on specific intelligence and information. 

Crop eradication has been a meaningful deterrent. It worked 
when I was DEA Administrator, in Turkey with the French Con
nection, ~d in Mexico with the opium poppy eradication. I do not 
think it will wurk as well in Latin America or Southeast Asia. I 
would put this money in the beefing up of foreign judicial joint in
vestigative resources. Phil Heymann's point is correct: $30 to $40 
million of investment for helping those countries develop a institu
tional criminal justice system is probably the kind of investment 
we need to make. 

The Defense Department's role is important. I think they need 
to be directed, not self-directed. I think their mission needs to re
spond basically to trafficking networks as well as to training, sup
ply, and interdiction. 

I would add that the comment on the criminal justice treatment 
within our prison systems is important. We talked about that ear
lier in your summit. I won't go into it in detall here. The point to 
which resources are deployed, prioritized, is essential. And I think 
in the administration's assessment as to what they do internation
ally, there needs to be control; there needs to be direction; there 
needs to be prioritization and response. 

I think the interdiction efforts of illegal money are very impor
tant. The forfeiture on both sides of the border are very important, 
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not just the drugs. I think one of the points that all of your wit
nesses will make is price and purity are important. And as you in
crease the price to the traffickers doing business, that helps the 
American public. As you reduce the purity, that will cause fewer 
overdose and injuries. As you increaBe the price, that will probably 
result in fewer users. 

I would say that as you hit the traffickers' networks, in their 
pocketbooks, at their laboratories, that will be an effective, I think, 
utilization of U.S. resources and priorities. 

I would not abandon international eradication. I would not aban
don crop destruction. But I would use it where it can have a major 
impact, where the countries control their geography, and where you 
can have a significant disruption to the traffickers. I don't think it 
will apply in Latin America across the board. 

And in. terms of interdiction, again, I would keep it as one of the 
legs of a four-legged table along with enforcement, international ef
forts, and prevention and treatment. 

I would not abandon interdiction, but I would have it better di
rected and ·more closely supervised. And I think the resources of 
$12 to $13 billion and $2% billion-$2% billion in interdiction is • 
probably not the appropriate percentage. 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity of reappearing in 
front of you and this committee. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you for your very concrete suggestions. We 
ap~reciate that. 

LThe prepared statement of Mr. Bensinger follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER B. BENSINGER, PRESIDENT, DUPONT & AssOCIATES, 
INC., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AND CHAIRMAN, ILLINOIS CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION 
AUl'HORITY . 

Chait'lUn Schumer anti ~r. 01' the SubC:Ollllitt •• on crima and 

Criminal Justices 1 appreciate the opportunity or appearing berors 

~his SubcQ~ttue toda1 and of sbaring my views at this oversight 

hearing en international drug interdiction and eradication. 

Interdiction 1. a nece .. ary deterrent, not an unnecessary 

wast. of money or effort. Interdiction neoga to be coordinated, 

prioritized, cl05ely dir$ctetl, well supervised, and closely

monitored in the Admini.tration. 

Crop aradie&tion is al.o • lleaninqtul deterrent th.1.t has 

prOVed to be very .ucce&sful in certain situations, such as the 

Turkish opiua control proqraa linked to French connection heroin 

&n4 tho opiua poppy eradication proqram in Mexico in tho 1970 •• 

t:zoop _ .. cUcatlon Proq"Z'UI. in Southaast As1a. for OpiWl. and Latin 

Amerioll, for ccc:aine, have b._ les. lIucce •• tul. In today's cliDate 

off a_in. aupply, ooca I_t ci'acUoatiOn is JIt:It likely to ba a 

ai'lllifioani: dai:en"Gnt to tnttic:kers. Far grQatar impact will 

l:"CsuIi: troll d .. t:l:Uot10n ot _1Itn. labonto!:!,ul,. traakin<] of 

i'nc:w:sot' cbGlliClll.;"foreign llIaaR to:A:f.1i:uro ilapl __ tlltion, U.S. 

m111!;azy ~. and tninJ..nq C:ODtr1J)utiOIUl, and iI'I-eount:y 

lntall1CJ1Dl'C41 l1PJa1c1 to ~.rt1ddng n.twora. 

The 1:018 01: tlW Doranae Dap&rt.mt lIJbould be a 1IIIIjor one, 

lnclu41nc;J cqu1p!111!lt IlUl'Ply, t1'aln1DCJ, llUrVe1l1lUlce anti high BOlUS 

1ntel:'C1ot1on, •• well as ana reconnaiSsance and 1n-CQUlltEY foreign 

liup~·. CGnIIliltat1cm COOr41naUCS vim the IIJ:Il9 Entorcaant 

Ada1n!ab:I'&t.tcm. 
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'1M CWlto!u scvice IIboulcl _btain It 81:1'01\9 inteli'd1~ion 

.S:S:OJ:"t l1nacS to pm:ts of antrr an4 Cloc:n:,U,Mted with the Cont 

GUl1::<1 rl!9ucUng U1pQrtati.on ot 1118'1111 dt'i.l9 AcUvity. We lIluet 

improve coordination of the interdiction efforts. There A~e major 

aeparat. ZIncS cS15e1nc~ aq.ncie. all lnvolv~ wi~h oi~lanee, ehipe 

Zit a.a, 1ntel11qMC4 COllection, anel reconnaissance' capahilitie:s 

ar.d ro.ourCQ.~-the JJavof, Air vorce, &1'11':., ana A.."'lIIY', Ul. coast 

GUarcS, the customs Service, and the Drug EntorcQQsnt 

Administration. The OXt;ont to vbj,1:h resources arlt proqrammed 

collectively for doployaant, invoBt1~ation. and 1ntelliqence 

consi~ered and than prioritiaed, trar~rtati.on and reconnaissance 

vesseb cleployad, anC!. tnffick8ril followed, tracked or apprehended, 

is a SiqDificant i.aua. ThAt ~ .ftorts Ihoulcl be mad. and at 

what level 1. one of the purpose. of this hearing. Such efforts 

should be made to ~zive up tb4 coot of traftickinq in drUq$, to 

o!:ltain additional intoll1qanC41. to diDinish in 80lllQ !lIIMer the 

.:upply ot ille;al drug.. aD4 to 4t111Cnatrate tl1is country's 

collllll1tDant., dcJMUiItleal.ly and internationally. to combat 

international 4zwJ IlI3IU9IJl!ftq into tha tl'nitGd Staus. 

Of !Foatol:' IJignitlCIUIGG i. the in1:erdiotion, ifttall1qQn~ a.."\Ii1 

enforaeunt ot the Uleta]. aoney nov. ftia il\t.!:d!otion olfoR, 

this ent~ ottoR, thi.s i.DtoUi.pnoo .~!!ort, t::hia 

inUlmat:J.OD&1 coapanti". eltoft i. go1ng to have & 9Z'."t.Glr.- i=pact: 

on tlw dw:J tz:aftic:k1D!J a.tVOJ:U than oi~Z' crop tJUhlllt:itudon, 

o:acUcat1on or lntca:llicrtion. 

W. blaU..,. (iQD,ut1o 4ruIJ ClforotmWlt IIIWIt r_in II top 

p~io~lty. Wo anUc2.pate 1JlCNUG4 ~lty pol1cln~ in our mojor 

• 

• 
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oi~ieG, a recluct!icn in the tolillraftCI tor h&n:i;un and ILSsault weapon 

violenoe (&net lewl.1a~1cn 1. nee4ed on both), incX'Qlltlc1 preVilltion 

~4 edacatlon .fiorto, an4 grea~ flexibility ill sentencinq. 

aut to obond~ inteomat1onal erad.ic:atien a:\d interdictior: 

affores, and ~ utillae only two leg. to the dr~9-c:or.t~ol table. 

would ~II & :u1stlsb. ~v_tion and tr_ttlant, QnforcQ_nt an.:!. 

~duC&tl~ «ra &aaentl&l, but II continuift9 pl"8GGnOO ~nd cottmitm.nt 

to ln~.rdic:tlQn and 1In41caticn 1IJ vitcl • 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Reuter. You and Mr. Riley can split the time. 
Mr. REUTER. I would ask that Jack Riley talk about some new 

work that he has done on the effectiveness of crop control pro
grams. I will talk briefly then about interdiction afterward. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Please proceed, Mr. Riley. 

STATEMENT OF KEVIN JACK RILEY, CONSULTANT, RAL'lD 
CORP. 

Mr. RILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have two points to make 
on these programs. Then I will tum the microphone over to Peter. 

The first point is that source country control programs and, in 
particular, eradication and in-country interdiction can significantly 
disrupt cocaine production for 2- to 3-year periods. 

The second point is that these policies would have to be imple- Qo 

mented on a much larger scale than they currently are. And, subse
quently, this 2- to 3-year disruption of cocaine supplies would come 
at a high cost both in terms of budgets and social costs to the An
dean nations. 

What I would like to focus on is what happens after a given 
source country program like eradication is implemented. • 

Previous Rand work indicated that these programs are ineffec
tive in reducing drug production in the long run. Economic theory, 
the cocaine market structure alluded to by Phil Heymann and oth
ers in previous testimony, and a decade of experience with source 
country programs would seem to support this point. 

Longrun arguments gloss over two important facts. The first is 
what happens in the intermediate states before the long run is 
reached and the other is how long it takes to get to the long run. 
It turns out that the cocaine industry takes about 2 to 3 years to 
adapt fully to programs such as eradication and in-country inter
diction. And this gap means that supply can be disrupted substan
tially in that 2- to 3-year peric..d. 

I define this period of disruption as the "medium run." It is im
portant to remember that the industry will fully adapt and policy 
effects will be diluted in the long run. But this medium-run gap is 
good news. 

The bad news, covered more fully in my written testimony, has 
three components. The first is, as I said before, it takes relatively 
large policy interventions to create this medium-term gap in pro
duction. The cocaine industry absorbs small interventions with 
ease, but it is less adept at adapting to larger policies. Second, sur
prise is a key component. If the policies are advertised in advance, 
the traffickers have time to adjust, and the benefits are lost. ,. 

And, finally, but by no means least important, these types of 
interventions will impose dramatic social and economic costs on the 
societies in the Andean states. Thus, while the policies may curtail 
production over the medium run, they will do so at social and 
budget costs that we are only just beginning to understand. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you again, Mr. Riley, for succinct, on-the
money testimony. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Riley follows:] • 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KEvIN JACK RILEY, CONSULTANT, RAND CORP. 

Me. c:l>ab .. ZI ... IS _1:8 0: tile CoIIIII1tCM : am q:autul eo: the 

0ppo~~~r to e •• city tOdaF. r am a poat·doo~or.l f.~lo. in publ1C 

polier o~ud!.g a; the JAND ~raduat. Sohoel aAd • =cnoul.&n~ at ~\~. 

':11.8 1'1 ... , % am abcr~t to 4lIl'''''' a~ '"" " .... , they <So not 11&Ca"a:11y 

nne"t tho,. 01: IIA5D 01: of lIll!D'. tSS8l%Ch .pon.o:.;. 

'nv1oWII IUUID va.-Ie baa dN:IO".1;"4te'" that aet0:1:1 to lillit tn. 
"""un1: or OOCUM prod.uotio" are 111te1y to bl frulu'ated by tl:, market'. 

dY11wo. 0 .... tbe 10<lIl"""" 1Ic" ... " !\All!: " .... "ell. he .. .".", h .. 

ind1cat84 that d:uq produC1:ion can ba aiqr.ific&nt1y dil,,~pt.a ove" tho 

Qd11l111 t ..... alobe!'t. onlY"""" .... c:Cl.llg QU::llIMtlncu, lnd onlf It:endld 

bY l\iqh blOd.;ot. ,04 ... oi.&l. co.t.. mea. reau1U _~ by AMpdr.i 

JlA!;II)' •• 1q>le ..,del oj! tha ooC&l.ll. t"acs., .. hieh ... n .... t.cl onlr 10"'1 run 

:Uultl, to nfleet tile .a~ &Ild delay. that i0ve#l\ tile eocaLna 

p::cducUoil Clhain. :1: 1, 1lIIpo:t&llt 1:0 /101:. that pemanant d!u:Jpt10n 

.till i. not po •• tb1. ceca:.e ultimAtely polier ir.terrant1on 408S 

IIOt!U...., to cb&m;l'e tile b .. 1c atJ:\IC\:..". &IIcl Wld4ldyLn; ~or.oIIil:l Q~ 

COCdM pJ:Oduction. 1I_~lA"', II t .. e to tlu:M yeu c1l.'1:\lPt,1ol1 .... qllt 

bot of .J,'ln1t1oant u .. to policy lDIlIe:3, p."t1c~a:ly U it is pabad 

with an ,xpana1or. o! ~Lo tceatmsat, p:~1on, 104 law enforc~nt 

p .. ,'i:1IlU alt et.t.acl: ~ c!oIIuAd. 

~o 1M be" a ...s!. ... tUB d1.""pUon 0: cool1ne production c.n be 

!l8Duate4, colUl1de~ .lI&t IIappeI1S wilen ~O, of tile coca nop ill 10110010., 

COlcd!1a an4 Pan " ."adLC3tad in 0IItI aUt montl! period. Simullt10n 
ra.alta La4l.oaee ~t z:ataU c1I:II; pr:1cet. 1n t~ l1nhe4 CUt •• cb. more 

tIIu lin, aut L:l;"'~l:8 p:llC1Uct: price. 11 .. £, peat., baa. ana export 

cocainll ~ by wa ~I: perce.>tag.... I)u"inq tile!: aUt IIIOn1;1\ period, 

oocau. ~ taU. by OWJ:Od:Mtel.y 40' I. t:afUckul an Il:lla eo 

OO"""Hct .""" Of Uld1csatioA'. ilopaot r.t> .... Uih llII:>n .:nc1ent 

pco_un;. lfneJ:tll8l8811, the h.!.q~r p:1 .... eivna1 tlUl traUl.cl<cu:., 
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':009nq~1I Ind. :IZl!IIIU that tha ... In ,20£1100 to b. aU:l4ld. fnlm cl::uq 

p .. odI.Iot10l1 aneS, &I tha pantol-pant; b9'l1z> to unduuke 11 .. llrQ<:\1.Icdon, 

O\ItP~t .x;lIIcS1 hack to tile p:e-poUoy 1 ..... 1. fhat 11 .herl th •• 1:11'18 

stot1l ,~ffi!.S: pottey ~ull:1.t. in market dtJ\lll. thl&t .n"au.r~9. ""':ro 

part1aL\loAUan, .0 that eve" t,he lOIl9 r\:n pollcy 11 in.:f.ctive .t 

c1.l~.ili"ll l' .. oduodo ... , 

11: tu,~n. """, ho ........ , tlI&t 1t l!I&y take eooa.!.nG iJld.\I.,::ry 

tnttiaktra, proC.llors &lid h::IUIi • u,:h ... nbatQnthl amount: of time 

to · ... d.en.k. n ... p£o<l1.lot1on and tn1.l. tor tll& cocaine !.nd\l't:ry t~ •• ~ov.r 

~ .. ~ .... dic.tlan. In p&r:1CUlar. p .. oduct!on oanDet 100=-a •• \I~t!l ~hij 

hEN'" looot. ns. lllfld., cJ.tll: it, plAnt ..... O"OPI, and. ... - •• tlJll!sn 

Iil3rltet linita with p~oc .. ao ... atld tuffhk ... a. It l.o p •• C!Ui;'Y the 1417 

kt,...", uad1cation &lIc! .. ICOTUY tllat qonerate. tho lIItIdiw:l tom 

dJ..NptJ.on ot )::rodLIctiCln. 

TIle I!'DIt i:n;Iol'tant. 1&9 ~ .. ,:h .. t'eCOTO"Y p"oclle 11 tl:o COca plant 

i'::s8U. Dcopandi"'l on .. bet.h ... tha p1anl:8 an .ta:rtec! fr ....... cIa O~ 

3 .. cU11l.98, ceCil plillta tW 11 to 24 IlIOntu to JUturo and. p .. Oy!cIa fllll 

nuvut.. 11I:.cUa.don .l.nc!uoao c<!dit1on&l 119& by fo,cill9 fli~n tc 

looa'!. and. ale ... add.l.tl.onal 1.n<I. Othe: PO.l.r.ta ~tI the p .. o<IIlcthn ch&l.n, 

for -a:t;>l., t.ho buJ.l<1lnv "f ptllc ... 1nq lIboratad" Inc! th" t.cdninV ot 

peuoM,l, an w11l11l:lbl. to c!i8l:II\1'tio .. ae wall. ~io.llr, hCWOTe", 

tho h,. aGaooiat.ec! d 1:11 l.&:lOntol'1". anc! periclIn .. l an on the orc1ar of 

clay. ane!. .,celI4 n1:ll0: 1:11111 IIIOntll • ....0 YMU ... ""iot:ed w1th c~o leave •• 

:" 1Ihe SOt IIncS1ca1:1gn ICltilULo p ..... .I.ouoly c!o.""il:>cd, Qocalna pZ:o<IIletiotl' 

is &0' of 1I0mal at lis =1I1Ib., 5;' of "oau1 at olla ~al:l 1e. of nolClM~ 

at 11 montal: '7t ot no:=l1 It two year., all<:l 101' of normal at two &ftc!. 

o.,.-haU: ~U.. 'l'ho .. ~odty of th .. ~l .. y 1n til .. :sturn to full 

pnI01.ICUOlI can be "'Iod1"'1Iec!. to ~h7. 1n ll:r1nqing CO". plante l .. to 

prodllcUoe. 

t notod .. :11.: that ill o:dor to l)w allcc.adul, tho""' polLo ••• m=t 

~ i:Ipl_M ....... 8peCU1c c1rc;zmunc... At belt, til .... turn out to 

he " • ..". cUULoult dnl_tallAW. to c"...~.. rho _" ~&1:an~ oomcS1t10n 

.h that the LAI: ......... t101l DtIIcSa to ..- .. 0 .1.Iq .. ~ •• , If thc 

tnU1ckUI .nticiP4te tile paller, tMn 1:hay allD tallo otwp. in advance 

• 

• 
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Co III1t1p'. Lu UlpaCfo. Keeping 0pUIUonl on tho ,e&.1.. ot thou 

nec •• ,AZ7 ~a ~tant1.117 ai.rupt ~o4uotLon , .eeret will preY. 

cUeth,,,lf.. hon ... c. Gac:oll4. bette", luiowl •• mIlt o11e 1111 nod the 

structura ~t the of 1:l1e :llUql: 18 n •• dacl. :n putlcU!3r, 1£ the 

~#.tf~cka~. hold inv~tory -- b, it cf coca fields oc ot fi~.h.cI 
~oc,iDo -- tile aL ... oe the pou,ay utt ...... "tl.or. IlHQtC. to C:tlIU the 
dae~~ d1'rupt1CD wi~ VA-r .Goo~nily. 

It turna out that !o~ uacUca1:10n 1M ~n-ccuntzy int.~cUe .. i~ft 

ara :U.t~'lell· eftec1:Lva at ~neutiDg mukat clhrupUOM, vol:.L1lU.ty 

.~ad1c_~icn ~. aA rnc.~.ta CI.I, and crop ~ub.titution ralatiyely 

1Ilaffacd.,. ae. _"kat d.i.Grupd01l. TIle cparatl.on IUId ilopaot ot 

ar.cliC&~.l.cn .... o_~ " ... Uar, 61111 Ifill .... " be repea,,"" hen. 

:n-001l:uy illt.~cI;Lon II .. ita aft.aeta th&'OU9!1 ... enti_ily thl same 

.... o!laAL .......... d.l.".I1::l.aIl, 1:11011;11 to!: !n~Wlt'Y interdiction 1:Q 

""00 .. .,,,11:1' diBCUVl: ProdUe1:!.on the ... h"H ...... ~ e. ra~I.t.~ in "'Q~ 

tLIM ps#J.0Iil. Su'~'1.IIQd !ft-eCWlt"ll' 1nt..,.uoUCn _alii tamerS', 

p:ooe .. ou anc! tn~fickaCli .... t p:oc1Uc. t,,1,.. '" mile:: O{ nezyth!~ to 

<I81LTu !:he pl:l-lIItnd1etiOll IIIIIOlII1t of cocl!n_. Vollll1~.E1 uacUoaUon 

and crop aub8t.l.tllt1ool tencl to opene_ mea Itowly tlllll uldicat.l.on and 

1uQ colll1t:y intlll:d.l.=tioa. and thN 1t 18 c11tt1C11lt t.o !Mg!n. tho 

polic! .. c~ ... til>f III&%kR ·cIU~on3- in TIIJ:Y .1I0R padada of " •• 

nt_ epteci with wbic!l tlw.I.r impact. 18 lilt cctllith"tand.l.n9, ~lunta,"l' 

_ncUcaUco IUId onp nioBt1tllUOIl Go Itfact. cocaillll mal:keu in :1:11 IIII!t 

... y thae. ."~",,t;.l..,.. UI4 in~O\IIItr:y ifteudJ.ctlon do. 

Sinoe • IIP80tRDI of poUcJ. .. ani capabl.. co! iflllllratiDg lIIIIaLum tom 

urkat dJ..~t10A1. what: cUaUcqubbea tMB .... tIIdl: l1:ttlld.lllt b"., 

lilt! ooo1al CORI. MtUJ:lliJlq to tilt tOI:c.cl endicIUOIl IlI&lII:ple, 50' 

.... d.l. ... Ucm 11£.0= De _COOIII'1tn.4 In .-..hlla IMItwaen 8200 !lillion 1IIc! 

n bUUon. In-cclWlUF 1.&1o.Hl.ct!oa of 50t oO·.lJ.1S proll&bly /;10 

IcoOllP1La11e4 relf at lIUll .. to .. bL1!1011, bll1: tlI08. upeA'" wo1.tl.4 1:. 

i:lounK 1AI111&U1'. Cl.oop t14:IaUtution p;o1"" t!l be "=1' ~.otLaa:'1 .n ~UiOCl 111 uaL __ ... nqu1'" to IW," a U redl:ctiOll ill 

output, anlS _1~ ., ~dlUoa if ~1:811 t:o .oM .... a " HdlIctlon. 

rLeally •• lOt nactLoa 1Zl CNqlUt tlIrc\l¢ "~luntii"l' ..... .uC.Uon vou14 

:o.t 011 !:h. otd8r of .. ' bUllOll. 
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bn dil::alludinq thl c.naintll ot gll .. e po:'1c!a.l oppol1.~on to an 

upandllA .~ IOU,.". eUllnt:y COl:crol pro;r&l!t, the poUcl.u cn:y ;r .. e 

Ql:orn&l. oon" that 11&". yoc to be '<l11ll .oocvnioe<t. C ... dic&~~On, 

vllot""., .... "al or ::'erOlc!.cLll, vOlllei lIave 'l""nown 1>10,; pAlpa.t)lo 

III:"hor.-nul dtecu, inclu4in; o~oal daMg-e anel funl\er 
d.fo""ata';!Qn 1.1\ till :.\l10n. Any lIIIdiUJI t.m ci1aruption "o"lel fOlt',,: 

~_ndou. IOC~~ 1:h,.oughout. the =~lon .. tar.rJ.nq &llel proc",1:11l 

c!J.epen. ell ." ...... be .. ~M" b hu l'911cy pros.Ura. S~.taJ.nOKl 

polio! •• tore .. A .. O'Ou·aocWlUladon ot prQ4UCC!11111 1nfrut:ructure thu 

l .. vII til. c:oea!nl inclu.t:y poind. ~o upl.d:.y ...... 1>4 pJroduacicn when 

I.!IIpl_nut!OIl <oj! t.l:e poUc:y tale.:,. eut P9l:hap. tM IN:)ot ~mport.n1: 

oona.qua .. ". vo,,1.<1 be the ef:e"e 0: :arq.-Iea.le poLioy ~"a ... nu,u.on on 

politioal ... iolallC •• 

History p:oviclla laO with ona camp.~lini oxample of how policY 

iql_tatlo" <=all 10a<1 to 1l1o~lItal political 'I1010llc.. rho 19U-30 

o,..ok4cvn on ColombLan rotinill; capacit.y ~a. I ALlwotolle beeauee 1~ 
=-zk.~ one a: tho larqaat .tfosts to .upp~,. the dzuq ::1<10. Al~h~uih 

the effort wal 011& of ~he ~arve.t On :eco;eI, it VI' Dt11~ aub.~.nt!.!ly 

_~ler I:II.n tll. ~O, .cale ellat I ta1i(ae about 110"" tocl.tr. 
N.".rtlItlDIII, the poU..,. .... euco .. af,.. trOll elle poerlP8QUva tha: I1.S. 

""taLl cocaine ~L04' LII~"'o.G en the orcar 0: eOt 1n tn. aft.~th oi 

the czaokdovn. 11_ .... , Geno_tanto V1tll er.1I 1110". .. a in pdce .... ~ a 

eubetaat1al inere ... 111 ~ ia~t:y v!olane. in ColeneL.. rho 
Colcri:ll ... dR, "o~ Wt.i .. U<1 • tllll·DCI~1 attack 19ainll: the seatei:'l 

an eUo&'\: to j.n~l.&!.d4Ite PQl1CJ!U,ltua ~h.t l.a .till beinr fOlt in 

Col .. .t. tod&r. ':t: tJIe type. of pcl.l.du thlt : dJ..~ .. ed /lIre ~ocLIy 

.=" 1Npl_nt8d. t1: If 011111 haft to ...... _ that • vJ.clem: reapon,. • 

.... del .... w.t .,.UII. ~~ the polici •• I h..,. duouutt<l wo..ud be 

!8p!e=aatGd ~;lIout the Aftdoan ~.,Lon, L1: 1, lLtlly tnat the violoncR 

welll<l ~ to 1k>l.1V£a &All ,..... 1\C.d!~~"rI&lly. Une. lIWIy of thoo 

potici •• % cSiacuaU4 l11V11ved tUll'edni .:,0 n<!U1Iq cClDllll\iloy, h. l.~ 

po .. 1.tI1a tllat til. 'liolallce t!Qull1 lIIIlV. r,. to pcl'Ulat!o" .~nte that hacl 

hO:Rtorore ~ ~. 

• 

• 
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1D"uz=a~, loucel countcy oooline con~:o~ pro;eama aen 1n tblocy 

N ~cS to clillNJit. COcUli' p:oduceiQII for padoda ot two to ~h." 

yean, UlIultL~ u • aipJ.UOlnt 1q)lct all ~o .vl!.llbility and UBe of 
conUno 1n tbo O'ALt.e'" 8"ot.". llIPlllalor. ot 80''':011 OOllnt.,. oontrol 

praqr .... , bo_.er, La <:aMtnl.nec1 b!l twO r.: ...... " £"01:0>:0. :1,;ot, -:.n. 

leal. o! proqnma :~:e<1 to .chi .... I e111"1110 ... t ~""tLon 1n CQCU"O 
&va11ab11Ltr weuld beu; ~r.t1:iabl., but likely ve:y large, social 

eOI". throllfl\OIlt t!lo M<le1U\ no~cn. 'fM .... ".t p.~ clirAntly 111 

plloo, whioh baY' v':Y 11;tlo offoc~ =n ~.W pr~~~lcn bllt wnic~ nlVI 

mubgtantial polLtical ~ oeoQo=io aftocta in tho ~lon. are nowhoro 

Mar the .Lx. 01: the PI:"I1'=_ ~ to Ii;nUicantly din-u!* """.19 
produotLoli. IiQCOnd. eaped ... o. Ud.l.OIU, tbat .ow::o count:y pOlicy 

,,"Dllun CIIIIIO:: be dtMtb~l" lIOinta!.l:a<1 over tim. SLlaply pII\;, tho 

ooca1Ae induIU7 "~Illlt. 'NI~ .. U.1>1:1v.l~ t.o poUey ..... "...... ~I>~o. 

10U£C8 eOVolltl:Y ccntr.'!.. !u:ognmt ar. l1kel:r :;0 rtIII&i", as ",crLnal. 

e04~1:1bUtor. to Q.U. effort a t.o oon::Ol cocai~D U'8 • 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Reuter. 

STATEMENT OF PETER REUTER, CO-nffiECTOR, RAND DRUG 
POLICY RESEARCH CENTER 

Mr. REUTER. I want to briefly talk about interdiction and start 
by referring to an interdiction success story, which is marijuana. 

Colombia remains the low-cost marijuana producer in this hemi
sphere, and probably in the world, with farrogate prices per pound 
being about $10. We import almost no marijuana from Colombia. 
Most United States marijuana consumption is produced in Mexicn, 
if it is foreign, or produced domestically. That is undoubtedly a 
tribute to the interdiction program which has made the smuggling 
of Colombian marijuana sufficiently expensive that even $100 
fanngate prices allow Mexican producers to compete in the United 
States market. 

The trouble with the success story of interdiction on Colombian 
marijuana is that, in fact, there hrned out to be a substitute avail
able. If cocaine could be cut off, it is much less likely that there 
would be alternative sources in this country or perhaps in Mexico. • 

But looking at the difference between marijuana and cocaine 
points to why we have had some success with marijuana and why 
it is likely to be difficult with cocaine. Marijuana is very much 
cheaper per kilogram, and transportation-risky transportation 
costs can make foreign producers noncompetitive with domestic 
producers. 

Given the very compact character of cocaine, the transportation 
costs do not seriously disadvantage the fOl'eign producer. And so it 
is extremely unlikely that we will be able, with interdiction against 
cocaine, to substantially raise the import price above current levels. 

Having said that, I think it is still important to put the interdic
tion budget in the context not simply of the Federal drug control 
budget, but of the national drug (!ontrol budget, which is a fictional 
thing. But if you do a back-of-the-envelope calculation, this 
amounts to about $25 to $30 billion, because most of the money is 
spent and raised by State and local governments. In that context, 
a $2.2 billion interdiction budget, which accounts for maybe 10 per
cent of the price of cocaine in the streets, is not obviously out of' 
proportion. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Reuter follows:] 

• 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER REuTER, CO-DIRECTOR, RAND DRUG POLICY 
REsEARcH CENTER 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Coomitte<!, thank you for the 

opportunity to appear here today. I am a senior economist in RAND's 

Washington Office and Co-Director of RAND's Drug Policy Research Center. 

The views I will express, however, are my own; they do not necessarily 

rep~esent those of RAND or any of its research sponsors. 

Over the last eight years I have conducted a number of studies of 

drug policy, mostly fo.-using on the interactions between drug 

enforcement on the one hand and those involved in drug production, 

smuggling and distribution on the other. To-day I will draw on those 

studies to analyse the consequences of increased efforts at source 

country control and border interdict.ion, focusing primarily on how such 

increases affect U.S. cocaine consumpti~n. Testifying with me is my 

colleague Kevin J. Riley, who has just completed a study of the likely 

short-term consequences of eradication. in-country interdiction and eros 

substitution programs. 

Since others more knowledgeable than I can testify about political 

conditions impeding implementation of source country control programs, I 

will restrict my testimony to the long-run effects of successfully 

implementing those programs. In particular. I shall argue that even if 

source country governments are willing to support them, these programs 

offer little prospect for noti:ably affecting U.S. cocaine problems, 

though they may cause short term disru~tions in the availability of 

cocaine. 

With respect to interdiction I shall argue that it has a 

significant effect on the a,~ilability of cocaine and marijuana. enough 

to justi~y something more than just a token program. However. the 

analysis also raisBs doubts that the program should be expanded. 

ANALY'l'IC lI'UKJ:IIOlUt. IU:IIU AlII) PUCU 

The analysis here focuses on ·rlsks and prices·. Its basic 

assumption is that supply-side progr~ms focusing on parts of the 

distribution sy~tem distant from the consumer can only affect the price 

paid by the consumer. such programs cannot restrict the physical 

availability of cocaine in the U.S. There are simply too many farmers, 
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refiners, exporters and smugglers for enforcement to directly limit the 

amount available for U.S. consumption to, say, 100 tons per annum. The 

question then is how the international programs affect the risks and 

other costs of drug suppliers and how that in turn will affect retail 

prices in the U.S. 

Each kind of supply-side program (ex=ept for enforcement against 

retail markets) directly affects a particular sector of the cocaine 

production/distribution system. For e~ample, crop eradication raises 

the risks and costs faced by farmers: that should be reflected in the 

prices that refiners have to pay for leaf in order to induce enough 

farmers to stay in the business. Refinery destruction, by raising the 

risks and costs of refiners, should increase the difference between the 

price refiners pay for leaf and the price they receive from exporters 

when they sell the refined product. Similarly, interdiction raises the 

risks and costs of smugglers and should increase the difference between 

import and export prices. Programs may have indirect effects-on other 

sectors but the primary effect is sector specific. 

The important consequence is not the induced change in prices 

received by participants at different points in the distribution and 

production system but on the final price paid by consumers. As the 

price of smuggling services rise, it is ~easonable to assume that there 

will be an increase in the retail price of the drug. Though that may 

have slight effect in the short-run on consumption of addicted users, it 

may have a more substantial long-term effect by reducing the rate at 

which new users become heavy users. 

Price. 

An analysis of the price of cocaine at different points of the 

production and dist~ibution system points to the inherent limits of 

international programs, particularly those that focus on the farm 

sector. Table 1 presents the price chain for 1990, the most recent year 

for which I have prepared this analysis. The fi~res are very rough: 

for .example the price of leaf required to produce a kilogram of cocaine 

may be anywhere between $500 and-S1SOO. Nonetheless, three points are 

very clear and not likely to be affected by any measurement problems • 

• 

• 
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Table 1 

COCAINE PRICES THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION CHAIN 
(PER PURE KILOGRAM "'JUIVALENT, 1990) 

At the farm $375 

Export (Colombia) $4,000 

Import (Miami) $20,000 

","""olesale (1 kg. in chicago)' $30,000 

Ounce (Chicago) $45,000 

Retail (1 gm. units) $135,000 

First, leaf production accounts for.an absolutely trivial share of 

the final price of cocaine to u.S. consumers; probably much less than 1 

percent of that price. Second, even trf the time the cocaine reaches the 

point of export the price is a still less than 5 percent, indeed perhaps 

only 2 percent, of the retail price. Third, smuggling costs (including 

the profits of s~~9glers) account for less than 12 percent of the retail 

price. Most of the cost of getting drugs to users is accounted for 

payments to dealers near the end of the distribution system, probably 

because the~' bear m:lst of ths' risks (both from the criminal justice 

system and from competitors) per gram. Only if international programs 

can d~amatically increase the risks and costs of these upstream 

componentr. of the cocaine industry will they be able to make a 

difference in the United States. In the remainder of my testimony I 

wish to suggest whY such a difference is unlikely to be attained • 
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SOtJRCE Cotm'l'RY PItOOllA!IS 

Why should growing and refining be inexpensive compared Co the 

coscs of distribution within the United States? First, the factors 

involved in production and refining are very cheap. Bolivian farmers 

charge very little for their land or labor, compared Co their American 

counterparts; their alternative earnings opportunities ate very weak. 

The refining sector also uses very low cost factors of production. 

second, the risks imposed by source country governments a~pear to have 

been quite modest. Farmers face little threat of losing their crops, 

refiners and distributors even less risk of gOing to prison, though 

in-countrJ seizures of refined drugs have gone up substantially. 

Despite our concerns that convicted drug dealers face too slight a 

prospect of prison time in the U.S., dealer risks of incarceration are 

almost certainly much higher here than in the source councries. 

The P= Sector 

Can farmer costs be greatly increased through eradication? The 

experiences of the few intense eradication programs does not justify 

much optimism. Mexican opium growers were subject to an effective 

eradication effort in the mld-1970s. At the time they were growing 

their poppies in large, open and accessible fields. Initially the 

program was successful and reduced the production of opium in Mexico, 

all of which was destined for the U.S. heroin market. Since the 

distribution channels from other production sources could noe readily 

expand, this had a significant impact on America~ heroin consumption. 

Within five years, though, the Mexican industry had reestablished 

itself, with smaller fields, locaced in more remote areas and better 

protected from aerial spraying. Though Mexican opium farmers had higher 

production costs than their Asian counterparts, this does not seem to 

have led to any significant increase in the price of U.S. heroin. 

American marijuana producers have similarly adapted to the 

increasing interlsity of the domestic eradication effort, moving their 

plants i.ndooro (thUS lowering their exposure) and using better growing 

techniques to increase per acre (probably per square foot) yields. 

• 

• 
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Prices, adjusted for higher THC conte~t and inflation, have risen only 

modestlyl. 

These experiencea suggest the likely effects of intense eradication 

on the coca industry. Very exposed areas such as the Upper Huallaga 

Valley in Peru or the Chapare region of Bolivia, where coca is grown in 

large open fields, may be essentially eliminated from coca growing. 

More will be grown in areas, such as the Brazilian'jungle, in which 

eradication is much more expensive and difficult. No doubt the leaf 

price will rise as farmers have to use less productive land and spend 

more time getting the leaf to refiners etc., but it seems highly 

unlikely that it will rise enough to increase U.S. cocaine prices 

noticeably. A tripling of the leaf price, so that $3,600 were needed to 

purchase the leaf for a kilogram of cO,caine, would still increase 

cocaine prices in the United States by less than 2 percent. 

It is of interest to consider whether coca eradication could 

produce the medium-term disruption achieved by the Mexic~.., program. Two 

differences seem important. First, a good deal of coca is grown for 

other markets; big cuts in production would lead to less use of coca 

products in the source countries rather than the United States, since 

demand there is more sensitive to leaf price changes. If reports from 

Brazil and Colombia about local consumption of refined products there 

arc corr~ct, then t~t may be a substantial quantity. The rising share 

of Latin cocaine product apparently destined for European markets also 

presents a potential buffer for U.S. consumers. second, production is 

more dispersed, making it more difficult to eliminate most of ie in a 

short period of time. A ·pre-emptive· strike against the exposed areas 

is unlikely to cause disruption comparable to that achieved in Mexico in 

the mid-1970s. As just suggested, the development of jungle prodUction 

in Brazil, where the plants are under ~lple jungle canopy, adds to the 

difficulty now faced by the eradicators. 

lThe statement'about purity and inflation adjusted prices is based 
on published DEA price reports. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the 
official prices now substantially understate actual prices; there are 
also reports of bouts of scarcity in various cities • 
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Crop subscitution programs offer no more long-term promise. They 

resC on the assumption that, through provision of improved 

infrastructure, subsidized fertilizer/irrigation, perhaps even price 

supports, legitimate crops can be ~4de attractive to the peasant farmers 

who are current growing coca leaf. That assumes the price of coca leaf 

will stay fixed. However, the elasticity of demand for cocaine in the 

u.s. with respect to the price of leaf in Bolivia is essentially zero. 

Cocaine refiners will be willing to pay very much more for coca leaf if 

. they need to and will be able to fully pass on that increase to u.s. 

consumers with only negligible reduction in consumption. Peasant 

farmers will be better off with substitution programs that improve their 

productivity but the flow of cocaine will be only very slightly 

diminished. 

Refinery De.truction 

Since the mid 1980s, as the limitation of crop eradication have 

become more obvious, the U.S. government has promoted programs aimed at 

destruction of cocaine refineries. Thus the u.s. Army, at the 

invitation of the Bolivian government, sent in troops and equipment in 

the summer of 1986 to assist Bolivian military and police units 

eliminate local refineries (Operation 8last FUrnace). The U.S. 

government also regularly reports the number of refineries destroyed in 

source and transshipment countries. 

The rationale for these programs IS that, by raising refiners' 

costs and eliminatin~ refining capaclty, they will lower the demand for 

illicit leaf and thus lower leaf prlce. With lower leaf price peasants 

will have less incentive to grow coca. At the same time these programs 

have the considerable attraction of noe lmposing direct costs on peasant 

farmers. Thus they generate less polltlcal unrest. 

Alas, there is again less to thiS than meets the eye. Cocaine 

refineries are not like oil refinlng plunts: they need involve no 

significant capital plant, .frequent 11" be lng constituted instead of very 

simple equipment, located in a primltlve shack. This was the kind of 

facility turned up by Blast Furnace. They are easily and cheaply 

• 
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replaced. Refinery destruction is probably little more than the 

elimination of a specific location for a short period of time. 

The official enthusiasm for refinery destructiorrbears some 

similarity to the American military attitude toward the destruction of 

Viet Cong 'arms factories' in the early 1960s; these factories were in 

fact very ad hoc and temporary structures, using indigenous and scrap 

materials to fabricate primitive light weaponry. Neil Sheehan, in his 

recent book on the Vietnam war' notes that field u.S. officers had 'the 

impression that the words 'Viet Cong hamlet' and 'VC arms factory' 

conjured up in [the general's) mi.nd World War II images of a German 

barracks and a munitions plant.' (p.lll). Some major cocaine refineries 

have been found, with true barracks and landing fielda, but forcing 

refiners to be more covert offers no prospect for raising refining costs 

to a noticeably higher share of the retail price, given that small 

refiners do successfully compete in the industry currently • 

Operation Blast FUrnace is a case in point. The immediate effect 

of the operation was indeed a decline in leaf price; according to press 

reports, leaf price fell by 70 percent. However, consistent with rapid 

restoration of refining capa~ity, Figure 1 shows that leaf price had 

risen to almost 90 parcent of its earlier level aix months after the 

completion of Blast FUrnace. 

Source country programs attract more political attention but it is 

interdiction that gets the resources. Using the questionable figures of 

the federal drug budget, interdiction expenditures (primarily for 

customs Service, the Department of Defense and the coast Guard) amounted 

to $2.2 billion in FY 1993, compared to $950 million in FY 1988. There 

is reas~~ to be skeptical that so ~uch is actually being spent but 

difficult to come up with alternative estimates. 

2Sheehan John Paul Vann and the Bright Shining Lie New York, 1989 • 
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Let me now turn to the accomplishments of interdiction with respect 

to each of the two drugs targeted; marijuana and cocQine. 

Marijuana 

Interdiction has clearly been successful in raisincr the price of 

marijuana. Though Colombia remains the low cost producer of marijuana, 

with 1988 farm gate price per pound of $10 it supplies a trivial share 

of the U.S. market. Instead that market is supplied p~imarilY by 

Mexican and U.S. domestic growers, who have much higher production 
6 

costs; the Mexican farrngate price is estimated to be $100 per pound. 

The explanation for this shutting out of the low cost producer is 

not hard to find. Maritime and air interdiction have managed to make 

colombian smuggling risky enough that the cost of transportation is 

prohibitively high. The declining tonnage of marijuana seized by the 

Coast Guard and CUstoms, particularly away from the U.S. border, is 

indicative of this. 

Domestic and Mexican production are subject to relatively stringent 

law enforcement. That makes them high cost producers but the difference 

in transportation costs is sufficient that they can still underbid the 

Colombian growers and shippers. However, the result is that marijuana 

has become substantially more expensive than it was in the early 1980s, 

even after adjusting for increased potency, as measured by the 

percentage of THC in the marijuana. The higher potency is itself a 

result of the interdiction effort, since it places a premium on 

maximizing the revenue per acre. 

The higher price for marijuana is more remarkable because it is 

clear that the demand for the drug has been declining. Many fewer 

people are using marijuana and, in contrast to cocaine, there has also 

been a substantial decline in the number using it heavily. 

Cocaino 

For cocaine the story is much less clear. Smuggling costs account 

for about 12 percent of the cost of getting cocaine to the final user; 

the per kilo margin of $16,000 includes the costs of paying Panamanian 

• 
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border officials, plane pilots and covering lost shipments. Given that 

it would cost only $50 per kilogram to send cocaine federal express, 

this suggests that interdiction imposes significant costs on drug 

distribution. 

Interdiction agencies have seized a high percentage of eatimated 

cocaine imports for ~he last five years. If consumption is about 300 

tons, the weakly based consensus figure, then interdictors are seizing 

about one quarter of what is sent: this calculation backs out what is 

seized by the producing and transshipment nations (notably Mexico). 

Attention should be paid to what is seized by state and local agencies 

and is not counted by the federal government: that may well amount to 

another 50 tons, so that the interdiction agencies seizure rate then 

declines to 22 percent but the overall seizure rAte rises to 33 percent. 

These high seizure rates point to the lilditations of interdiction. 

Drugs are cheap to replace at the point of interdiction. One hundred 

tons of cocaine at border prices (which overvalues their replacement 

cost) represents only a total of about $2 billion, compared to total 

cocaine industry revenues of perhaps $30 billion: replacing seized 

cocaine and compensating agents for being incarcerated or arrested is 

only a modest (though not negligible) cost of getting cocaine to the 

final users. 

Can interdiction actually interrupt the supplies to an extent that. 

it makes cocaine difficult, as well as expensive, to obtain? The 

evidence is against that. Though the large seizures in late 1985 and 

early 1990, including 20 tons seized in a Los Angeles warehouse, raised 

the price during 1990, there were few reports that Users had trouble 

finding cocaine. There have been ~ecent large seizures in the 

Southwest; again there is no evidence that cocaine became hard to get. 

The most plausible explanation for this lack of responsiveness is 

that inventories of cocaine in the United SCates are large relative to 

total consumption. I find this surprising: the incentives would seem to 

be for holding inventory in source countries rather than in the U.S., 

where law enforcement is more aggressive. However, it may be that high 

interdiction rates maintained over a nunWer of years has led to a change 

in invent~ry holding patterns • 
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conelu.ion 

Discussions of the appropriate level of interdiction expenditures 

typically frame that question in the context of the federal drug control 

budget, approximately $13 billion at present. However, given that 

interdiction is a uniquely federal activity, more attention should be 

given to itQ setting in the total national drug control budget, which 

includes'expenditures b¥ state and local governments. Back of the 

envelope calculation~, which are about the best on~ can do at the 

moment, suggest that th3 national total might actually be close to $JO 

billion: interdiction is then only about 7 percent of total drug centrol 

expenditures 

The interdiction program failed to prevent the rapid growth of 

cocaine irnpor.ts in the 1980s. In the last few years imports seem to 

have stabilized at historically high levels, notwithstanding a 

significant growth in late 1980s interdiction expenditures. To that 

extent the program seems a failure. 

That seems to me to shape a judgement. Cocaine is more expensive 

than it would otherwise be because of seizures and arrests made b¥ the 

interdiction agencies. That results in some measurable decline in 

cocaine co~sumption. though it may well also have led to an increase in 

cocaine related property crime at least in the short nln. But if we ask 

of enforcement agencies that they raise cocaine prices, then the 

question is whether interdiction expenditures at the margin arernore or 

less effective than others at ·accomplishing that. 

My own judgement is that interdiction does not fare badly compared 

to high level domestic investigations. such as those conducted by the 

FBI and DEA. But there is nothing like an adequate base of data and 

analysis for making strong statements on this issue. 

With that rather evasive researcher's conclusion, I'd be happy to 

answer questions. 

• 
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Figure 1: Average monthly price of Bolivian coca leaf 
April 1986·Decmber 1988 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Let me ask my frrst question to Mr. Reuter . 
. You say it is not out of proportion. Is it effective? I mean. basi
cally what we have been hearing is-and you. know it is easy to 
say-we should do more of everything. My colleague, Mr. Sensen
brenner, has said that; Mr. Walters has said that; we all agree: We 
should do more of everything. We are not in the ideal world. We 
are in the tough job. 

Mr. WALTERS. I don't think we should do more of everything. But 
that is OK. Go ahead. 

Mr. SCHUMER. And I agree with you. I am not knocking it. Your 
priorities and mine are similar in terms of resources into this war. 

Mr. REUTER. I understand the implicit question. 
Mr. SCHUMER. The question is the bang for the buck. For in

stance, we have pretty much dealt with the small airplane situa
tion. 

Mr. REUTER. Yes. 
Mr. SCHUMER. There is not much coming over in small airplanes. 
Mr. WALTERS. In the United States. 
Mr. SCHUMER. I mean {!rossing our border here. And, yet it hasn't • 

stopped the flow at all. You know now they are u.sing containers 
on ships and the overland routes in Mexico which are much harder 
to deal with. 

Mr. REUTER. Yes. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Yet, I am told that the amount of surveillance and 

activity around the U.S. borders hasn't decreSlsed. 
So the question is bang for the buck. And I guess I directed the 

question I ask Mr. Heymann, you were in the audience, particu
larly at the random. Random is always going to bring you a thing 
or two, and it may cost your surprise. It is hard to quantify. 

If we have our budget, whether it be $35 billion or $13 billion, 
does it pay to take some of the money out of that and put it into 
some other effort that we might all agree is working? 

Mr. REUTER. OK--
Mr. SCHUMER. I would ask each of the· other gentlemen the ques

tion. That, to me, is the fundamental question. 
Mr. REUTER. First of all, when we talk about the interdiction 

budget, we have to recognize that that spent is a very questionable 
figure, our estimate of the amount of money. 

Mr. SCHUMER. A.bsolutely. 
Mr, REU'l'ER. It may be substantially less that $2.2 billion that 

goes into this. 
Mr. SCHUMER. It has a dual purpose. It has training military 

personnel. 
Mr. REUTER. So we are not sure we are measuring the number 

of bucks. 
Second, it always sounds more attractive to use targeted rather 

than patrol activities. The question is how readily you Cru;L expand 
that targeted interdiction. That depends how readily you can ex-
pand foreign intelligence activities. And there, again, you come to • 
dealing with foreign countrip-s. The Mexicans have not traditionally 
been very helpful in that. They have changed some, but they have 
always had reservations about the United States operating on their 
territory. 
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The Colombians are less sensitive to that. But there are serious 
limitations to developing more targeted activity_ It may be that to 
expand interdiction you are forced to improve the function of patrol 
activity. . 

Mr. SCHUMER. So if you had the choice of taking half a billion 
dollars out of our border interdiction and putting it into other 
places in the drug area, would you? 

Mr. REUTER. If I can get it into treatment, yes. 
If you are asking within the foreign and interdiction effort, no. 
Mr. SCHUMER. How about domestic law enforcement? 
Mr. REUTER. Yes. I do think that we need to put more at the 

local level. I am not sure Federal. If you take competition between 
DEA and interdiction, I am not sure who can make the better case. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Walters, would you mind answering that 
question. 

Mr. WALTERS. No. I would be happy to. 
Most interdiction activity is targeted. I don't think the 60-percent 

targeted, 40-percent nOJ;ltargeted will stand up unless you add that 
you have to put certain platforms, radar platforms off the coast of 
South Am.erica, and they have to be there when you have a target 
that you want to monitor because they can't get into position there 
on a short notification time. 

And if you are going to talk about cutting DOD money as op
posed to Customs or Coast Guard that you are charging, like take 
Aegis destroyers that use radar, you are not going to park that ship 
if you cut that money out. You are getting double operational capa
bility, and you are charging the money against the drug war to 
fairly score, if there is a way to fairly score this. It is not fungible 
money. 

To say that we are going to take it out of interdiction and put 
it into treatment, that is silly. It doesn't happen that way. You may 
want to shrink DOD for otlier reasons, but those reasons are, and 
ought to be, controlling. 

Mr. SCHUMER. My motivation is to increase other areas of the 
drug budget. 

Mr. WALTERS. What I mean is, the problem now with shrinking 
budgets and shrinking political support is better management and 
targeting on the pl'oblem. I think we need more treatment, but we 
need fewer treatment centers that are run by ex-junkies who are 
holding rap sesoiona. You need physicians with qualified back
grounds. 

We have a lot of people who are long-term cocaine addicts. They 
were never socialized. Their family fell apart, and they have no 
education or work skills. It isn't like treating somebody at the 
Betty Ford Clinic. . 

You have to get quality control in the system. And there is un
willingness on the part of the treatment block, the lobbyists, on the 
part of Congress, frankly, and people in the United States. J 

Mr. SCHUMER. We are trying to talk about quality control on t.p.e 
supply side. You always sort of go over into-probably quality con
trol in both. 

Mr. WALTERS. I think treatment is important. But you are not 
going to win-on the interdiction side, sure we can do a better job, 
but we have to be willing to deploy intelligence assets. We can do 
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more. We used to use national intelligence capability paired closely 
to DEA and FBI. 

We have come a long way in the last 4 years on this. But there 
are issues and resou:tce constraints and frankly, there are policy 
decisions about when to use assets. The national security commu
nity doesn't like this issue. This is not like generals and diplomats. 
These are drug dealers. They are crumrrlY. And the question is 
whether the Congress and the people in the United States are 
going to sustain the tension long enough to invest scarce resources, 
and they are not going to get burned. . 

We have platforms here, and most of your big time cases-you 
are going to talk to DEA-those come from. foreign intelligence. 
That is why they are in Bangkok and Colombia. 

What we need to do is improve that intelligence and dedicate the 
national security community directly. And we have not done that 
adequately. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I am moving. I am going to skip Mr. Bensinger 
because I think his testimony agreed with what I had had to say. 
We are supposed to'break at 11 o'clock. _ 

Mr. BENSINGER. I think there is a benefit to reallocating. If you .. 
took the half billion, I would probably split that partially in treat-
ment and dmg law enforcement investigations, split that again 
internationally and domestically and make some grant to State and 
local community policing and law enforcement efforts that deal 
with drug problem. 

I appreciate everything you said about the need for more re
sources everywhere. 

Mr. SmmMER. I know you agree with me, so I appreciate your 
coming forward with the question directly. 

Mr. Smith, something? 
Mr. LAMAR SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have primarily 

one question that I would like to direct to Mr. Walters. And this 
question may have been already answered by you, Mr. Walters, or 
other members. 

Do you feel that the administration is giving sufficient priority 
to stopping the distribution and use of illegal drugs? 

And the reason I say that, this isn't a partisan question, because 
I have read several times-Charlie Rangel, a New York Democrat, 
has said in various publications that he does not feel that the ad
ministration is doing enough about stopping the inflow of illegal 
drugs coming into this country and the use of drugs once they get 
here. 

And I was floored by ope statement he made. He said that the 
total cost of crime in America today, primarily driven by illegal 
drugs, was $300 billion which happens to be about what the deficit 
is today, So if we can take a long stride toward curing the illegal • 
drug problem, we are going to address the deficit. 

That is off the subjett-well, if there is a chuckle, then I will re
tract that and say I think it is very much on target. We aI'e trying 
to not only reduce the deficit but reduce crime in America, and a • 
big part of that is the use of illegal drugs. And I am concerned 
about what I read in the Washington Post where a senior OMB of-
ficial mentioned that there had been suggestions by the adminis-
tration to cut the drug programs. 
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Between what the OMB officials and what Charlie Rangel, said 
it seems that the administration is not givirrg a high priority to try
ing to stem the tide of illegal drugs in America; and I wonder if 
you agree with me. 

Mr. WALTERS. Yes, I am concerned. 
I resigned as Acting Dlrector of the Oroce when the Office was 

slashed because I didn't believe that the signal being sent allowed 
for proper direction of the program. It wasn't a matter of officers 
or bureaucrats. You need to put somebody in charge. 

These are tough issues that cross agencies, and you need some
body who is strong. Nobody has an office-who is serious-with 25 
people. And it is not a matter of how much your entourage is. It 
is, are you going to survive. 

And Lee Brown doesn't have enough people to stay on top of 
things. And the feeling in this town is that he doesn't have enough 
clout to do anything. And he is giving interviews in which he says 
he .doesn't feel that he has the clout to do anything. And the politi
cal pressure on this has declined. And you will get a chance to try 
to do this if you try to move legislation that actually increases
whether money or legislation or penalties on drugs-you are going 
to fmd how little response there is. And that requires a President 
who pays attention. . 

The other thing is, the reason we had declines in drug use in this 
country is that the American people got motivated. It is no~ just 
what the Federal Government did, but it's important that the Fed
eral Government said this was a priority too. 

So workplaces, schools, local communities, local government offi
cials thought they were part of a general effort. And it became, as 
my friend Jim Burk used to say, it is drug abuse delocalizatiQn, 
and people scolded and they weren't going to tolerate and they 
spent money with their fellow Americans. That is what did it. 

And now that we have had all these declines, we don't care any 
more. We are making a gesture here and a gesture there, and it 
is not a priority. And we are going to dismantle mandatory mini
mums and not care about treatment funding and get rid of asset 
forfeiture, or reduce it tv -:nake it more complex. 

All of these signals ar(~ evident, and I predict it will bring a 
slight return in casual us(~. But it won't end the remaining problem 
that we have. And I think for communities, your remark is on 
point. Drug use is contributing to the permanent crippling of those 
communities' ability, our inner cities, and minority communities, to 
maintain economic viability, the safety of their children. You have 
violence at levels that would be repugnant in the past that we now 
are accepting-partly simulated by drugs and continuing even 
without drugs, but drugs are certainly a factor in this. And they 
are sucking, as I said before you came in, approximately $300 mil
lion a month out of our cities, mostly to pay for drugs, that goes 
back to Colombia. That is cocaine alone. . 

If you want to try to maintain stability and order and get some 
progress on a lot of other social pathologies and problems that we 
have in the inner city, we don't have to solve those before you solve 
drug use. Cut the use and focus the prevention money. I think we 
could reduce some of the prevention money, but focus it on the 
schools and c;chO()I districts that need the prevention and treat-
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ment. Focus on the cities that need it. You have vacancies in New 
York City. You don't need money based on proportion in South Da-
kota. There is no sense to that. . 

Mr. LAMAR SMITH. I couldn't agree with you more. The fact that 
the use of some drugs is going down is countered by the fact that 
the use of some drug's is going up. And my main concern is--and 
I am disappointed that the President hasn't given it a higher prior
ity-it is what the President puts on the agenda and the priority 
that he assigns to particular issues that generate legislation and 
generate problem-solving. 

And in this case, we still have a major problem in this countr, 
and that is the use of illegal drugs. We don't seem to be giving it 
the priority that it deserves. 1 agree with your statement. 

Thank you. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I know we have to go. Mr. Chairman. I just have 

one observation or question-if any member of this excellent panel 
wants to respond to it. 

I noticed that although African-Americans are 12 percent, 10 per-
chent, oraksomething like that

f
, 0hi' oudrur population inThthe United Staaltels, .'" 

t ey m e up 37 percent 0 t e g prisoners. ey are gener y ,., 
poor people, often without fathers, often with a very bad education, 
the subject of the generations of racial discrimination where they 
haven't had an opportunity to be a part of the American main-
stream. 

Does that strike any member of the panel as a very unacceptable 
statistic? 

Mr. REUTER. It is certainly very troubling. I think we understand 
the dynamics of why we have that situation. The most troubling 
kind of drug selling is the visible activity in inner cities. It is an 
activity more accessible and attractive to poorer people. And Mri
can-Americans are disproportionate among the poverty popUlation. 

The police in the cities have responded correctly to community 
concerns to clean up the visible drug trafficking. Unfortunately, we 
get the statistics that you point to. It is a genuine conundrum. I 
don't think the police are being racist in general. It is a reflection 
of more fundamental problems that you are refe""l'ing to, and I don't 
think the drug policy is the place at which to S(;lt of deal with the 
matter. 

Mr. WALTERS. Let me add my experience in some of these com
munities in my last job. Drug dealers on the street sell to people 
like themselves. You know, white drug dealers do not go downtown, 
and inner-city drug dealers do not go to Chevy Chase to sell their 
drugs. They are too visible, and it is not their community. 

I think there-the regrettable fact is that we have been less suc
cessful in reducing heavy cocaine use in particular, and it has 
moved into inner-city and poor communities, overwhelmingly black. 
And heavy users, as they become disabled, are reduced to selling 
to support their habit. . 

We cannot say you can't arrest these people and tell people in • 
the inner city who are walking their own streets and who are burn- . 
ing down crack houses, because they don't think they are getting 
enough protection, we are not going to treat every arrest of these 
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people seriously because we think we have too many people of one 
race that are in prison. 

And I said this at the s'.1mmit, and I think this is remarkable: 
It seems to me that it should be unacceptable that there is an open 
air drug market in any AmE:lrican city. That is a violation of the 
lawful order and protection of the law that every citizen, including 
the communities infested and having children at risk in those com
munities. We ought to tell mayors and police chlefs, close them 
down or we will fire you, or we will find somebody else who will. 
It can be done. 

But the tolerance of this, the toleration of the body count in the 
t.:itl~s and of young b:lack males being killed, when we don't apply 
!"'l'eSSure on community policing to do this~ is astounding. If you 
had 120 people killed in Desert Stonn, it was considered a tremen
dous success. If we had had 6,000 people killed, there would have 
been a much greater concern. We lose that every year to cocaine . 
That doesn't include murders and crack babies and everything else. 

So the fact that we are willing to tolerate this suggests that we 
think people using these drugs in these communities are from a 
different place or planet; a different kind of human being. And 
when we think about this in the political culture, they are not. 
They want their children protected, bums off the streets, and the 
predatory criminals in prison and the same things that people in 
the suburbs want. And the people in the suburbs wouldn't tolerate 
them. 

Why don't we empower the weak and focus on these communities 
and save lives? 

Mr. BENSINGER. The proportion of prisoners th,at you cite strikes 
me as accurate. I used to run the Illinois prison system and was 
on the Board of UNICOR, the Federal Bureau of Priaons Industries 
Board for many years representing the attorney general. 

As to the number of users of illegal drugs in America, three out 
of four are white and 70 percent have jobs. And what we have is 
a disproportionate amount of violence and high chronic drug use in 
our inner cities. And John Walters is right, those communities are 
angry and they want strong policing a.'1d they want criminals who 
are selling drugs to go to jail. 

It is an issue that is not going to be easily addressed by our testi
mony, I might add. It really won't be addressed by the issue of 
interdiction and eradication overseas. I am glad you raised it, 
though, Congressman, because one of the issues that the adminis
tration needs to look at is the relationship between public housing, 
handgun violence, assault weapon violence, crime, all of those is
sues that you debate almost every day on the floor. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much. That is helpful. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Yes, I want to thank this panel. Just as at OUf 

summit where;you all three participated, you lent a powerful per
spective, and Fappreciate your being here; and I am sure you will 
be here again . 

We are going to take a break for approximately 1 hour. Let us 
attempt to resume at 12:20, when we will have the rest of our 
panels. 

[Recess.] 
Mr. SCHUMER. The hearing will come to order. 
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And I want to apologize to Mr. Brown and all of the witnesses 
and audience who had to wait. Unfortunately, our little gathering 
at the White House, for which we were supposed to break from 
11:15, didn't even start until 10 of 12. And I apologize to everyone. 

Let me welcome, really for the first time since his confirmation, 
Lee Brown. He is the Director of the Office cfNational Drug Policy. 
As Director of the Office of Drug Policy, Dr. Brown heads our Na
tion's drug control efforts from his Cabinet post. 

Before accepting the drug czar position, Dr. Brown served as 
cOIDJl1Jssioner of the New York City Police Department and chief of 
police in Houston. 

And because you have waited so long, I will skip all the lengthy 
credits and attributes, and you may proceed as you wish. Your en
tire statement will be read into the record. 

Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Chairman, I especially welcome Lee Brown. 

Part of his history that you didn't read was that for a number of 
years he was with the San Jose Police Department. Were you the 
chien • 

Dr. BROWN. No, sir. I started my police career there. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Started ills police career in San Jose, then went 

to New York and Houston. And he left a lasting mark on law en
forcement in San Jose. He left; a spirit of law enforcement that had 
to do with the community and community work. And ever since 
then, we haven't had a single felony in San Jose. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Well, I wish we could say the same for his record 
in New York. He did a very good job, but it wasn't quite that way. 

Anyway, Dr. Brown, you may proceed, welcome. 

STATEMENT OF DR. LEE P. BROWN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NA
TIONAL DRUG CONTROL POLICY, EXECUTIVE QFFICE OF 
THE PRESIDENT 

Dr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to ap
pear before the Subcommittee on Crime and Criminal Justice. 

As you have indicated, I have worked with you on many occa
sions. I have testified befoN this committee in the past on other 
crime and drug-related issues. And r am pleased to appear before 
the subcommittee today in my capacity as the Director of the Office 
of National Drug Control Policy. 

I also applaud the efforts made by you and the members of this 
subcommittee and others inside and outside of the Government to 
take an opportunity to look at our Nation's drug policy and ask a 
very important question: What works? 

Since my official swearing-in a couple of weeks ago, I have re
peatedly stated that the country can no longer afford to measure 
its commitment to fighting drugs by how much money is thrown at 
the problem. As the Federal drug control budgets have grown, so 
too has the public's and Congress' skepticism over what these huge 
expenditures are buying. 

But we should make no mistake about it; an effective drug con- • 
trol strategy will continue to claim a significant amount of re-
sources. The problem is still very great. But as important as the 
drug problem is in an era of tight Federal budgets, we must start 
asking ourselves the simple question: What works and what 
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doesn't? We've got to show results and make a difference at the 
community and neighborhood level. 

AB a new administration, we SeE! ourselves in a very unique posi
tion to reassess past drug policies and budgets. We are currently 
in the midst of a comprehensive review of our Nation's drug control' 
program, including interdiction programs that will help chart the 
course for the future. 

This was initiated by the National Security Council, and this re
view will have been completed soon. The President had asked me 
to assess the revie.;, the work of my colleagues in the Cabinet, and 
to make appropriate recommendations to him on what policy direc
tion our international drug control program should take. 

At that time, I will be happy to discuss with the subcommittee, 
in an appropriate forum, the specific outcomes of our policy review. 
But the review of our international programs must also be coupled 
with a review of our domestic drug control programs, but not only 
because we also need a complete assessment of our domestic inter
diction programs, but to make sure that; in developing a new na
tional drug control strategy, all of our drug policy determinations 
are ba.sed on what works and what doesn't work. 

As your hearing today will surely make clear, there is a growing 
body of knowledge evaluating our past drug control policies, par
ticularly interdiction; and I want to build on this knowledge of our 
past experiences. 

But even before the administration completes its review of all 
drug control programs, there are two important policy parameters 
that I would submit to you and the subcommittee concerning inter
diction programs. 

First, despite a fivefold increase in interdiction resources since 
1981 and a sevenfold increase in the Defense Department's inter
diction budget since 1988, the amount of illegal drugs entering our 
country continues to increase. 

Moreover, despite increases in the amount of illegal drugs seized, 
most drug prices are continuing to fall while drug purity continues 
to rise. Clearly, we cannot hope to stem the tide of the drug epi
demic through interdiction programs alone. 

Second, while our combination of interdiction programe may not 
have succeeded in stopping the amount of illegal drugs entering the 
country, they have, in absolute terms, prevented a significant 
amount of illegal drugs from entering the country and helped to 
disrupt drug trafficking patterns. Thus, abandoning our interdic
tionlrogram is not a viable option. If we did, as some have advo
cate , we would cede control of the supply of drugs entering the 
country to the very drug suppliers and drug cartels we all agree 
should be put out of business. We should never allow.,this to hap
pen. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we intend to 
take a harder look at the results of our interdiction policies and 
then an even harder look at the overall resour¢es available to fight 
against illegal drugs. 

Is the marginal dollar in our drug budget best spent by continu
ing to increase spending on our interdiction programs; or is it best 
spent elsewhere? Have our interdiction programs achieved results 
commensurate with the increases they have received? If not, how 
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can these moneys be best utilized? These are the questions we 
must ask and we are asking. 

I thank you for allowing me to appear today, and I look forward 
to working with you as we begin to search for the answers to those 
questions in the coming months. 

Thank you. . 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Dr. Brown. 
[The prepared stE4-ement of Dr. Brown follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. LEE P. BROWN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NATIONAL DRUG 
CONTROL POUCY, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

Mr. Chainnan, thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee on 

Crime <lod Criminal Justice. As you know, I have testified before the subcommitte~ in the 

past o~ other ~me and drug-related issues, and I am pleased to appe;u: before the 

Subcommittee today in my new capacity as the Director of. the Office of National Drug 

Control Policy. 

I also applaud the efforts made by you, the members of this Subcommittee, and 

others inside and outside of government to take an opportunity to look at our nation's drug 

policy and ask, "What works?" 

Since my official swearing-in two weeks ago, I have repeatedly stated that the 

country can no longer afford to measure its commitment to fighting drugs by how much 

money is thrown at the problem. As the Federal drug control budgets have grown so too 

has the public's and the Congress' skepticism over what these huge expenditures are buying. 

Make no mistake, an effective drug control strategy will continue to. claim a significant 

amount of resources. But, as important as the drug problem is, in ~ era of tight federal 

budgets we must start asking ourselves the simple question. "What works and what 

• 

doesn't?" We've got to show results and make a difference at the community and " 

neighborhood level. 

• 
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As a new Administration, we see ourselves in a unique position to reassess past drug 

policies and budgets, We are currently in the midst of a comprehensive review of our 

nation's international drug control programs -- including interdiction programs -- that will 

help chart the course for the future. Initiated by the National Security Council (NSC), this 

review should soon be concluded. The President has asked me to assess the review, to 

work with my co11eague~ in the cabinet, and to make appropriate recommendations to him 

on what policy direction our international drug control programs should take. At that time 

I will be happy to discuss with the Subcommittee, in an appropriate forum, the specific 

outcomes of our policy review . 

But the review of our international programs must also be coupled with a review of 

our domestic drug control programs. Not only because we also need a complete 

assessment of our domestic interdiction programs, but to make sure that - in developing 

a new national drug control strategy -- all of our drug' policy determinations are based on 

"what works and what doesn't work." As your hearing today will surely make clear, there 

is a growing body of knowledge evaluating our past drug control policie$ -- particularly 

interdiction - and I want to build on this knowledge of our past experiences. 

But even before the Administration completes its review of all drug control 

programs, there are two important policy parameters that I would submit to you and the 

subcommittee concerning interdiction programs. First, despite a five-fold increase in 
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interdiction resources since 1981 -- and a seven-fold increase in the Defense Departmentis 

interdiction budget since 1988 -- the amount of illegal drugs entering OUt country 

continues to increase. Moreover, despite increases in the amount of illegal drugs seized, 

most drug prices continue to fall while drug purity continues to rise. Clearly, we cannot 

hope to stem the tide of the drug epidemic through interdiction programs alone. 

Second, while our combination Olf interdiction programs may not have succeeded in 

stopping the amount of illegal tlrugs entering the country, they have -- in absolute terms -

- prevented a significant amount of illegal drugs from enteri.r;lg the country and helped to 

disrupt drug trafficking pa~erns. Thus, abandoning our interdiction programs is not a 

viable option. If we did, as some have advocated, we would cede control of the supply of 

drugs entering the country to the very drug traffickers and drug cartels we all agree should 

be put out of business. We should never allow tbis to happen. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we intend to take a hard look at 

the results of our interdiction policies and, then, an even harder look at the overall 

resources available to fight against illegal drugs. Is the marginal dollar in our drug budget 

best spent by continuing to increase spending on our interdiction programs -- or is it best 

spent elsewhere? Have our interdiction programs acbieved results commensurate with the 

increases they have receivep? If not, how can these monies be best utilized? These are 

the questions we must ask, and we will ask. 

• 

• 
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Again, thank you I look forward to working with you as we begin to search for the 

answers to these questions in the coming months. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

• 
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Mr. SCHUMER. I think you are asking exactly the right questions 
and in a careful and hard hitting way in both of those together. 
And I think that bodes well for the examination that you are going 
to be giving. 

Let me ask you this question, sir: Right now we have one lead 
agency for detection, one for aireinterdiction, another for marine
interdiction, one for eradication, and one for in-country law enforce
ment. But no one authority can direct these agencies to cooperate 
in any particular mission. 

Axe you going to look at the issue on the interdiction area of co
ordination between the many different agencies and departments 
that have jurisdiction now and 'perhaps recommend some kind of 
overarching authority to deal with this? 

Because, these turf wars-far be it for a Congress-you know, we 
have our own turf wars which cripple us in many ways, and we 
contribut,e to your turf wars and you contribute to ours, the juris
dictions J;'lU'allel each other. But something has to be done. It is out 
of hand in so many different areas. 

Dr. BROWN. Yes, sir. I am optimistic we can address the issue. 
Considering the fact that the President has elevated this Office to 
a Cabinet-level position allows me to interact with the other mem
bers of the Cabinet to address these issues. I am optimistic that we 
can effectively address the problem. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Second, I don't want to prejudge what you are 
going to do, but in my study of the whole drug budget, the place 
I have found the least bang for the buck is not-I wouldn't call it 
supply side/demand side. because I think you really need both; and 
I agree .. with you, our interdiction effort must continue. I think, 
eradication, you get quite a bit of bang for the buck. 

I think in terms of knocking out drug cartels the efforts to knock 
out the drug cartels seem to have gotten a lot of bang for the buck. 
In the whole drug enforcement budget-and we discussed this with 
previous witnesses-it seems to me that the money that is now set 
aside for the actual interdiction on our borders, land, air, and sea, 
which is about $2.1 billion, may be a little more if you add in some 
of the job that is done on the Mexican border. We get the least 
bang for the buck from there than in any other place in our budget. 
That is an impression I have. I can't say I can' prove that incon
trovertibly at this point. That is one of the purposes of this hearing 
and our next panel. 

Would you care to comment on that? Do you have some agree
ment with that? I think that Mr. Heymann alluded to that. 

Dr. BROWN. It is premature for me to give you a conclusion on 
it. That is part of our overall process now, studying it. We are en
gaged in a process now to look at the effer:tiveness of our inter
national programs. And that involves education, interdiction, intel
ligence, law enforcement, military support, judicial reform. 

And SQ at some point in the near future, we would have a better 
resllonse about what is effective and what works and what is not 
working. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Dr. Brown. 
Mr. Schiff. 
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you. Can you hear me OK? 
Dr. BROWN. Yes, sir. • 
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Mr. SCHIFF. We met a moment ago, ami I have otherwise known 
you by reputation; and that is an outstanding reputation. I am glad 
you are on board this administration. 

I have to ask first about your department. When the President 
announced that he was going to reduce White House staff by 25 
percent, he put out a list of positions that he intended to reduce. 
My recollection is that the biggest hit was going to be taken by 
your department, the Office of Drug Control Policy. And I would 
like to know what your staffmg is compared to what the Office was 
a year ago. 

Dr. BROWN. As I stated, the President did commit himself to a 
25-percent reduction in the Executive Office of the President. My 
Office is part of that Office, so there has been a reduction of the 
Office. Right now we are in the process of getting down to that 
level. 

However, there is a commitment from the President-and I am 
working with his Chief of Staffs Office right now-to make sure 
that we are able to carry out the function of the Ofl:lce to have the 
resources necessary to do so . 

Although that commitment has been made for the 25-pereent re
duction, we are now looking at how can my Office carry out its 
function in context of that; and that has not been resolved. 

I think a key point in this regard is that the commitment on the 
part of the President to address the problem is very strong. As I 
talked to him. 'before taking the job, one of the things that im
pressed me was his knowledge :::!d commitment to do the job. And 
I think that is evident by the fact that he elevated the job to a Cab
inet member where I have the opportunity to sit in with the Cabi
net members to address the problem across the board. 

Mr. SCHIFF. I agree with everything we have heard here about 
interdiction. I don't believe for a minute that it will solve the prob
lem. I have some confidence in free enterprise. If there is a de
mand, suppliers are going to look for ways to provide that supply. 

What I would like to ask is at least tell us where we might be 
going. I think there is probably not time here to take it up. Have 
you had the opportunity yet to get a feel for the whole chain? I 
know you said you are working on it. Maybe that is the answer, 
about eradication at the source 1:0 intergovernmental cooperation 
and you mentioned judicial reform. 

I am not sure what you are looking at with that. Do you have 
a feel yet of where we ought to be going? Or do you still need more 
time to study the matter? 

Dr. BROWN. We are in the midst of studying the measure now. 
We have a ~ontract to measure the effectiveness of the President's 
international drug control strategy, and within a few weeks we 
should have the first· phase of that completed. And that will give 
us an idea of what to do in the second paase and some idea about 
where we are going. 

Mr. SCHIFF. I assume that you will share that with us? 
Dr. BROWN. Absolutely . 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Schiff. 
And thank you, Dr. Brown. 'We very much appreciate not only 

your coming here but your efforts. America needs your Office to be 
as strong as possible. 
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Dr. BROWN. Thank you. 
Mr. SCHUMER. OK. We will nnw go to panel number three-four, 

I guess. It was three but now four. We would ask the witnesses to 
p lease come forward. 

Thank you gentlemen. And I want to thank all of you for coming. 
Our panel consists today of, first, Mr. Harold Wankel. He is the 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Operations within the U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Administration. He supervised DEA operations 
worldwide. Before accepting his post, he had compiled almost 23 
years of experience in the area of Federal drug law enforcement. 

In June 1992, Rear Adm. Richard Appelbaum became the Chief 
of the Office of Law Enforcement and Defense Operations for the 
U.S. Coast Guard, headquartered here in Washington, DC. In his 
current position, the admiral directs several Coast Guard programs 
including enforcement of law and treaties. 

Mr. John Hensley is the U.S. Customs Service Assistant Com
missioner of the Office of Enforcement. And I think I speak on be
half of our whole committee when I say that we want to extend our 
condolences to the Customs Se.rvice and to the families of the four 
men who were serving their country in the terrible a~cident that 
occurred, I believe it was last night. 

Mr. HENSLEY. Last night, Mr. Chairman. Thank you. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Brian Sheridan was appointed Deputy Assist

ant Secretary for Drug Enforcement Policy and Support on June 
23. He serves as the primary staff adviser to the Department of De
fense Coordinator for Drug Enforcement on matters relating to 
interagency coordination in an action designed to implement the 
President's drug control program. Prior to his current position, Mr. 
Sheridan served as an intelligence officer for the CIA. 

And finally, Mr. R. Grant Smith is Acting Assistant Secretary for 
the Department of State's Bureau of International Narcotics Mat
ters. Before taking this positiun as Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
INM, Mr. Smith served in a number of different posts within the 
State Department. 

I thank all of you for coming. It is, obviously, a big panel and 
you have waited a long time. So without objection, I will ask unani~ 
mous consent that everyone's statement be read into the record, 
and we would ask each of you to try to stay within the 5-minute 
rule, which I will also ask the questioners, including myself, to do 
so. 

Mr. Wankel. 

STATEMENT OF HAROLD D. WANKEL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT AD
MINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS, DRUG ENFORCEMErIT AD
MINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Mr. WANKEL. Chairman Schumer and members of the Sub

committee on Crime and Criminal Justice, I appreciate the oppor
tunity to appear before you today to discuss our international drug 
:.!ontrolobjectives and outline a strategy for the future based on les
sons of the pas\ 

Our primary objective is to reduce drug use in the United States. 
This is to be accomplished by reducing both the supply and demand 
for drugs. Reducing the demand for drugs is to be ac.:omplished by 
preventing and deterring new and casual users as a primary goal, • 
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and by treating existing hardcore addicts. Reducing supply and 
availability of drugs will result from sharpening the attack on drug 
trafficking organizations. AiJ demand reduction programs take hold 
and supply reduction programs make drugs more expensive and 
less readily available, we will continue to see a decrease in. the 
number of Americans who use drugs. 

We recognize that in these fiscally constrained times there is a 
likelihood of less resources being devoted to counternarcotics ef
i:)rts, especially costly interdiction programs. 'rhis makes it all the 
more critical that we develop a strategy that provides the most, as 
Chairman Schumer says, '1lang for the buck" in our 
counternarcotics programs. _ 

AiJ you know, the administration is undertaking a top-to~bott.om 
review of our international drug programs as part of an ongoing 
Presidential review that will provide this administrationrs policy di
rection for the international drug program as alluded to by Sec
retary Brown. 

First, the declaration of a war against drugs caused the drug 
problem to be misconceptualized in military terms. This had seri
ous consequences for how America confronted the drug problem 
overseas. One consequence was that bilateral drug law enforcament 
efforts and multilateral initiatives took a backseat to expensive de
tection and monitoring and interdiction efforts. These high-cost 
interdiction efforts, directed at the flow of cocaine rather than at 
the organizations moving the cocaine, have received the lion's share 
of counternarcotics funding. Interdiction efforts have caused traf
fickers to shift to more costly routes and methods, but traffickers 
have also produced more cocaine to compensate for these losses and 
to keep pace with international demand. 

Second, recognizing that building institutions is a long-term 
proposition, we must continue -to strengthen host nation institu
tions so that they are able to confront and incapacitate major traf
fickers. The U.S. Government will continue to seek to prosecute the 
leadership of the cartels. 

In some cases, as was pointed out, however, U.S. prosecutions 
will not be feasible, and, therefore, it is vital to our interests tha-t. 
foreign government.s be able to successfully investigate, identifJ I 
arrest, convict, and incarcerate for long periods of time inter
national traffickers who operate in their countries. 

Institlltion-building programs include professionalizing the drug 
law enforcement capabilities of the police, establishing independent 
and vignrous prosecutorial in.stitutions, and judicial reform. All 
these programs strengthen the f.1hility of Latin American criminal 
justic€f systems to investigate~ prosecute, and incarcerate major 
drug traffickers operating in thelr countries. 

Although programs designed to build the ability of Latin Amer
ican governments to reduce the capacity of the cocaine cartels to 
produce and distribute their product have received little attention, 
we must continue to work with our allies in Latin America and 
elsewhere and to develop these :.nstitutions so that the] become 
strong enough to resist the corrupting influences of drug traffick
ers. 

Third, we must -apply law enforcement solutions to law enforce
ment problems. Wl'.dle there is certainly a support role for the U.S. 
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military, foreign drug trafficking remains a law enforcement prob
lem. It is law enforcement work that closes the labs, arrests the op
erators, gathers evidence, identifies the kingpins, and ultimately 
incapacitates them through convictions, asset seizures and jail sen
tences. These law enforcement functions are the basics of drug en
forcement efforts at home as well. 

DEA has built upon these lessons to formulate a new interagency 
law enforcement strategy designed to reduce the capacity of major 
drug trafficking organizations to finance, produce, and distribute 
their products. We realize that fighting drug trafficking requires us 
to fight smart, mounting sustained, coordinated attacks on the 
major vulnerabilities of targeted drug trafficking organizations in 
order to weaken and destroy their infrastructure. That js why we 
need to emphasize long-term enforcement, investigative, and insti
tution-building solutions. 

The DEA kingpin strategy is designed to guide drug law enforce
ment activities in all the source and transit countries, as well aa 
here in the United States. The greatest impact on the drug trade 
comes when kingpin organizations are disrupted, weaken.ed, and 
destroyed, root and branch. And that is why the kingpin strategy 
is designed not only to remove the kingpin, but also to destroy the 
entire drug organization by identifying and attacking all its 
vulnerabilities, including: 

Their means of production, including their cocaine labs and .:!hok
ing off the supply of essential chemicals needed to make cocaine; 

Their means of transport, including their use of private aircraft 
and containerized vessels; 

Their distribution networks, including their distribution cells 
right here in the United States; 

Their communications; 
Their financial networks and assets; and 
Incapacitation of the leadership and key managers of the kingpin 

organizations. 
The objective is to destroy the organizations' infrastructure, and 

with it, the organizations' capacity to finance, produce, and distrib
ute large amounts of illegal drugs. 

Over the last year or so, this new strategy has been validated as 
a means to disrupt trafficker operations. And through cooperative 
efforts with the host nations and interagency cooperation and ac
ceptance, we have seen this strategy take a sedous toll on the car
tels. 

We have seen the last several years the leaders of the Medellin 
cartel going to jail or being incarcerated or dead in many instances. 
The Cali cartal is now being focused on and attacked through the 
kingpin strategy. And we are seeing successes there. Ivan 
Urdinola, a major trafficker, kingpin was arrested a year ago. We 
see the Cali cartel now talking to the Colombian Government about 
possibly surrGndering. They are facing the fact that the inter
national community is at their doorstep, and they are concerned. 

In the interest of time, I will defer the rest of my statement. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Wankel. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wankel follows:] 

• 

• 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HAROLD D. WANKEL, DEPUTY AsSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR 
FOR OP)l:RATIONS, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINlSTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE 

Chairman Schumer, and Members of the Subcommittee Oil Crime and Criminal 

Justice: I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss our international 

drug control objectives, and outline a strategy for the future based on the lessons of the past. 

Our primary objective is to reduce drug use in the United States. This is to be 

accomplished by reducing I;oth the supply and demand for drugs. Reducing the demand for 

drugs is to be accomplished by prevCl'lting and deterring new and C3Sual users as a primary 

goal, and by treating existing hard-eore addicts. Reducing supply and aVailability of drugs 

will result from sharpening the attack on drug trafficking organizations. As demand 

reduction vrograms take hold and supply reduction programs make drugs more expensive and 

less readily available, we will continue to see a decrease in the number of Americans who 

use drugs. 

Before discussing a substantive strategy, I would like to point out what I believe is a 

common misconception regarding U.S. counternarcotics expenditures overseas. Ninety-one 

(91) percent of the U.S. countemarcotics budget is spent domestically, including border 

interdiction. L'I FY 1993, for example, the entire U.S. countemarcotics budget was 513 

billion. Of that, only 9 pm:ent was dedicated to U.S. overseas programs. 

We recognize th:.t in these fi.~y constrained times then; is a likelihOO<i Qf less 

resources being devoted to countemarcotics efforts, especially costly interdiction programs. 

This makes it all the more critical that we develop a strategy that provides the most "bang 

for the buck= in our countcmarcotics programs. 

As you know, the Adniinistration is undertalclng a top-to-bottom review of our 

international drug programs as part of an ongoing Presidential Review that will provide this 

A~ministratiofj's policy dmction for the international drug program. In executing this 
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review, we ax;; looking at what has worked over the years, and making some realistic 

assessments about future directions. Although the review is not yet completed and I cannot 

predict its outcome, I would like to discuss some of the general lessons we have learned over . 

the past few years concerning the efficacy of international drug control programs. 

First, the declaration of a "war" against drugs caused the drug problem to be 

misconceptualized in military terms. This had serious consequences for how America 

confronted the drug problem overseas. One consequence was that bilateral drug law 

enforcement efforts and multilateral initiatives took a backseat to expensive detection and 

monitoring and interdiction efforts. These high-cost interdiction efforts, directed at the flow 

of cocaine rather than at ~e organizations moving the cocaine, have received the lion's share 

of countemarcotics funding. Interdiction efforts have caused traffickers to shift to more 

costly routes and methods, but traffickers have also produced more cocaine to compensate 

for these losses and to keep pace with international demand. 

The limitations of our interdiction strategy can ~ illustrated ~y an analogy. ~ our_ 

goal was to reduce the aVailability of GM cars in America, then we have put most of our t 

efforts into trying to pick off shipments of new GM cars on our. interstate highway system, 

while doing comparatively little to limit production of those cars. The more cars we have 

picked off, the more GM has produced in order to meet demand. The sam-!\ is true of the 

cocaine cartels, and of our efforts to stop the flow of cocaine into our country. 

The fact is that programs focused solely against the flow of cocaine are not as 

ef ,~":'r';ie as programs aimed at the organizations responsible for producing and distributing 

the cocaine. Most, in fact 73 percent, of all cocaine seizures overseas in excess of 500 

kiJogranu are due to investigative information - such as informants and wiretaps. The 

remaining 27 percaJtare of all other types, including cold hits and ~tection and monitoring 

activities. 

• 

• 
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Over-emphasizing interdiction programs plays to the strengths of the Colombian 

trafficking organizations that can shift trade and smuggling routes far more quickl,Y than the 

U.S. cail respond. 

Second, recognizing that building institutions is a long-term proposition, we must 

continue to streng;:hen host nation institutions so that they are ablo to confront and 

incapacitate major traffickers. The U.S. Government will continue to seek to prosecute the 

leadership of the cartels. In some cases, however, U.S. prosecutions will not be feasible, 

and, therefore, it is vital to our interests that foreign governments be able to successfully 

investigate, identify, arrest, convict and incarcerate for long periods of time international 

traffickers who operate in their countries. 

Institution-building programs include professionalizing the drug law enforcement 

capabilities of the police, estlblishing independent and vigorous prosecutorial institutions, and 

judicial reform. All these programs strengthen the ability of Latin American criminal justice 

systems to investigate, prosecute, and incarcerate major drug traffickers operating in their 

countries. DEA, the Department of Justice, and other U.S. Government agencies generally 

are already engaged in a number of programs to help Latin American countries, such as 

Colombia, improve their ability to investigate, prosecute arid punish narcotraffickers. 

Although programs designed to build the ability of Latin American governments to 

reduce the capacity of the cocaine cartels to produce and distribute their product have 

received little attention, we must continue to worle with our allies in Latin America and 

elsewhere and to develop these institutions, so that they become strong enough to resist the 

corrupting influences of drug traffickers. In the long tel'i11, our ability to counter the threat 

that drugs, such as cocaine and heroin, pose to the United States is directly proportional to 

the ability of Latin American governments to take effective law enforcement actions against 

traffic!dng organizations operating within their respective borders • 
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Third, we must apply law enforcement solutions to law enforcement problems. While 

there is certainly a support role for the U.S. military, foreign drug trafficking remains a law 

enforcement problem. It is law enforcement work that closes the labs, arrests the operators, 

gathers evidence, identifies the Kingpins, and ultimately incapacitates them through 

convictions, asset seizures and jail sentences. These law enforcement functions are the basics 

of drug enforcement efforts at home as well. 

DEA has built upon these lessons to formulate a new interagency law enforcement 

strategy designed to reduce the capacity of major drug trafficking organizations to finance, 

produce and distribute their products. We realize that fighting drug trafficking requires us to 

light smart, mounting sustained, coordinated attacks on the major vulnerabilities of targeted 

drug trafficking organizations in order to weaken and destroy their infrastructure. That is 

why we need to emphasize long-term enforcement, investigative and institution-building 

solutions. 

DBA's Kingpin StroJegy 

The Kingpin Strategy is designed to guide drug law enforcement activities in all the 

source and ti:ansit countries, as well as here in the United States. The greatest impact on the 

drug trade comes when ki.1gpin organizations are disrupted, weakened and destroyed, root 

and branch. And, that is why the Kingpin Strategy is designed not only to remove the 

kingpin, but also to destroy the entire drug organbation by identifying and attacking all its 

vulnerabilities including, 

• t!leir means of production, including their cocaine labs and choking off the supply of 

essential chemicals needed to make cocaine; 

• their means of ti:anspoct, including their use of private aircraft and containerized 

vessels; 

• 

• 
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• their distribution networks, including their distribution cells right here in the United 

States; 

$ their communications; 

GIl their financial networks and assets, and 

• incapacitation of the leadership and lcey managers of the Kingpin organiza~ons. 

The objective is to destroy the organization's infrastructure, and with it, the 

organizaclon's capacity to finance, produce, and distribute large amounts of megal drugs. 

We all know that street dealers are easily replaced. But Kingpins and theif ,,' 

organizations are not. Through the Kingpin Strategy, DEA has moved awa), from a body 

count mentality of how many arre.~ts or how much dope is seized, and toward more 

meaningful measures of performance. 

The Kingpin Strategy also provides us with a framework to analyze and target the 

major trafficking organizations and their different facets, to devise comprehensive plans of 

attack, and to marshal our resources against them. This strategy focuses law enforcement 

efforts and gives DEA a vehicle for working more effectively with other agencies toward a 

Stiategy calculated to achieve U.S. Government countemarcotics objectives, including 

reducing the availability of drugs, and removing the threat trafficlcers pose to democratic 

institutions, particularly in Latin America. 

And let me say I do not expect the implementation of the Kingpin Strategy to lead to 

a significant decline in drug seizures. Developing intelligence through investigations and 

cost-effective technical-collection has and will continue to lead to very large drug removals. 

Our figures indicate that three seizures in four, regar.dless of where they are made or by what 
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agency or natio:J, are made as a result of some sort of prior intelligence rather than as a 

result of "patrol" interdiction efforts. 

IClIIgpin Succ,ss" 

Over the past year or so, this new strategy has been validated as a means to disrupt 

trafficker operations. Through cooperative efforts with the host nations and interagency 

cooperation and acceptance, we have seen that this strategy can take a serious \011 on the 

cartels. 

lust a few years ago, in the late 19805, the Colombian Kingpins seemed invincible. 

Today we know better. Most oC the leaders of the Medellin Cartel are dead or in jail. This 

cartel's capacity to produce and distribute was markedly reduced in 1990, and it has not 

recovered. With the Medellin Cartel blldly damaged and in disarray, we have targeted the 

organizations that make up the Cali Cartel. 

Starting in November 1991, DBA teamed up with the Colombian National Police to 

carry out the fust major raids ever on the Cali Cartel in Cali, Colombia. We seized 

important financial records that permitted us to freeze trafficker bank accounts in Colombia, 

Miami, and London. A year ago, the Colombian National Police arrested Ivan Urdinola, a 

major, targeted Cali Kingpin, and he remains jailed in Colombia. 

In November of 1991, DBA destroyed two major Cali distribution ceIls in New York 

City, run by Pacho Herrera, by arresting the head of the New York branch, Pacho's brother, 

Ramiro, and over 100 members of that arganization. During this investigation, we seized 

more than $20 million in cash and assets and took over 2.7 tons of cocaine off the streets. 

Pacho's brother was just sentenced to 30 years. Far more important - the entire U.S. 

operati,on shut down and sti1l has not been rebuilt. As a result of these actions, the wholesale 

price of cocaine rose in the United States in 1992-sharply in the New York region-for only 

.. 
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the second time since the cocain: epidemic began in the early 1980s. 

Our success against the narcotrafficking organizations depends on a coordinated attack 

on every link of the chain of drug production, transportation, and distribution in every 

country. We must continue to work with and help these nations identify the major trafficker 

organizaticns through sharing and helping to develop drug intelligence and evidenpe in their 

countries, and to help focus law enforcement efforts on eliminating them. 

Although frequently far from our shores, our overseas countemarcotics efforts 

directly strengthen our domestic enforcement programs. Much of the intelligence gained as a 

result of foreign cooperative investigations results in important enforcement successes against 

cartel operatives active inside the U.S. For example, the seizure in Miami and Houston in 

1991 of 15 tons of Cali cartel cocaine concealed in concrete fel1ceposts, and the arrest of 

important Cali operatives in the U.S., resulted directly from information obtained by one of 

DEA's offices in Latin America. 

The State Department's support has been invaluable to our foreign operations, and we 

receive excellent cooperation from INM's Narcotics Assistance Sections. The U.S. mili!ary 

has alw provided important support to DEA's overseas efforts. While radar-based detection 

and monitoring is helpful when we have had C"'-sources to devote to "endgames,' it is of little 

or no value as a stand-alone program. Detection and monitoring support to law enforcement 

should be increased in select areas in the source c.Quntries where law enforcement endgames 

exist, such as in the Chapare region of Bolivia, which is the source of 113 of world coca 

production. 

Human intelligence - i Ifllrmants - and communications intercepts provide the most 

reliable and cost-effective sources of intelligence concerning the trafficking organizations. 

"Inside" information provided by informants alSll gives us the best information, and the kind 

of information needed for disrupting and dismantling trafficker operations . 
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We appreciate the Subcommittee's interest and support of our international narcotics 

control efforts, I will be happy to answer any questions at this time. 

.. 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Admiral Appelbaum. 

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. RiCHARD A. APPELBAUM, CHIEF, 
OFFICE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT Ai'll) DEFENSE OPER" 
ATIONS, U.S. COAST GUARD 
Admiral APPELBAUM. Thank you for the opportunity to appear. 
Mr. Chairman, the Coast Guard is a multimission service with 

multimission facilities. The enforcement of laws and treaties is but 
one of several missions. . 

And within the mission of enforcement of laws and treaties, the 
Coast Guard has broad law enforcement responsibility as the pri
mary maritime law enforcement agency of the United States. Our 
responsibilities range from marine environmental protection to the 
protection of the living marine resources, to the protection of ma
rine sanctuaries, to the alien migration interdiction operation 
which is receiving some focus in recent days, to the 
counternarcotics mission. 

In our current counternarcotics mission, our primary effort is in 
interdiction. But the Coast Guard is leading the way in fostering 
international cooperation and development of maritime law en
forcement skills. Most navies in the world resemble the. U.S. Coast 
Guard in size, in mission, et cetera. And the Coast Guard is ac
tively engaging' in combined operations and training with other na
tions to develop processes to deal with maritime threats. 

The Coast Guard is recognized as the expert in such areas as 
small craft operations and at-sea law enforcement procedures. The 
skills of our maritime' law enforcement people in searching for 
drugs on a vessel at sea are the same as those being put to use 
in the North Red Sea and Adriatic to help enforce the U.N. sanc
tions, and the same as those used to search for undocumented 
aliens secreted in vessels at sea. 

The Coast Guard plays an important role in the country's inte
grated drug strategy. We focus on balance among efforts to achieve 
optimal results with fmite resources. We view our role in drug 
interdiction as being consistent with our heritage of saving lives, 
albeit indirectly. 

We all know of the deadly impact of drug abuse, and we are 
proud to be a part of that effort to prevent that abuse. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Admiral. 
[The prepared statement of Admiral Appelbaum follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF 

REAR ADMIRAL RICHARD A. APPELBAUM 

CHIEF, OFFICE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND DEFENSE OPERATIONS 

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

BEFORE 

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRI~~ AND CRIMINAL ~ISTICE 

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

u.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

JULY 15, 1993 

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the 

Subcommittee. I am RADM Richard Appelbaum, Chief of the Office 

of Law Enforcement and Defense Operations of the United States 

Coast Guar~. I am pleased to appear before this Subcommittee to 

discuss the Coast Guard drug interdiction program. 

The Coast Guard i~ a mUlti-mission organization of about 

38,000 active duty military personnel and slightly more than 

5,000 civilian employees, operating 200 shore stations, 

approximately 2,000 boats, 250 ships of various types and sizes, 

and over 200 helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft to execute our 

diverse missions. 

The r9ast Guard has four major mission areas: maritime 

safety, marine environmental protection, defense readiness and 

maritime law enforcement. With rare exceptions, Coast Guard 

cutters, boats, and aircraft are multi-mission assets. For 

example, it is routine for a single cutter to be involved in 

search and rescue, fishe~ies enforcement, alien interdiction, and 

II 
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drug interdiction midsions in the course of a single 4-~ week 

patrol. 

Maritime law enforcement is our oldest mission. The 

~uppression of smuggling was the main reason for forming our 

early fleet of cutters in 1790. Today, however, our law 

enforcement missions include fisheries enforcement, alien 

interdiction, drug interdiction, and the enforcement of a varie~ 

of laws, treaties, end agreements. OUr law enforcement authority 

is derived from 14 USC 89 and other statutes. 

While the focus of this hearing is on our drug interdiction 

effort, I wanted to mention our other activities in order to 

highlight the fact that law enforcement is just one of many Coast 

Guard missions, an~ within law enforcement, drug interdiction is 

only one of several functions the Coast Guard performs. 

The Coast Guardts drug control efforts are fO~ilsed on supply 

reduction. We are the lead agency for maritime interdiction and 

share the lead role with the U.S. Customs Service (USCS) for air 

interdiction. We also provide support to international 

counterdrug ini~iatives and the intelligence community. 

First, I'd like to state some terms of reference whi\~h I will 

use while discussing interdiction. There are five major phases 

to interdiction: detecting and monitoring the target; sorting 

legitimate traffic from that which might be illegal; intercepting 

potential smugglers; searching them; and if they are violating 

the law, arresting them. The Coast Guard specializes in 

intercepting, searching, and arresting, which I will simply refer 

to as apprehension • 
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Seizing all drugs in transit, i.e. sealing the borders, would 

be cost prohibitive and disruptive to legitimate commerce, and so 

is unrealistic. Because such a goal would be unreachable, the 

stated goals of air and maritime interdiction &re to deter 

smuggling and to deny the smuggler the safe, direct, and 

economical air, land, and maritime routes. In other words, we 

are trying to keep traffickers off-balance by forcing them to 

develop new, more costly methods and routes through effective 

interdiction efforts. Through this disruption, we hope to 

increase the cost to the trafficker and reduce the flow into the 

United States. Seizures and arrests contribute to interdiction 

and route denial. 

With the goal of interdiction being route denial, any 

interdiction operation that results in the trafficker increasing 

costs and risks by changing the methods or routes by which 

contraband is transported is considered a success. Seizing 

contraband and arresting suspects has both a direct and indirect 

effect on t~e drug supply entering the United States. The direct 

effect is that contraband seized reduces the amount immediately 

available for consumption. The indirect effect is that 

traffickers will be forced to develop alternative methods to 

avoid effective interdiction. This increases the difficulty of 

smuggling and reduces their profitability. Potential criminal 

penalties and high operating costs create a deterrent to 

smugglers. Deterrence is also a form of route denial. 

Apprehension is the key to successful deterr~nce and route 

denial. uetection and monitoring and the other phases of 

• 
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interdiction are integral to the process, but it is the law 

enforcement aspect, the ability to apprehend if you will, that 

ultimately creates deterrence. This is what the Coast Guard has 

the legal authority to do at sea. 

We strive to achieve route denial by distributing counterdrug 

forces and operations throughout the geographic area of interest, 

which is divided into four generic zones: the source countries, 

and the departure, transit, and arri~al zones. 

In the source countries, and other nations, the Coast Guard 

supports the efforts led by the Departments of State and Justice 

in helping to build the political will and indigenous capabi.1.i ty 

of the host nation to combat maritime smuggling. The 

International Maritime Law Enforcement Team (IMLET) is a unit of 

about thirty Coast Guard officers and petty officers specifically 

formed to provide wate~lays law enforcement training to other 

nations. Teams of two to three personnel deploy to a host nation 

to build credible host nation interdiction forces. Based on the 

comments of the U.S. aml'?ssadors, the IMLET has had a significant 

and positive impact on the nations to which it has deployed. 

The IMLET is only one example of our support of international 

training initiatives. We deploy International Training Teams to 

various nations to train indigenous military and police forces in 

law enforcement and other areas of USCG expertise. The U.S. 

Coast Guard is an excellent model for these nations' developing 

law enforcement programs because of ita relatively small size, 

the nature of its missions, the dual military/law enforcement 

role, and the unique expertise of its people in small boat 

75-765 0 - 94 - 4 
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operations, at-sea boardings, and control of commerce. We also 

support comhined operations with those nations' navies and/or 

coast guards and provide training to foreign police and military 

students in the United States at various Coast Guard training 

sites. All of these international initiatives in which the Coast 

Guard is involved are closely coordinated with the State 

Department. 

Coast Guard maritime interdiction operations in the departure 

and transit ZOI!es. rely primarily on our high seas boarding 

program. A common thread among all Coast Guard missions is 

maritime expertise, and this is reflected in our designation as 

the lead agency for maritime interdiction. High se~a boardings 

are our most effective tool in both deterring and interdicting 

drug shipments at ~ea. The Coast GUdrd ~ay board any u.s. 

registered vessel almost anywhere: however, foreign territorial 

waters are excluded, unless we are working under an arrangement 

with that coastal nation obtained through the assistance of the 

Department of State. While U.S. registered vessels are subject 

to broad Coast Guard boarding, search, and seizure authority, the 

Coast Guard can also obtain permission to board foreign flagged 

vessels from either the vessel's master or from the vessel's flag 

stat~. It ,is this boarding program which enables the Coast Guard, 

to directly interdict contraband and apprehend suspects, and also 

vrovide a deterrent ag·ainst future smuggling ventures. 

Our tactics in the departure zone, generally out to about 100 

mil~s off the coast of Central/South America, rely heavily on the 

presence of a jOint squadron of USCG/USN ships in the deep 

• 
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Caribbean and eastern Pacific corridor. Recently, Royal Navy 

ships have become involved. While these units are primarily 

assigned to detection and monitoring duties, we take advantage of 

the presence of those assets by placing Coast Guard law 

enforcement detachments (LEDET) 7-person teams specifically 

trained for boardings -- aboard to provide a significant 

interdiction and apprehension capability at a minimal additional 

cost. 

The impact of such operations is felt up to, and sometimes 

even into, the territorial seas of the source and transit 

countries through our participation in bilateral operations. 

Agreements such as the one recently signed with Belize also allow 

increased flexibility in interdiction operations close to the 

source and transit countries. 

Our transit zone strategy attempts to make the most of the 

traffic constrictions at the geographic choke points such as the 

Windward and Yucatan Passes. We try to keep a cutter in each of 

the passes, and rely on detection and monitoring support from the 

Department of Defense (000) to make choke point interdiction more 

effective. 

Arrival zone operations involve a diverse group of 

partiCipants. COdst Guard group commandern must coor~inate the 

forces of shore based local, state, and federal civil law 

enforcement agencies with the operations of our coastal patrol 

boats. Our arrival zone operations generally extend from our 

shoreline out to about 50 nautical miles. Most of these 

operations also incorporate Coast Guard fixed wing aircraft, 

helicopters, vessels, and the assets provided by other agenCies. 
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The National Drug COntrol Strategy, under which the COast 

Guard has been operating for a number of years, also calls for 

improved collection, coordination, analysis, Ilnd dissemination of 

intelligence by the various agencies involved in the drug war. 

The COast Guard is a major contributor to, and user of, the 

maritime intelligence program, and routinely supports the 

intelligence community through post-seizure analysis and 

information reports following the boarding of vessels. The use 

of intelligence is vital to conducting efficient interdiction 

operations. Our reliance on intelligence is reflected by the 

fact that over 75 per cent of COast Guard seizures last year were 

as a result of prior intelligence. Ten years ago, COast Guard 

vessels steamed looking for vessels that met a drug smuggler's 

profile. Today we primarily intercept, search, and apprehend 

suspects based on the intelligence provided by the intelligence 

community. 

A description of Coast Guard's air interdiction program will 

demonstrate the degree of interagency coordination required to 

achieve success in this very dynamic and time critical mission. 

Airborne smuggling by general aviation aircraft constitutes a 

major means by which cor.aine is transported from foreign 

countries toward the United States. Typically, a DoD asset 

detects a northbound aircraft which has departed from a 

clandestine airstrip in Colombia. The target information is 

passed through DoD channels to Joint Task Force Four (JTF4), 

located in Key West, where the target data is initially sorted 

for national security purposes. JTF4 then notifies the jOint 

• 
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u.s. Coast Guard/Customs Command, Control, Communications, and 

Intelligence Center - Fest (C3IE) located in Miami. C3IE 

performs the lew enforcement sorting function by checking with 

air traffic control and tactical intelligence databases 

maintained by the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), USCS, 

and other agencies. 

If the target is determined to be of interest, an interceptor 

aircraft (either USCG, USCS, or DoD) conducts an intercept to 

identify the aircraft. The interceptor aircraft obtains more 

target information, and passes this to the C3IE for further 

sorting. If the aircraft is sorted as suspect, based on known 

intelligence and other sorting criteria, constant monitoring 

continues using available assets, regardless of parent agency. 

As the suspect approaches its destination, apprehension forces 

are alerted. 

A combined DEA, USCG, DoD, and Bahamian operation, Operation 

Bahamas and Turks and Caicos (OPBAT) is the model air 

apprehension operation. Utilizing Coast Guard and u.S. Army 

helicopters, OPBAT easets receive target information, and 

interdict the suspect aircraft as it offloads contraband in the 

Bahamas. Because aircraft currently tend to air drop contraband 

to awaiting vessels, C3IE also help[1 coordinate a maritime 

response, while DEA and Royal Bahamian Defense Forca personnel 

aboard the OPBAT helicopters are ready to apprehend the suspects 

if the aircraft lands or the pick-up boats beach themselves. 

If the suspect aircraft conducts an airdrop and does not 

land, apprehension forces focus on Interdictipg the contraband 
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and arresting suspects, while the aircraft is tracked throughout 

the return flight. Apprehension forces in the destination 

(original sourca) country are alerted end, if Bble, respond to 

meet the aircraft upon arrival. 

This is a ~omplicated scenario but it works, thanks to the 

extraordinary amount of coordination between the many agencies. 

Of signific~nt note is that while intense interagency 

coordination is requir.ed to maintain a constant surveillance and 

apprehension response to these events, international coordination 

is also required to coordinate an apprehension response in 

foreign countries. The fact that this scenario is effective, 

despite the inherent complexity, bears witness to the level of 

close coordination agencies and governments share. 

While the Coast Guard is the lead agency for maritime 

interdiction and co-lead with the USCS for air interdiction, we 

simply cannot do these jobs alone. We rely on the support and 

assistance of many other agencies involved in counterdrug 

,operations, including: USCS, DEA, Office of National Drug Control 

Policy, and the Departments of Defense, Justice, State, 

Transportation, and Treasury. Furthermore, other agencies are 

involved at the Federal, state and local levels and assist in the 

planning and ,execution of operations. 

The National Counter-Drug Planning Process was implemented 

because interagency cooperation is essential to coordinating end 

conducting effective counterdrllg operations. Under this process, 

quarterly assessments of the air and maritime cocaine smuggling 

threat are conducted. Based on these assessments, quarterly 

... 
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planning conferences b~tween involved agencies are first 

conducted at the strategiC level, followed by planning 

conferences at the operational and tactical levels. Operational 

requiraments are provided by the lead agencies, and the known 

capabilities of involved agency asset~ are coordinated to 

optimize their use for. counterdrug operations. Thus, this 

process encourages sytlergy between agencies in assigning assets 

to specific joint operations; the operational impact of resource 

constraints are minimized. 

We have also expanded our efforts at increaSing the 

effectiveness of interdiction through shared technological 

developments. We have made significant progress in the research 

and development of drug detection equipment which will enable us 

to detect the presence of illegal substances without intrusive or 

destructive searches. Enhancements to data processing, such as 

the Law Enforcement Information System (LEIS), and increased 

interoperability and connectivity with other federal egencies 

have resulted in a more rapid sharing of information required to 

sort legitimate from suspect traffic. Additionally, the 

capabilities of both cutters and aircraft to classify and 

identify targets have been enhanced through electro-optical 

systems, such as night vision devices. 

With the assignment of DoD as the lead agency for the 

detection and monitoring of trafficking events, Coast Guard 

operational assets have become increasingly focused on 

apprehension. Through interagency cooperation and technological 

devel~pments, overall interdiction effectiveness has been 
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maintained, while the amount of time Coast Guard assets have 

devoted to counterdrug operations has decreased. This has 

allowed the Coast Guard to dedicate more asset time to meet the 

increasing requirements of the marine environm~ntal protection, 

migrant interdiction, maritime safety, defense readiness and 

fisheries law enforcement missions. The proportion of the Coast 

Guard Operating Expenses Appropriation for drug interdiction has 

declined from 24 percent in FY89 to 14 percent in FY93. 

These interdiction programs are effective. I make this 

statement based on comparing how the various air and maritime 

trafficking routes and methods have changed in response to U.S. 

interdiction operations. The national goal of interdiction is 

route denial, so effectiveness of interdiction should be measured 

against this goal.. 

Seizu:L'e data is tempting to use as t. measure of 

effectiveness, but without knowing the amount shipped or the 

amount received, the amount of contraband seized does not yield a 

meaningful measure of effectiveness. Successful interdiction 

operations deny routes, so it is logical to expect a decrease in 

the quantities of drugs seized on these routes. Route denial can 

be determined from detection and monitoring data, intelligence, 

and srnuggli.ng Il)ethods. Using this information, we have observed 

that trafficking routes have changed in response to apprehension 

operations. 

For air interdiction, the direct narcotrafficking flight into 

the united States, which was common a few years a~?, is now a 

rare event because of effective interagency and international 

• 
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efforts. Air traffickers have shifted from landing and 

offloading in the United States to conducting airdrop.'3 at 

transshipment areas. While the Bahamas is an ideal transshipment 

area because of the many remote islands and proximity to the 

United States, it is no longer the destination for most air 

trafficking events. 

-The overall maritime interdiction program is also disrupting 

the narcotrafficker and thus partially achieving the goal of 

route denial. The increased use of aircraft to transport 

contraband, the practice of concealing contraband in the 

legitimate cargo of commercial vessels, the increased use of 

concealed compartments and low profile vessels, and the increased 

willingness of traffickers to jettison loads prior to Coast Guard 

boardings, are all costly measures which traffickers have adopted 

in response to effective maritime interdiction. 

In summary, the Coast Guard is involved in many of the facets 

of the National Drug Control Strategy, from interdiction to 

intelligence, from waterways law enforcement training initiatives 

in host nations to operations on the borders of the United 

States, and in the air and at sea. We have, along with all other 

agencj.es, worked hard to achieve the l.evel of interagency and 

international cooperation and effective interdiction and 

deterrence enjoyed today. Our multi-mission character makes the 

Coast Guard unique, always ready to respond to a variety of 

mission taskings, including drug interdiction, in the maritime 

environment. 
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Mr. Chairman, Z thank you and the members of this 

Subcommittee for thds opportunity to discuss Coast Guard 

counterdrug initiatives. I ~~ ready to answer any questions you 

may have. Thank: you. 
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Mr.. SCHUMER. Mr. Hensley. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HENSLEY, ASSISTANT COMMIS
SIONER, OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Mr. HENSLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, 

my name is John Hensley, and I am Assistant Commissioner, Of
fice of Enforcement for the U.S. Customs Service. 

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to discuss foreign inter
diction initiatives and our key role in that problem. 

Let me begin by making a few general comments about the sig
nificance of interdiction in the overall supply reduction strategy 
and why the U.S. Customs Service feels that the continuation of 
interdiction programs is a necessary Federal responsibility. 

Interdiction is a productive and proven concept. Consider, for ex
ample, the Customs program to prevent the entry of smuggling air
craft into the United States which has reduced by nearly three
fourths the number of smuggling aircraft crossing our borders, and 
the Coast Guard program for preventing the entry of drugs by ves
sel which has had tremendous success in addl'essing the threat of 
mother ships . 

The processes that form the foundation of drug interdiction pro
grams include technology-based systems, inspection, investigation, 
and intelligence. . 

At the border, networked systems including technology, hard
ware, personnel and command, control, communications, and intel
ligence system.s have been implemented to interdict the drug sup
ply. Closely interrelated with these efforts is the investigative proc
ess that attacks the drug supply and controlling criminal organiza
tions using confidential informants, undercover operations, wire
taps, and a variety of other investigative te~hniques. These inter
relate~ efforts all form the foundation of a successful drug interdic
tion program. 

Interdiction serves many purposes. !I'he interdiction process not 
only guards against narcotics smuggling, but also guards against il
legal immigration, protects the environment, protects the domestic 
agricultural industry, and prevents the entry or exit of dangerous 
materials such as weapons or munitions. These functions are p'\r
formed simultaneously with the interdiction of illicit drugs. 

As part of Customs' responsibility to monitor the flow of carriers, 
people, and merchandise into our country, and to collect any duties 
and taxes, we receive vast amounts of commercial data concerning 
imported merchandise and the importing carriers, in an electronic 
format. We are able to extract valuable, artificial intelligence on 
suspect shipments from this dat~, using our automated targeting 
systems. 

Our interdiction systems in the ports of entry are technology 
based to support targeting and examination functions. In response 
to the volume of traffic at our ports of entry, Customs began an ag
gressive program of using electronic information systems to assist 
its work force in targeting high-risk cargo, conveyances, and per
sons at the por~s of entry. 

The U.S. interdiction systems are nearing completion. The major 
expenditures for systems development and acquisition are behind 
us. 
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More importantly, the interdiction system is proactive. Interdic
tion occurs at or beyond our borders, before drugs can enter the 
mark~t, become widely dispersed, and begin doing their damage. 
Interdiction allows drugs to be seized at their highest level of pu
rity and in their greatest concentrated volumes. Interdiction con
sistently produces more arresis and seizures of wholesale quan
tities of drugs than any other enforcement approach. 

The consideration of the deterrent effects must also be weighed 
when calculating the true value of a program. Customs believes 
that the interdiction systems are indeed deterrents and that this 
is evidenced by the dramatic reduction in the aviation threat, along 
with the shifting of both smuggling routes and methods to avoid 
these systems; recent detection of elaborate tunnels of San Ysidro 
and Douglas, AZ, attest to this. 

Additionally, the Federal Government has the support of na
tional intelligence systems that allow them to more precisely target 
specific areas for enforcement activities. 

Successful interdiction requires international cooperation. The 
Federal Government is responsible for negotiations with foreign 
countries. 

Mr. Chairman, I can assure this committee that the approach to 
interdiction taken by the Customs Service and the other agencies 
here today has been both thoroughly considered and independently 
validated. 

In summary, interdiction is one strategy that is entirely the re
sponsibility of the Federal Government. Interdiction, perhaps more 
than any other antidrug program, relies on sophisticated tech
nology. Interdiction operations are proactive and can be improved 
as new technology and systems are applied. Finally, interdiction 
not only protects our borders from narcotics, but from many other 
safety, health, environmental, and law enforcement threats. 

Customs views interdiction not as simply a means of seizing 
drugs, but also as a significant deterrent and a method of gather
ing information vital to the investigation and dismantling of traf
ficking organizations. We have taken significant steps to ensure 
that these elements are incorporated into our approach. 

In the 1990's, nearing fulfillment of our initial objective to reduce 
the flow of narcotics into the United States via general aviation air
craft, Customs expanded upon its mission by projecti.ng our line of 
defense southward to combat the air smuggling threat at its high
est con~entration, at its source. This, the defense-indepth strategy, 
affords the United States and its host nations a greater oppor
tunity for successful interdiction by tr.acking the suspect at the ear
liest point along his smuggling rout~. 

Customs determined, by creatively managing and scheduling ex
isting resources, that we could continue to maintain a "7 -by-24" 
interdiction capability within the United States, while also deploy
ing a small detachment of aircraft and personnel to areas where 
the measurable return on our investment would be greater. 

The results of technologies can be most validated in Mexico 
where the Attorney General of Mexico credited Customs participa
tion with 80 percent of the cocaine caught in his country in 1991. 

• 

• 
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I would close by saying that interdiction is a continuum that at
tacks the narcotics trafficker from the field to the domestic dis
tribution network. 

Further, I want to emphasize that drug law enforcement is an 
interconnected matrix with all pieces being cross supportable and 
interconnected. We believe that the solution to our Nation's drug 
problems does not lie in enhancing one program at the expense of 
another, but rather in continuing to build on what has already 
been achieved. 

Thank you. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you. 

.... [The prepared statement of Mr. Hensley follows:] 

• 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN E. HENSLEY, AssISTANT COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF 
ENFO:RCEMENT, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMrITEE, MY NAME IS 

JOHN HENSLEY, I AM THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF 

ENFORCEMENT, FOR THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE. I WOULD LIKE TO THANI< 

YOU FOR GIVING ME TInS OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS FOREIGN INtERDICTION 

INITIATIVES AND THEIR KEY ROLE IN OUR INTEGRATED APPROACH TO 

COMBATTING THE ILLEGAL DRUG PROBLEM. 

LET ME BEGIN BY MAKING A FEW GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INTERDICTION IN THE OYEBALL SUPPLY REDUCTION 

STRATEGY AND WHY THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE FEELS THE 

CONTINUATION OF INTERDICTION PROGRAMS IS A NECESSARY FEDERAL 

RESPONSIBILITY. 

INTERDICTION IS A PRODUCTIVE AND PROVEN CONCEPT. CONSIDER, 

. FOR J;XAMPLE', THE CUSTOMS PROGRAM TO PREVENT THE ENTRY OF 

SMUGGLING AIRCRAFr INTO THE UNITED STATES WHICH HAS REDUCED BY 

NEAR!. Y THREE QUARTERS THE fII"UMBER OF SMUGGLING AIRCRAFT 

CROSSING OUR BORDER AND THE COAST GUARD PROGRAM FOR PREVENTING . 

THE ENTRY OF DRUGS BY VESSEL WHICH HAS HAD TREMENDOUS SUCCF.sS IN 

ADDRESSING THE THREAT OF MOTHERSHIPS OFF OUR COASTS. 

THE PROCESSES THAT FORM THE FOUNDATION OF DRUG INTERDICTION 

PROGRAMS INCLUDB TECHNOLOGY BASED SYSTEMS, INSPECTION, 

INVESTIGATION, AND INTELLIGENCE. 

AT THE BORDER, NETWORKED SYSTEMS (AIR, MARITIME, AND LAND) 

• 

.. 

• 
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INCLUDING TECHNOLOGY, HARDWARE, PERSONNEL, AND COMMAND, 

CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN 

IMPLEMENTED TO INTERDICT THE DRUG SUPPLY. CLOSELY INTERRELATED 

WITH THESE EFFORTS IS THE INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS THAT ATTACKS THE 

DRUG SUPPLY AND CONTROLLING CRIMINAL ORGANIZATIONS USING 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS, UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS, WIRETAPS, AND A 

., VARIETY OF OTHER INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES. THESE INTERRELATED 

EFFORTS ALL FORM THE FOUNDATION OF A SUCCESSFUL DRUG 

INTERDICTION PROGRAM. 

• 

• 

INTERDICTION SERVES MANY PURPOSES. THE INTERDICTION PROCESS 

Nor ONLY GUARDS AGAINST NARCOTICS SMUGGLING, BUT ALSO GUARDS 

AGAINST ILLEG~ IMMIGRATION, PROTEcrs THE ENVIRONMENT, PRm:sCTS 

THE DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY, AND PREVENTS THE ENTRY OR 

EXIT OF DANGEROUS MATERIALS SUCH AS WEAPONS OR MUNITIONS. THESE 

FUNCTIONS ARE PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY Wl'I'R THE INTERDICTION OF 

llLICIT DRUGS. 

AS PART OF CUSTOMS RESPONSmILITY TO MONITOR THE FLOW OF 

CARRIERS, PEOPLE AND MERCHANDISE INTO OUR COUNTRY AND COLLECT 

ANY DUTIES AND TAXES, WE RECEIVE V AS'r AMOUNTS OF COMMERCIAL 

DATA CONCERNING IMPORTED MERCHANDISE AND THE IMPORTING 

CARRIERS, IN AN ELECTRONIC FORMAT. WE ARE ABLE TO EXTRACT 

VALUABLE TARGETIN9 DATA ON SUSPECT SHIPMENTS FROM THIS DATA, 
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USING OUR AUTOMATED TARGETING SYSTEMS. 

OUR INTERDICTION SYSTEMS IN THE PORTS OF ENTRY ARE 

TECHNOLOGY BASED TO SUPPORT TARGETING AND EXAMINATION 

FUNCTIONS. IN RESPONSE TO THE VOLUME OF TRAFFIC AT OUR PORTS OF 

ENTRY, CUSTOMS BEGAN AN AGGRESSIVE PROGRAM OF USING ELECTRONIC 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS TO ASSIST ITS WORK FORCE IN TARGETING HIGH 

RISK CARGO, CONVEYANCES AND PERSONS AT THE PORTS OF ENTRY. 

THE UNITED STATES INTERDICTION SYSTEMS ARE NEARING 

COMPLETION. THE MAJOR EXPENDITURES FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND 

ACQUISmON ARE BEHIND US. 

MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE INTERDICTION SYSTEM IS PROACTIVE. 

INTERDICTION OCCURS AT OR BEYOND OUR BORDERS, BEFORE DRUGS CAN 

ENTER THE MARKET, BECOME WIDELY DISPERSED, AND BEGIN DOING THEIR 

DA.\fAGE. INTERDICTION ALLOWS DRUGS TO BE SEIZED AT THEIR HIGHEST 

LEVEL OF PURITY AND IN TriEIR GREATEST CONCENTRATED VOLUMES. 

INTERDICTION CONSISTENTLY PRODUCES MORE ARRESTS AND SEIZURES OF 

WHOLESALE QUANTITIES OF DRUGS THAN ANY OTHER ENFORCEMENT 

APPROACH. 

THE CONSIDERATION OF THE DETERRENT EFFECTS MUST AlSO BE 

WEIGHED WHEN CALCULATING THE TRUE VALUE OF A PROGRAM. CUSTOMS 

BELIEVES THAT THE INTERDICTION SYSTEMS ARE INDEED DETERRENTS AND 

THAT THIS IS EVIDENCED BY THE DRAMATIC REDUCTION IN THE AVIATION 

• 

.. 

• 
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THREAT AND THE SHIFTING OF BOTH SMUGGLING ROUTES AND METHODS TO 

AVOID THESE SYSTEMS (RECENT DETECTION OF ELABORATE TUNNELS 

BENEATH THE SOllTHWFST BORDER ATI'EST TO TIllS). 

ADDmONALLY, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS THE SUPPORT OF 

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS THA.T ALLOW THEM TO MORE PRECISELY 

TARGET SPECIFIC AREAS FOR ENFORCEMENT ACTIVlTIES. 

" SUCCF..sSFUL INTERDICTION REQUIRES INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION. 

• 

.. 

THE FEDERAL. GOVERNMENT IS RESPONSmLE FOR NEGOTIATIONS WITH 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

MR. CHAIRMAN, I CAN ASSURE THIS COMMITIEE THAT THE APPROACH 

TO INTERDICTION TAKEN BY THE CUSTOMS SERVICE AND THE OTHER 

AGENCIES HERE TODAY HAS BEEN BO'IlI THOROUGHLY CONSIDERED AND 

INDEPENDENTLY VALIDATED. 

IN SUMMARY, INTERDICTION IS ONE STRATEGY THAT IS ENTIRELY THE 

RESPONSmlLITY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENI'. INTERDICTION, PERHAPS 

MORE THAN ANY OTHER ANTI-DRUG PROGRAM, RELIES ON SOPIDSTICA TED 

TECHNOLOGY. INTERDICTION OPER.~,TIONS ARE PROACTIVE AND CAN BE 

IMPROVED AS NEW TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS ARE A..PPLIED. FINALLY, 

INTERDICTION NOT ONLY PROTECTS OUR BORDERS FROM NARCOTICS, BUT 

FROM MANY OTHER SAFETY, HEALTH, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND LAW 

ENFORCEMENT THREATS. 

CUSTOMS VIEWS INTERDICTION NOT AS SIMPLY /It. MEANS OF SEIZING 
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DRUGS, BUT ALSO AS A SIGNIFICANT DETERRENT AND A METHOD FOR 

GATHERING INFORMATION VITAL TO THE INVESTIGATION AND DISMANTLING 

OF TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATIONS. WE HA VB TAKEN SIGNIFICANT STEPS TO 

ENSURE THAT THESE ELEMENTS ARE INCORPORATED INTO OUR APPROACH. 

ONE OF THESE STEPS WAS TO ACCEPT THE FACT THAT INTERNATIONAL 

INTERDICTION EFFORTS COULD SIGNlFICANTL Y CONTRIBUTE THE 

INTERDICTION PROGRAM'S SUCCESS. 

IN THE EARLY 1990'S, NEARING FULFILLMENT OF OUR INITIAL 

0B1ECTIVE TO REDUCE THE FLOW OF NARCOTICS INTO THE U.S. VIA 

GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT, CUSTOMS EXPANDED UPON ITS MISSION BY 

PROJECTING OUR LINE OF DEFENSE SOUTHWARD TO COMBAT THE AIR 

SMUGGLING THREAT AT ITS HIGHEST CONCENTRATION - AT ITS SOPRCE. 

THIS, THE DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH STRATEGY, AFFORDS THE US AND HOST 

NATIONS A GREATER OPPORTUNITY FOR SUCCESSFUL INTERDICTION BY 

TRACKING THE SUSPECT AT THE EARLIEST POINT ALONG HIS SMUGGLING 

ROUTE. 

CUSTOMS DEI'ERMINED THAT, BY CREATIVELY MANAGING AND 

SCHEDULING EXISTING RESOURCES, WE COULD CONTINUE TO MAINTAIN A 

"7X24" (l DAYS PER WEEKl24 HOURS PER DAy) INTERDICTION CAPABll.ITY 

WITHIN THE U.S., WHILE ALSO DEPLOYING A SMALL DETACHMENT OF 

~CRAFI' AND PERSONNEL TO AREAS WHERE THE MEASURABLE RETURN ON 

OUR INVFSTMENT WOULD BE GREATER. 

• 

A 
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IN GENERAL, CUSTOMS DEFINES "FOREIGN OPERATIONS" AS THOSE AIR 

INTERDICTION OPERATIONS OR MISSIONS CONDUCI'ED OUTSIDE U.S. 

BORDERS, USING CUSTOMS AIRCRAFT BASED OUT OF FOREIGN LOCATIONS. 

AT PRESENT, CUSTOMS AIR INTERDICTION AIRCRAFT AND PERSONNEL ARE 

FORWARD DEPLOYED TO LOCATIONS IN MEXICO, HONDURAS, AND· PANAMA. 

TO SUPPORT THE MEXICAN NBRF (NORTIIERN BORDER RESPONSE FORCE) AND 

US SOUTIIERN COMMAND (SOUTHCOM) TRANSIT ZONE AND ANDEAN RIDGE 

INTI1A TIVES. 

IN 1990, THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE AND THE GOVERNMENT OF 

MEXICO JOINED FORCES TO ADDRESS THE INCREASING USE OF MEXICO AS 

AN AIR TRANSSHll'MENT POINT FOR COCAINE DESTINED FOR THE U.S. 

PRESENTLY, CUS'mMS HAS ROUTINELY DEPLOYED TO MEXICO TWO 

CITA~ON n (C-SSO) AIRCRAFT DEDICATED TO TRAINING AND SUPPORTING 

THE MEXICANS IN INTERCEPTING AND TRACKING SUSPECT AIRCRAFT 

PENETRATING MEXICAN AIRSPACE. 

THE RESULTS OF THIS JOINT USCS/NBRF VENTURE HAVE BEEN MORE 

THAN ENCOURAGING. IN 1991, IN FACT, THE THEN ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 

MEXICO ATTRIBUTED 80 PERCENT OF THE SEIZURES MADE IN HIS COUNTRY 

TO DIRECT U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE SUPPORT. TIIE-SE ARE DRUGS THAT DID 

NOT MAKE IT ACROSS TIlE BORDER INTO THE UNITED STATES. ACCORDING 

TO DATA FROM THE "INTERAGENCY D&M PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT,· 

MEXICAN END-GAME PERFORMANCE HAS IMPROVED DRAMATICALLY, EVEN 
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SINCE LAST YEAR. I Wll.L BE HAPPy TO PROVIDE THE SUBCOMMITTEE WITH 

TInS DATA AND RELATED SEIZURE STATISTICS FOR MEXICO. 

IN SUPPORT OF SOUTIICOM COUNTERDRUG INrTIATIVES, CUSTOMS 

DEPLOYS BOTH INTERCEPTOR CITATION INTERCEPTORS, P-3 SLICK, AND 

P-3AEW DETECTION AIRCRAFT TO THE TIIEATER. WHILE ALL AmCRAFT CAN 

BE USED TO DETECl', INTERCEPT AND TRACK SUSPECT AIRCRAFT DEPARTING 

COLOMBIA, THE P-3 AIRCRAFT ARE TYPICALLY USED TO SUPPORT 

USSOUTIICOM "D&M" (DETECI'ION & MONITORING) OPERATIONS WITHIN 

SOUTH AMERICA AND ALONG THE TRANSIT ROUTES. AGAIN, I WILL BE 

HAPPY TO PROVIDE STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON OUR SOUTHCOM 

SUPPORT. 

DUE LARGELY TO THE FLEXIBILITY AND UNOBTRUSIVENESS OF 

CUSTOMS AIRCRAFT, SUPPORT TO FOREIGN HOST NATIONS IN MEXICO, 

CENTRAL AMERICA, AND SOUTH AMERICA HAS YIELDED TREMENDOUS 

RESULTS. THESE RESULTS.ARE PARTICULARLY IMPRESSIVE WHEN ONE 

CONSIDERS THE FACl'THAT, AT ANY GIVEN TIME, CUSTOMS HAS DEPLOYED 

ABROAD ONLY EIGHT AIRCRAFl'. 

THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE HAS BEEN FIGHTIN.~ THE BATTLE AGAINST 

DRUG SMUGGLING, ON ALL FRONTS, FOR DECA1}e.5. WHILE WE HAVE 

REAUZED SUCCESS IN DENYING THE SMUGGLER ACCESS TO U.S. AIRWAYS, 

¥UCH REMAINS TO BE- DONE AS THE DRUG SMUGGLER CONTINUES TO ADAPT 

AND FIND ALTERNAnyE ROUTES AND METIlODS. CUSTOMS FiRMLY 

• 
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BELIEVES, HOWEVER, THAT THE SOLUTION TO OUR NATION'S DRUG 

PROBLEM DOES NOT LIE IN ENHANCING ONE PROGRAM AT THE EXPENSE OF 

ANOTHER, BUT RATHER IN CONTINUING TO BUILD UPON WHAT HAS 

ALREADY BEEN ACHIEVED • 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Sheridan. 

STATEMENT OF BRIAN E. SHERIDAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC
RETARY FOR DRUG ENFORCEMENT POLICY AND SUPPORT, 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
Mr. SHERIDAN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the oppor

tunity to address this committee and provide to you an overview 
of the Department of Defense's counterdrug program. 

I have submitted to you a written statement, and what I would 
like to do is give you a short overview of the Department's current 
counterdrug program. 

As you may be aware, the basis of the Department's program is 
the national drug control strategy. This strategy is currently under 
review by the administration, and we anticipate new guidance and 
direction later this year. 

The DOD counterdrug programs can be broken into six general 
areas. First, DOD is the lead agency for the detection and monitor
ing of air and maritime trafficking of illegal drugs into the United 
States. 

Second, we provide the integration of command, control, commu
nications, and technical intelligence assets of the Federal Govern
ment in use in counternarcotics efforts. 

Third, DOD is involved in the approval and funding of State Gov
ernors' plans for use of the National Guard in counterdrug activi
ties. 

Fourth, we provide operational support and nonoperational sup
port for Federal, State, local, and foreign law enforcement agencies. 

Fifth, we conduct research, development, testing, and evaluation 
initiatives for new counterdrug technologies. 

And, last, the Department conducts a robust demand reduction 
program. 

Detection and monitorih~ operations in support of the law en
forcement agencies is imp.emented through the commanders in 
chief of the Southern Command, Atlantic Command, Pacific Com
mand, North American Aerospace Command, and Forces Com
mand. 

Implementation is accomplished to identify traffickers as soon as 
possible in order to maximize the timetable for law enforcement 
agencies to apprehend the traffickers and seize the contraband. We 
conduct detection and monitoring operations in foreign countries, 
followthrough to the transit zone, and then into the arrival zone. 

DOD uses the AWAC, 1'-3 and E-2 aircraft, ground-based ra
dars, and aerostats to detect and monitor air and maritime suspect 
traffic. 

As for integration of what we call 0-3-1, we continue to support 
law enforcement agencies with expansion of command, control, 
communications, and intelligence networks. 

From 1989 to 1991, we funded lllore than $160 million of pro
curement for secure telephone, radio, and computer network equip
ment for DOD and law enforcement agencies; and we continue to 
assist in the development of a data base system for intelligence 
sharing and analysis. 

As for the National Guard, each year the Secretary approves and 
funds the State Governor's programs. The approach includes activi-

• 
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ties such as ground and air reconnaissance and surveillance, mari
juana eradication support, transportation of law enforcement per
sonnel, cargo and container searches at border entry points, and 
engineering support. DOD also provides other operational and non
operational support. 

A lot of the Department's support is not as .visible and publicized 
as those items I have previously remarked upon. This support in
cludes the detailing of 275 Department of Defense personnel with 
unique planning and analytical skills to Federal law enforcement 
agencies to train and assist their personnel. I would add that we 
do that on a nonreimbursable basis. 

Under statutory authority, DOD provides, annually, non
reimbursable support to Federal, State, local, and foreign law en
forcement agencies. This support includes such activities as lin
guist sand intelligence analysis, training, transportation, preparing 
a base of operations, fence and road construction along the south
west border, maintenance of loaned DOD equipment, and detection 
and monitoring of land traffic outside our borders and traffic de
tected outside our borders that cross into the United States for up 
to 25 miles of the border. 

We also provide working dog teams at border check points to as
sist the U.S. Border Patrol and the Customs Service in cargo in
spection. 

We have established four regional logistical support offices 
through the United States to assist Federal, State, and local law 
enforcement agencies in accessing formal training at DOD schools 
and securing the loan or transfer of excess military equipment. 

Equipment support ranges from the loaning of radios and night 
vision devices, to obtaining access to vehicles, uniforms, and air
craft. 

In terms of R&D, research, development, and test initiatives 
range from the enhancement of existing capabilities to the long
term developmf.mt of automated cargo contairi.er inspection capabil
ity. 

DOD has maintained a highly effective demand reduction pro
gram within the Department through both training and random 
drug testing. This year we have expanded from a voluntary mili
tary commU1aity demand reduction program, to a new community 
outreach pilot program where our personnel will conduct demand 
reduction a.ctivities that focus on inner-city youth. The program 
ranges from summer camps to tutoring and drug awareness activi
ties. 

In conclusion, I would say that that is an overview of our efforts. 
I would add that the Secretary of Defense was recently directed 
that we Iwnduct an internal bottom-up review of the Department's 
counterdrug effort. Over the next 6 weeks or so we will be doing 
that. We have invited all the LEA's that you see here today to come 
and share with us what the Department is doing well and areas 
in which we need to improve. 

And that is all I have right now. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Sheridan. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sheridan follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRIAN E. SHERIDAN, DEPUTY AsSISTANT SECRETARY FOR 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT POLICY M'D SUPPORT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Introduction 

I am pleased to have this opportunity to provide you an 

overview of the Deparement of Defense plans and programs that 

support the U.S. Government·s multi-national and multi-agency 

approach to counter the flow of illegal drugs into the United 

States. 

On September 18. 1989. broad. new guidance was issued to 

the D~partment of Defense to assist in the swift and effective 

impl~~entation of the National Drug Control Strategy. The 

detection and counte~ing of the production. trafficking. and use 

of illegal dr~gs was designated as a high. priority national 

security mission. and all of the CINCs of the Unified and 

Specified Commands were directed to prepare specific plans for 

the impl~~entation of counterdrug missions within their respec

tive areas of responsibility. 

During the last three years. the Deparement of Defense has 

performed its cOUnterdrUg missions with increasing effectiveness 

and has persevered in a wide range of counterdrug initiatives 

and activities in support of the Depar~~ent of State. federal. 

state and local law enforcement agencies. and cooperating foreign 

countries. 

• 

.. 
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Tha foundation of the Defense program. the National D~~g 

Cont=ol St=ategy, is cu==ently ~~der =eview by the Admir.ist=~tic~ 

and ~ew guidance and di=ection is expected later this yea=. Once 

this guid~~ce is received, we will review its impact on 

Depa=~~er.t of Defense missions, and implementation plans will be 

readd=essed as necessary. 

overall progree. in the couneardruq program. 

To appreciate the progress that has been made by the 

Department of Defense i~ the pe=formance of the counterd=ug 

missions that have been assigned to it since the Fall of :988, it 

is only necessary to compare the condition of its several 

counte=drug programs today, with the condition of those p=og=arns 

only a very few years ago. 

As recently as FY 1989, the counterdrug budget of the 

Depar~~ent was $380.3 million. In the fiscal year that ended on 

September 30, 1992, that budget was approximately $1.247 

billion. Since 1989, the detection and monitoring efforc has 

inc=eaaed almost five-fold. Since 1990, the tempo of 

counterdrug operations, measured by level of effore, has grown by 

mo~e than 250 percent. The number of missions performed by 

Forces Command in support of domestic law enforcement has 

increased 1,110' percent. The Atlantic Command's flying hour 

program has risen by 32 percent and its ship steaming days have 

increased by 68 percent. The number of support missions 
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conducted by the Sout~e~ Command has increased from 7l in 1990, 

to 89 in 1991, and 99 in 1992. 

Budget figures and level of effort data, however, do not 

begin to tell t~e story. A more accurate understanding of tbe 

degree to which the Oepar~ent has performed its counterdrug 

missions can be obtained from an examination of each mission. 

Attacking the Plow of Drug. at the Source 

The Andean Ridge regi6n continu~s to be the primary source 

of cocaine consumed in the United States. At the request of U.S. 

ambassadors, and in coordination with U.S. law enforcement 

agencies which have counterdr~g responsibilieies, 000 has 

assisted the Andean Ridge countries by training host nation 

forces to fight drug traf!ickers within their respective 

countries. Since 1989, the Department has provided well over 

$200 million in trainin~, equipme~t, and operational planning 

support to the Andean Ridge host nation force •. 

The 000 involvement in the counterdrug efforts in the source 

countries has, of course, been limited to a support role. 

Military personnel provide operational support ~d human rights 

t~aining for host-nation forces, but no 000 personnel accompany 

host nation forces during actual operations. The training and 

equipment that have been provided to host-n&tion forces (both 

police and military) have led to numerous successes in colombia. 

Bolivia and Peru. 

• 

• 
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Bec&use narcotraffickers do not respect the borders of 

sovereign nations, DoD has recently assis~~d in the coordi~a:io~ 

o~ .,lans for regional opera~ions. Such opera~ions have proIr,oted 

cooperation among Andean ~a:ions ~~d have d~~onstrated the air 

in:erdiction concept as an effective ~~ans of disrupting the flow 

of ~ocaine. Future activities will continue to emphasize joint 

~~d combined operations, and will seek to inco~orate counter~~g 

activities of all co-operating nations in the region affected.' 

Attacking tha plow of Drugs in Transit 

Since 1989, the Depar~~ent has continued to improve its 

detection and monitoring of suspect narcotics-trafficking 

aircraft and maritime vessels in the transit zone, while 

suppor:ing the interdiction efforts of law enforcement agencies 

within cooperating host nations and at our own borders. These 

efforts involve the close integration of a wide range of fixed 

and mobile DoD assets including U.S. Navy ships. airborne early 

warning aircraft, land- and ocean-based aerostats, ground-based 

radars, and other sensors and platfo~. 

In addition, the Department continues to enhanca its near 

real-time c3pability both to gather intelligence and to 

disseminate it to drug law enforc~~ent agen~ies (DLEAs). In 

1989, the law enforcement agencies and the Department of Defense 

had very ,little experience working toqether and did not 

ef'fect':'vely and jointly plan counterdruq operations. Each agency 
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essentially produced its own intellige~ce estimates and threac 

assessmencs. Today. che ma~ority of operations are closely and 

ef!eccively coordinated. and semiannual interagency councerdrug 

intel~igence assessments are available to al~ participants. The 

Department of Defense also hosts the quarter~y National 

Counterdrug Planning Conference. and the co~~cerdrug Commanders

in-Chief host similar regional planning conferences to ensure 

better cooperation. inter-operability. and communications. and to 

reduce red~~dancy and duplication of effort. 

Attacking the ~iatribution and 0._ of 711_qal Drug. in the 
onitad Stat •• 

The support provided by the National Guard to the individual 

states and territories has also increased significantly during 

each of the last three years. All fifty-four states and 

territories have aggressive counterdrug programs that support the 

eradication of marijuana and provide either surface or aerial 

reconnaissance. surveillance. and transportac~on support to law 

enforcement agencies. 

Tho number of National Guard nuL~dayS that have been 

dedicated to counterdrug support for law enforcement has more 

than doubled since 1990. braaking che ont million mark in 1992. 

The number of containers that have been inspected by National 

Guard person.~el at ports of entry in support of the O.S. Customs 

Service has, for example, increas8Q.by more than 79' during the 

same period. 

• 

• 
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Demand Reduction 

:~~ependent of our extensive program of support to drug law 

en:orc~~ent agencies. the Oeparement of Defense has maintained a 

highly effecc~ve program for combatt~ng the ~llegal use of drugs 

among military members. their families. and :efense contrac~ors. 

000 has long been committed to enforcing restrictions on the 

illegal use of drugs through periodic random testing of mil~ta~J 

and certain civilian employees; prevencion education for all DoD 

<I communities; and the requirem,ent that all 000 contractors working 

in areas of national security. public health and safety institute 

• a program for achieving a drug-free workforce. 

Throughout the decade of the 1980s. and as recently 

reflected during the 1992 Worldwide Survey of Substance Abuse and 

Health Behaviors Among Military Personnel. 000 has developed wha~ 

is essentially a drug-free uniformed military force. The 1992 

con:i~ential survey, the fifth conducted since 1980. assessed 

through a self-report questionnaire the extent of drug abuse 

among members of the Armed Forces. Chart 1 displays the trend in 

reported drug use over the thirty day period prior to the survey. 

Reported drug use is at an all time low of 3.4' among service men 

and women world-wide. This represents an 88' reduction in 

reported drug use since 1980. The Department's aggressive 

encouragement 'and management of demand reduction efforts are 

clearly producing positive results. 
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The FY93 Defense Authorization Act directs the Defense 

Depar~~ent to establish a pilot outreach program to reduce the 

d~~and for illegal dr~gs. The program involves military members, 

bot;: ·;ctive duty and Reserve, and focusses on inner-city.youth in 

particu~~r. Each of the Services and the National Guard Bureau 

were ask~d to nominate proposed programs for inclusion in this 

stuey. F:~om among the many worthwhile nominations., twelve 

progrQmS ~ 'ere selected as pilot programs. The outreach program 

has been <:',esigned to cake advancage of the enormous dispersal of 

military i .• acilities and personnel throughout the United States. 

A report on the pilot program is due to the Congress in October, 

1994. 

The Commanders in Chief of che Atlantic (LANTCCM), Pacific 

(PACOM), Norch American Aerospace Defense (NORAD) , Southern 

(SOUTHCOM), and Forces (FORSCOM) Commands have executed their 

respective counterdrug missions under detailed plans approved by 

the Secretary of Defense. To facilitate effective command and 

control, three fully operational joint task forces (JTFs) have 

been dedicated to DoD's counterdrug mission: JTF-4 in Key West, 

Florida; JTF-S in Alameda, California; and JTF-6 in El Paso, 

Texas. LANTCOM has deployed a Caribbean counte:::drug task group, 

with appropriate planes and ships, to further enhance the 000 

detection and monitoring mission in the Caribbean Easin. NORAD 

• 

.. 

• 
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has incorporated inte~al awareness and execution of its 

counterd--ug detection and monitoring mission witr.i~ the scope of 

its air sovereignty responsi~ilities. To that ~nd. the NORAD 

·steady state· sensor and tactical response networks have been 

augmented with surge operations by mobile forces coordinated 

through FORSCOM and DLEAs to combat dr~g trafficking into the 

North American ~ontinent. 

Now more than ever, law enforcement agencies and 000 assets 

,~ the Caribbean are engaged in the planning and execution of 

co~~terdrug operations as a single. integrated team. k~COM has 

i~proved its coordination with host-nation l~w enforcement 

agenci~s. This improved coordination among allied naval units 

has enhanced LANTCOM's ability to detect and monitor suspect 

traffic throughout the Caribbean. LANTCOM continues its efforts 

to detect and monitor suspect activities with the most efficient 

mix of collection assets. Projects have included the expansion 

of the Caribbean Basin Radar Netw~rk, continued progress toward a 

wide area surveillance system and the improvement of available 

sensing assets. 

PACOM's strategy for combatting the production and 

trafficking of illegal drugs employs a two-tier warfighting 

command and control strategy through the employment of a joint 

task force. This task force, JTF-S, is PACOM's supported command 

for all counterdrug operations. Through JTf-S. PACOM conducts 

operations based on intelligence to detect and monitor both air 

and rn&ritime narcotraffickers: provides air and maritime su~port 
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to LANTCOM; and provides support to PLEAs, i~cluding 

transportation!mari:ime support, and aerial surveillance. PAC OM 

also -provides support, with personnel and equipment, to FORSCOM 

and NORAD for their counterd.~g operations along the southwest 

border. Additionally, PACOM has conducted several counterdrug 

training missions in host nations in the Pacific. 

FORSCOM has consistently increased its level of support to 

PLEAs throughout the continental United States and Mexico. In 

::'e :!:st year of i:s exis~e~cs, FORSCOM's ==~~te:dr~q 

headquarters for the southwest border, JTF-6, conducted only 38 ~ 

missions in support of law enforcement. Having continually 

refined its outstanding relationship with Operation ALLIANCE, 

JTF-6 conducted over 408 operational missions in support of 

ALLIANCE during FY 1992. This represents a 76% increase over FY 

1991, and almost eleven times the level of 1989. Support 

missions include ground and aerial reconpaissance, deterrence 

operations, air and ground transport operations. and engineering 

projects. Operational suppor: has also increased in the 

Continental U.S. Ar.my (CONUSA) regions. The CONUSAs now provide 

the same type support as JTF-6 and conducted a total of 100 

operations, a 35 per cent increase over FY 1991. 

NORAD has continued to refine its methods for carrying out 

detection and monitorinq activities. NORAD has concentrated its 

resources in high intensity drug traffieking areas and in 

providing support to d.-ug enforcement surge operations. These 

operations include both airborne and ground radar assets targeted 

• 

.. 
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agains~ s~~pec~ed t:ansi~ rou~es. Additionally, direc~ 

cornm~~{~~~ions and data shari~g are occurri~g between NORAD, t~e 
Federal Avia~ion Adminis:ration, ~~d the u.s. Cus~oms Service ~o 

~b~air. t~~ely identification of routine legitimate traf!ic and to 

facili:a~e rapid response to suspicious fligh~s. The land-based 

te~hered aeros~ats along the southwest border are now fully 

integra~ed in~o NORAD opera~ions. NORAD continues to explore and 

develop wid~ area surveillance capabilities with t;~e Over-the-

Hori:or.-Eackscatter (O~-E) radar and Airbo~e Warning and 

Control System (AWACS) aircra!t. 

SOUTHCOM has provided a wide variety of support to the Latin 

American na~ions engaged in counterdrug efforts. SOUTHCCM 

provides ~ac:ical Analysis Teams (TATs) which operate from 

numerous embassies to provide timely intelligence fusion and 

analysis in support of ambassadors and their country teams, as 

well as support for host-nation counterdrug operations. 

Additionally, in Central America, the Regional Counterdrug 

Analysis Team provides support to DLEAs throughout the region. 

The training of host-nation counterdrug forces has grown at 

a rapid pace throughout the theater with special emphasis on the 

Andean Ridge countries, especially colombia. Mobile Training 

Teams (MTTs) are providing important training in light infantry 

tactics, riverine'o~erations, maintenance and logistics, and 

aviation skills. This training has focused on increasing the 

skil'ls required to use and maintain the equipment being provided 

to Latin American counterdrug forces through the Foreign Military 

'. -7 
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Sales, Excess De~~~se Articles, and S06(a) (2) drawdown programs. 

, 

When the Department of Defense became significantly involved 

i~ cour.terdrug support in 1989, communications interoperability 

among law enforcement agencies and between 000 and those agencies 

was almost non-existent. As a result of a four year effort and 

t~e e~endit~~e of more t~~~ $150 million i~ ~oD funds, there ~ow 

exists a highly effective, secure, long-haul communications 

system that links 123 nodes at 56 locations of federal law 

enforcement and the Department of Defense. The Department has 

also provided significant additional assistance in the form·of 

data base establis~ent and management, and data systems design 

and installation. 

DoD's research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) 

initiatives have supported noe only the Department's counterdrug 

missicn but also the key RDT&E objectives of the National Drug 

Control Strategy. Tho efforts have been d~signed to enr~ce 

existing technical and operational capabilities and explore 

critically needed future new technologies and in particular, 

those with multi-mission applications. Th@ key elements include 

emergent and existing technologies to: (1) detect and monitor the 

• 
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flow of illegal drugs into the United States; (2) identify 

con~raband and automate ca=;o container inspection; and. (3) 

i~prove the interoperabil!ty of communications and in:o~tion 

systems used in coun.terdrug enforcement. providing for dual 

mi:i:ary and law enforcement applications. 

Continuing progress has been made by the Advanced Research 

~ Projects Agency in developing technologies to detect contraband 

in cargoes entering the country that otherwise appear legitimate. 

• 
~he p=ogr~~ wi!! result ~~ :~e es=ablis~~~e~: =f test beds a: 

several ports of entry . 

Additional Do~ support to tho Counterdruq Effort 

Over the past four years. the Department of Defense has 

established of a number of additional programs and ~ctivities in 

support of the National Drug Control Strategy. 

!n 1989. the Department authorized the assignment of 275 

military personnel to feGeral law enforcement agencies and the 

Office of National Drug Control Policy in order to provide 

liaison. planning and training support. The agencies have. 

without exception. praised the dedication. p~ofessionalism. and 

significant support provided by these fine men and women of the 

Armed Forces. 

Regional logistical support offices (RLSOs) located in Long 

Beach. California; Miami. Florida; Buffalo, New Yor~; and El 
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Paso. Texas have been operaeional since August 1990. providi~g a 

wide spectrum of non-operational support. including formal 

train~ng. use of 000 facilieies. and loan. lease or eransfer of 

mili:a~? equipment. !xamples of ehe ehousands of pieces of 

equipment which have been fu~ished include ground sensors. 

erucks. night vision devices. unifor.ms. body armor. and radios. 

In addition, DoD has approved the transfer of numerous types of 

aircraft. weapons. vessels. and armored vehicles for use by 

fecie:r.,'a:, state, local and :o=ei;r. a;en=ies. 

Military worldng dog teams have assisted drug law 

enforc~~ent agencies with cargo inspections at land. sea. and 

aerial pores of entry. In 1992. for example. using a record 

4.944 team &ys in 17 separate operations:. 2.705 pounds of 

contraband drugs were discovered. 

The training that the Department of Defense has provided to 

fed&ral. state. local. and foreign d--ug law enforcement agencies 

has varied widely. For example. ~he Department of the Army has 

trained law enforcement officials in foreign language skills. 

pilot (fixed-winged and rotor) training. helicopter maintenance. 

tactical survival. &.Ild bomb detection. The Air Force has 

provided traini~g in canine drug detection. The Marine Corps has 

provided training in tactics. small arms and riverine operations 

in selected South American countries. The Navy has trained law 

enforcement officials in riverine operations. The Department has 

~lso trained se~aral hundred personnel from state'and local 

agencies in the tasks that are required to establish and operate 

.. 
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rehabili:ation-oriented training camps for !i:st-time drug 

offenders. 

CO~~8ION 

During a period of massive change in boch ths security and 

fiscal environment. which has included the end of the Cold War. 

an armed conflict in ~anama. a major war in the Persian Gulf. a 

wide range of unantici~atec p4acatime demanCs. and ~jor 

reductions in the defense budget. the Deparenent of Defense has 

aggressively perfor.ned its new counterdrug missions. Although 

mistakes may have been made as part of the learning procass. 

they were not the result of a lack of commit=ent or effort on the 

part of DoD personnel . 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Smith. 

STATEMENT OF R. GRANT SMITH, ACTING ASSISTANT SEC· 
RETARY, BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS MAT
TERS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
Mr. R. GRANT SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. 
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to dis

euss the international narcotics control program and the State De
partment's role in this endeavor. 

We believe that the international narcotics trade poses two fun
damental threats to our interest. First, it inflicts staggering domes
tic, social, and economic costs, and undennines our demand and 
supply efforts to curb drug availability and use in this country. 

Second, it poses serious challenges to our other foreign policy ob
jectives of protecting sustainable economic growth, human rights, 
the rule oflaw, the environment, and, particularly, democracy. 

I would like to emphasize the last point, because in country after 
country drug money has been used to pervert justice systems, buy 
legislators, assassinate leaders, and attack the very roots of democ
racy. 

While our primary job is here at home, working to reduce dnlg 
abuse and its widespread ill effects, on our society, if we want to 
treat the tragic effects, we must weaken its power abroad as well. 

The State Department has both diplomatic and programmatic re
sponsibilities for advancing our international counternarcotics ef
forts. Our diplomatic efforts are conducted through bilateral and 
multilateral initiatives. They are designed to spur international co
operation in support of programs and legislation which attack the 
narcotics infrastructure. We are increasingly directing our efforts 
at developed countries which are experiencing a growing drug prob
lem themselves and have the resources to work with the source 
and transit countries. 

On the programmatic side, the State Department works closely 
with other agencies represented here to build and strengthen anti
drug institutions in key producer and transit countries. The 
projects are tailored to individual country needs and capabilities, 
and are in the areas of law enforcement, judicial enhancement, al
ternat.1ve development, public awareness, demand reduction, and 
training. We must often start with extraordinarily weak or non
existent institutions in these countries. Most of you will remember 
the degree to which Bolivia has become a narcotics trafficking sanc
tuary under the corrupt Garcia Meza regime, or the threat to de
mocracy posed by Pablo Escobar and others in the 1980's. 

Let me give you a few examples of recent achievements in Latin 
America. In Bolivia, we have seen three consecutive democratically 
elected governments. Acreage devoted to coca has declined 14 per
cent in the last 5 years. The Government of Mexico is completing 
the process of assuming the cost of counternarcotics programs pre
viously supported by the United States. 

In Peru, despite insurgency and terrorism, the Government has 
still managed to step up actions against traffickers in the coca rich 
Huallaga Valley. 

Despite thousands of deaths of court officials, police, and inno
cent bystanders, the Colombian Government continues to attack 
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the drug cartels everywhere within the borders of their country. 
And as a result, the leaders of the Medellin cartel are either dead, 
in: prison, or on the run. . 

In sum, after a decade of spiraling growth overall, coca cultiva
tion has been down or stable for the past 4 years. Cocaine seizures 
continue to be at near record levels, and drug kingpins and their 
associates are being apprehended in Ecuador, Bolivia, Colombia, 
and Mexico with greater frequency. 

However, there are still challenges. Huncb:eds of tons of cocaine 
and vast quantities of heroin continue to flow into the United 
States and Europe. The breakup of the old Soviet empire has 
opened new frontiers in Europe and Central Asia for traffickers. 

Traffickers continue to exploit weaknesses of governments beset 
by economic crises, political instability, and social unrest. Drug-fi
nanced corruption and violence continue to be major impediments 
to narcotic control efforts and a serious threat to both new and es
tablished democracies. 

Against this backdrop, we are reviewing our foreign assistance 
programs to determine what has worked and what has not. Our ap-
proach will be framed by: one, more limited funds that will require • 
new priorities; two, an increasingly democratic and economically 
open interna.tional system that creates counternarcotics opportuni-
ties and challenges; and, three, a growing threat by organized 
transnational crime and drug syndicates to political, economic, and 
social institutions that will require new tactics. 

The broad outlines of our new policy are beginning to take shape. 
President Clinton has said that he will continue to work with other 
nations that have shown the political will to fight illegal drugs. 
They will continue to get our full support and cooperation. 

Another element will be improving justice systems which is the 
key to solving many of Latin America's problems. We will also 
make greater use of public awareness and international demand re
duction programs to strengthen intetnational public support for 
drug control, and to prevent narcotics production tr.afficking and 
abuse from spreading to secondary areas and markets. We will con
tinue to work with both the United Nations and the Organization 
of American States to establish a multilateral framework and pro
gram for action in this hemisphere. 

The United States cannot afford to abandon its leadership role 
in this effort. The global effort which we have been working to 
build will almost certainly falter if our efforts fall apart in Latin 
America, or other objectives in the region will likely suffer. 

In short, we continue to need a solid foreign counternarcotics ;. 
program to support both a broad range of forei~ policy interests 
and to support our work in drug availability and use here in the 
United States. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Smith. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. R. Grant Smith follows:] 

• 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. GRANT SMITH, ACTING AssISTANT SECRETARY, BUREAU 
OF INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS MATTERS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

I appreciate this opportunicy co a~pear before you today co 
discuss the incernacional narcotics concrol program and the State 
Department's role in this endeavor. 

As we begin to reevaluate our domestic and foreign priorities 
in light of the new realities of the post-Cold War era, I think it 
is useful to examine the importance of our international 
counternarcotics effor~_ We should be concerned about the 
international narcotics trade because it poses two fundamental 
threats to our interests: 

• It inflicts staggering domestic social and economic costs and 
undermines our demand and supply reduction efforts to 'curb drug 
availability and use; and 

• It poses serious challenges to our other foreign policy 
objectives of protecting democracy, sustainable economic 
growth, human rights, the rule of law, and the environment. 

Let me dwell for a minute on the very real danger that the 
narcotics trade poses to democratic institutions--indeed t9 
democracy itself. In country after country, drug money has been 
used to pervert justice systems, buy legislators, assassinate 
leaders, and attack the very roots of democracy. Fragile democratic 
institutions have been threatened, and in notable cases have not 
been able to cope. But the democratic governments are coming to 
realize the negative effects the narcotics trade has on people and 
insti.tutions, and they are taking action against it. Leaders, such 
as' Colombia's President Gaviria, are literally pla~ing their lives 
on the line, Challenging the narcotics cartels' Mafia-style actions, 
locking up their kingpins, smashing their financial empires, and 
removing their ability to move freely with impunity. The individual 
countries cannot win the fight by themselves and there is no 
international organization with the capacity to unify the effort and 
coordinate the campaign. Countries look to the united States to 
help strengthen or create lasting democratic institutions that ma~e 
it possible to fight drug txafficking. If we fail, production will 
increase and, regardless of our efforts to stop the flow of drugs, 
they will find a way to our shores • 
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While our primary job, however, is here at home, working to 
reduce drug abuse and its widespread ill effects on our society, 
there is one thing we have learned in the past forty years: 
democracies must stick together. An assault on the institutions of 
~ne democracy could eventually become an assault on our own 
institutions. The growing interdependence of the world makes this 
inevitable. If we want to treat the tragic effects of drug 
trafficking in thill country, we must weaken its p~wer abroad as well. 

The State Department plays a central and unique role in 
responding to the international drug threat. State is the only U.S. 
Government agency with both diplomatic and programmatic 
responsibilities for ~dvancing our international counternarcotics 
efforts. Our diplomatic efforts, which are conducted through 
bilateral and multilateral initiatives in the UN and elsewhere, are 
designed to spur international cooperation in support of programs 
and legislation which attack the narcotics infrastructure. Our 
initiatives may take the form of precursor chemical control 
agreeMents, such as we have signed with Ecuador, or alternative 
development programs, such as we fund in Bolivia. We are 
increasingly directing our efforts at European and other developed 
,countries which are experiencing a growing drug problem and have 
resources to work with the source and transit countries themselves. 
Progress is reflected in the creation of the Chemical and Financial 
Action Task Forces, the Dublin Group, and other multilateral 
organizations that are working to attack the problem globally. 

On the programmatic side, the State Department works closely 
with the other agencies represented here to build and strengthen 
antidrug institutions in key producer and transit count~ies. Our 
goal is to enhance their will and ability to combat the narcotics 
problem on their own. Through a process of bilateral foreign 
assistance agreements, the Bureau of International Narcotics Matters 
(INM) provides expertise, funding, and equipment to design and 
implement a broad range of counternarcotics programs. The projocts 
are tailored to individual country needs and capabilities and are in 
the areas of law enforcement, judicial enhancement, alternative 
'development, public awareness, demand reduction, and training. 
Increasingly, we are working with cooperating host governments to 
target major trafficking organizations and drug kingpins who have 
ties to criminal organizations tn the United States and other 
developed countries. 

Building institutional capabilities to address the drug threat 
in the most at-risk countries is not an easy task. We must often 
start with extraordinarilY weak or even nonexistent institutions. 
That, of course, is· the environment in which traffickers are most 
destructive and also most threatening to the United States. Most of 
you will remember the degree to which Bolivia had become a narcotics 
trafficker sanctuary under the corrupt Garcia Meza regime, compared 
with the democratic government today; or the threat to Colombian 
democracy posed by Pablo Escobar and others in the 1960·s • 

. Accomplishments are not always quickly achieved or easily defined, 

• 
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Nevertheless, we are making progress. Let me give you a few 
examples of achievements in Latin America, the suurce of all cocaine 
produced for the world market and where drug production, 
trafficking, and abuse present a significant concern to U.S, 
interests in this hemisphere: 

• Democracy, which is now the preferred political system in Latin 
America, has brol\ght with it a dramatic shift in the political 
will of major governments in support of counternarcotics 
efforts. The new generation of leadership rejects the idea 
that benefits of the drug industry can restore health to their 
weak economies. Rather, they are seeking the only real 
solution to their economic problems by establishing market 
economies based on free trade. 

• 

o 

In Bolivia, a country with a history of 192 coups in J.68 years 
and where drug traffickers ran the government briefly in the 
~arly 19605, we have seen three consecutive democra~ically
elected governments since 1982. Acreage devoted to coca has 
declined 14 percent in the past four years. 

The Government of Mexico--determined to take yet even stronger 
antinarcotics measures following the murder of Cardinal 
Posadas--is completing the p.ocess of assuming the costs of 
counternarcotics programs previously supported by the United 
States. 

• In Peru, a country struggling to survive the ill effects of 
drug trafficking, insurgency, and terrorism, the government has 
still managed to step up operations against traffickers in the 
coca-rich Huallaga Valley. 

• The Government of Colombia has been in a long struggle against 
the drug trafficking cartels since 1984 when the Minister of 
Justice, Rodrigo Lara Bonilla, NilS assassinated. Despite 
suffering thousands of deaths of judges, court officials, 
police, and innocent bystanders, the ColOmbian government 
continues to attack the drug cartels everywhere within the 
borders of their country. As a result, the leaders of the 
Medellin cartel are either dead, in prison, or on the run. 

a Pressure on availability continues to mount: after a decade of 
spiraling growth, Qverall coca cultivation has been down or 
stable for the past four years, cocaine seizures continue to be 
near record levels, and drug kingpins and their associates are 
being apprehended in· Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, and Mexico 
with greater frequency. Many of the successes against 
narcotics organizations in the United states began with 
evidence and inte~ligence gathered with the cooperation of 
Latin police forces. 
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This is not a signal to relax our efforts, however. 
Traffickers thirsting after hundreds of billions of dollars in 
global profits are not likely to surrender in the face of these 
efforts; they will have to be defeated. Our counternarcotics 
p,rograms must therefore remain fJ.exible aLd adaptable to changing 
conditions as drug traffickers continue to probe for weaknesses, 
seek new markets, and grab for increased political and economic 
influence through corruption, intimi~ation, and yiolence. The 
challenges remain daunting: 

• Hundreds of tons of cocaine and vast quantities of heroin 
continue to flow to the United states and Europe, as. drug 
consumption rises in Latin America and elsewhere. 

• The break-up of the old Soviet empire has opened new frontiers 
in Europe and Central Asia for entrepreneurial drug 
traffickers. Well-established as well as new criminal 
organizations are cashing in on the abundant flow of heroin 
from Southeast and Southwest Asia. 

8 Traffickers continue to exploit weaknesses of governments beset 
by economic crises, political instability, and social unrest. 

• Drug-finan~~d corruption and violence continue to be major 
impediments to effective narcotics control efforts and a 
serious threat to both new and established democracies. 

Against this backdrop, the Administration is currently 
conducting a comprehensive, government-wide assessment of our 
antidrug programs and policies. We are reviewing our foreign . 
assistance programs to determine what has worked and what has not. 
In contrast to the policies of the past, our new approach will be 
framed by: 

• more limited funds that will require new priorities, 

• an increasingly democratic and economically open international 
system that create~ counternarcotics opportunities and 
challenges, and 

• a growing threat by organized, transnational crime and drug 
syndicates to political, economic, and social institutions that 
will require new tactics. 

While the details of ~his new policy have not emerged, its 
broad outlines, which I would like to share with you, are taking 
shape •. 

• We intend to have a strong· international component in our 
overall policy. ' President Clinton, in announcing the 
nomination of Lee Brown as the Director of the Office of 
National Drug Control Policy, said: 

• 
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"We will continue to work with other nations who have 
shown the political will to fight· illegal drugs. They 
will continue. to get our full support and cooperation.· 

Speaking on behalf of Secretary Christopher, Deputy Secretary 
Wharton recently told the Council of the Americas: 

"We want to work with governments to strengthen key public 
institutions and the administration of justice. We want 
to share our experience to help democratic governments to 
fight corruption and other abuses of power. Corruption is 
a cancer that will destroy democracy--and investment 
opportunities--if it is not eradicated. . . • We will work 
with the OAS to create a common legal framework for 
action ... 

Improving justice systems is the key to solving many of Latin 
America's problem~. Strong courts, improved institutions to 
investigate crime, and better prepared law enforcement 
organizations will lead to stable democratic governments. Of 
great importance at this moment is the effect that a real 
independent judiciary will have in diminishing the number of 
human rights abuses. We are helping several countri.es which 
are committed to justice reforms with technical and economic 
assistance and cooperative programs. We are doing this 
bilaterally and through regional efforts. 

• ~Ie will make greater use of public awareness and international 
demand reduction programs to strengthen international public 
support for drug control and to prevent narcotics production, 
trafficking, and abuse from spreading to secondary areas and 
markets. 

• We will continue to work with both the United Nations and the 
Organization of American States to establish a multilateral 
framework and program for action in this hemisphere. 

The task of reducing the ill effects of drug production, 
trafficking, and abuse continues to be monumental •• The United 
States, however, cannot afford to abandon its leadership role in 
this effort; the stakes are simply too high. The global effort, 
which we have been working to build, would almost certainly falter. 
If our efforts fall apart in Latin America--where o\\r 
counternarcotics commitment is welcomed ~nd needed to buttress 
political stability and economic and social development--our other 
objectives in the region will likely suffer. In short, we continue 
to need a solid foreign counternarcotics program to support both a 
broad range of foreign policy interests and to support our work in 
reducing drug availability and use at home . 
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Mr. SCHUMER. We have about 10 minutes before the next vote. 
I have a whole bunch of questions for some of the panel, so I am 
going to defer to my colleagues so they can do their questions be
fore the bells and then maybe not have to come back and sit 
through mine. They are welcome to come back. 

Mr. Edwards. 
Mr. EDWARDS. I have no questions. But I would like to thank the 

panel. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Schiff. 
Mr. SCHIFl? I have one. I would welcome a brief response from 

the panel. 
We are all agreed, I think, on this side that we need to approach 

the drug program from many different angles. But the interdiction 
side gives me the greatest trouble in evaluating, because I know 
that we do interdict and that is to the credit of your various agen
cies. But I am not sure that that is not taken into consideration 
by the drug pushers. I am not sure that they don't have the brains 
to figure out how much of a product they want in our country and 
how much will be interdicted and to figure out after interdiction 
what they will have to ship to bring in exactly how much they 
wanted anyway. 

How do we know how well we are doing in interdicting? I don't 
think it is just by raw seizures. 

Admiral. 
Admiral APPELBAUM. I will take a crack at answering part of 

that. If we get into the business of a body count in terms of arrests 
and seizures in measuring the success or failure of interdiction, I 
think we are making a mistake. Because, at least insofar as mari
time interdiction is concerned, our philosophy, our strategy behind 
our interdiction process, is to essentially deny routes to the traf
ficker. Certainly an arrest, a seizure, is the ultimate denial of a 
route; but deterrence and other factors also play into that. 

So it is quite possible that the best number that we could put on 
the table is zero. If we have zero arrests and zero seizures, that 
may be an indication of complete success in terms of route denial. 

Mr. SCHIFF. On the other hand, if you have 1,000 arrests and 
1,000 seizures but another 1,000 shipments get through and that 
is the amount that the traffickers intend, one would question how 
effective the seizures were. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. I think that is a logical conclusion. I would 
suggest that we think of this in terms of an analogy; and this is 
an analogy that goes way, way back for me. And that is the anal
ogy of the pot of boiling water. Interdiction is the lid on that pot 
of boiling water. As long as that lid is on the pot, we are exercising 
some control. If we take the lid off, the water will boil over, the pot 
will melt down, we will have a short in the electrical system, and 
we will have a catastrophe. 

In this analysis, that translates to pressure on domestic health 
and welfare systems, additional crime on the street, et cetera. So 
from our perspective, the principal focus of interdiction is to keep 
the lid on the pot and keep things under control while we work on 
controlling the flame in the form of demand. 

Mr. SCHIFF. That was a darned good answer. I don't think any
one from the panel needs to be offended by that. 

• 

• 

... 

• 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Schiff. 
I beg the indulgence of the panel. We have a. whole lot of votes 

because we are doing appropriation bills. We will try to resume in 
about 12 minutes, at about 5 after. OK? 

Thank you. So we are temporarily dismissed. 
[Recess.] 
Mr. SCHUMER. OK, I very much want to thank each of the panel

ists, Mr. Wankel and Admiral Appelbaum, Mr. Hensley, Mr. Sheri
dan, and Mr. Smith, all for their patience today with the funny 
schedule that this hearing has had. 

Let me first ask a general question to all of the witnesses, and 
please, if you can, keep your answers brief, but I asked this, of 
course, to Dr. Brown. 

We now have a lead agency for detection, for air interdiction, ma
rine . interdiction, eradication, and in-country law enforcement. 
Shouldn't there be one authority to direct all the efforts? Just one 
who--I mean, I don't care who carries them out, but one who is 
really in charge and cannot persuade but has the ability to order? 

And as I said, we have these problems in Congress, too, so far 
be it for me t.o not understand why they occur, it is just it can lead 
to a better solution. 

Go ahead, Mr. Sheridan~ do you want to answer that? 
Mr. HENSLEY. I can start. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Hensley. 
Mr. HENSLEY. Let me start by saying I support what Dr. Brown 

said. I feel that the drugs czar's office should be strengthened and 
that is where the leadership should come from. We should not have 
a Cabinet-level position that is not leading, and the old adage lead, 
follow, or get out of the way, I think applies. 

The misconception, though, however, is over the last 3' or 4 years, 
I think, Mr. Chairman, is that with these different leads, we have 
become very good at working together. I think there is a misunder
stood notion that somehow we are not working interconnectively or 
together, and I think it is important to understand that the team 
that is here at this table, the squabbles and the turf battles people 
still talk about today do not exist nearly in proportion to how they 
used to exist. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Is it just inefficient to have five different agen
cies? Particularly between the Customs and the DOD really is a 
strange one; below 5,000 feet is Customs, above 5,000 feet is DOD, 

Mr. HENSLEY. That is not correct. . 
Mr. SCHUMER. Feel free to ~orrect me if I am wrong. You have 

to explain-I don't even understand where the dividing line is be
tween Customs and DOD. Could you explain that to me? 

Mr. HENSLEY. Well, I think I CM. First of all, Customs supplies 
a needed role in apprehension in addition to detection, and we use 
focused resources. DOD detects and monitors. They pass off tar
gets. They work with us, they supply radar ships out there to give 
us a target. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Apprehension, fine, that should not be DOD, al
though I have a different way of thinking on all that. 

One of the ways of transitioning from cold war to peacetime is 
to let the Army do more types of peacetime things like this. I know 
my friend, Don Edwards, would blanch if he heard that, but I 
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don't-first, today, at this moment, where is the detection? How 
does the detection line go between your agency and DOD, and what 
is the rationale for it, other than original turf? 

Mr. HENSLEY. Well, first of all, I really don't believe there is turf. 
When we work, it is in a coordinated manner. In South America, 
for instance, there are certain countries, Mexico being one of them, 
Bolivia being another, where DOD aircraft cannot fly because of 
sovereignty issues. Customs' aircraft can fly, and we use 
SOUTHCOM, which is General Joulwan's office; he is the com
mander, and he will send an E-3 in one direction and a P-3 in the 
other direction, 'which is our aircraft, so we work in tandem. 

The targets are 'i,hen handed off to pursuit aircraft that sit on the 
ground. They don't patrol endlessly. We go to areas driven by intel
ligence, which is DEA on the ground, or signal intelligence or other 
methods to tell us where to be at a certain time and then we work 
interconnectively. 

We pass those targets and we come up online in the apprehen
sion modes, whether the E-3 or the P-3 detects, and the targets 
are then passed off until ultimate apprehension, which occurs on 
the ground. And as the chairman knows, we are not allowed to 
shoot anybody down, so we have to keep following them until they 
finally land or drop their loads. 

I think that is the first thing to realize. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Wnat about the U.S. borders? Where do you start 

and they end? 
Mr, HENSLEY. The DOD does not patrol inside the United States. 
Mr. SCHUMER. I know. Just let me know how it works. If there 

is a small aircraft, say, approaching from-it takes off from the Yu
catan Peninsula and heaqs toward the gulf and starts heading 
over. 

Mr. HENSLEY. For the most part, you would have either Coast 
Guard or Customs aircraft in that mode, using the Yucatan as your 
point of reference. We have aircraft stationed in Mexico, I think I 
referenced in my--

Mr. SCHUMER. So DOD would not be involved at all? 
Mr. HENSLEY. Not in that particular mode. They would be if you 

were deeper south, if you were in the South American Continent 
or over South America. They would launch aircraft and hand those 
off, as aircraft are stationed along the way, until it reached an ap
prehension stage. Anywhere near the borders, the U.S. Customs 
Service or the Coast Guard.would be the primary interdiction. 

Mr. SCHUMER. \Vhy would DOD not be in the Yucatan but be in 
Colombia? 

Mr. HENSLEY. First of all, I think it is because of where we stage 
the resources. There are not enough resources to go around so we 
sort of share the turf. DOD puts certain aircraft, and the E-3's, 
which they have, and I will defer to Brian, but there are only a few 
of them, so there are only enough aircraft to cover certain areas. 

In fact, we have more mission requirements from the ambas
sadors and the country teams than we can possibly fly. There are 
more requests for those aircraft from the host nations in the south
ern South American tier than we have aircraft to fly. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Do you want to comment? 

• 

• 

• 
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Mr. SHERIDAN. I would just add that, based on what I have been 
seeing and hearing in the brief time I have been working on this 
problem and trying to learn about it, I think we have more ani
mated discussion in Washington about turf than actually exists out 
in the field. If I could give maybe an example of the kind of things 
we see all the time, maybe that would be helpful. 

It is fairly typical for DOD to have some sort of collection plat
form fairly deep down south. We might pick up an initial detection 
of an aircraft leaving Colombia. With the platforms we have, we 
will watch it for a while. It is fairly typical maybe for an F-16 to 
leave Howard Air Force Base, go take a look, make a visual ID, 
and somewhere along the line a P-3 comes up and starts to follow 
it. 

In general, DOD's job is then pretty much through. As you get 
closer to an end game, the landing of that aircraft, you have detec
tion and monitoring left, and you are now nearing' arrest and sei
zure. 

Mr. SCHUMER. What happens if the F-16 detects the plane and 
there is no Customs plane available, no E-3, to sort of handoff the 
baton to? 

Mr. SHERIDAN. In times when that occurs, then we don't have an 
end game. . 

Mr. SCHUMER. You don't have an end game? 
Mr. HENSLEY. Well, let me say--
Mr. SCHUMER. How many aircraft does Customs have? 
Mr. HENSLEY. We have a total of 125 in the fleet; that is includ

ing domestic helicopters and single engines. In that total we have 
8 P-3's, 4 radar domes, and 4 slicks which are pursuit aircraft, and 
26 jet Citations. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Are all used primarily for drug interdiction? 
Mr. HENSLEY. They are used for 50-50. We support, interior to 

the United States, the agency work of a variety of investigations, 
and a portion is on the border and a very small portion is in the 
foreign theater. We never have more than about 8 to 10 aircraft 
foreign in any given time. 

So in proportion to the size of the fleet and the multimission it 
performs, there are only about 8 to 10 aircraft at a given time for
eign. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Right. 
Let me ask Mr. Sheridan a couple of questions here, and, mind 

you, some of these are devil's advocate questions and some are 
questions that I am really very curious for. 

My calculations are about $600 million of your $890 million in 
the 1994 budget request for detection and monitoring goes to flying 
and steaming, what you call OPTEMPO, and to operating and de
ployment, yet more radar equipment in support of this detection 
net, including a ring-oh, this is a third thing-including this ring 
of radar balloons on our southern border, yet it doesn't appear the 
creation of this whole net has really reduced the flow of drugs into 
the country one drop. 

Now, I understand the pot boiling analogy, about if we didn't 
have it, maybe the amount of drugs would double and all of t.hat, 
but at this point in time, where the American people are not happy 

75-765 0 - 94 - 6 
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with the status quo, it would behoove any of us to ask; well, if 
maybe this was all, maybe dollars can be better spent. 

Mr. SHERIDAN. I would just make two points, Mr. Chairman. 
First, that is precisely why we are conducting a bottom-up review,' 
and when we finish that .in 6 weeks or so we will be happy to re
port to you on our fmdings. 

Second, I would note that DOD is a support agency. While we 
have the lead in detection and monitoring, we are supporting the 
LEA's, and they are all here with llS today and they are in a better 
position to comment. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I understand, and DOD did not actively seek this 
role out. I am aware of that. I don't think it is a big elbowing oper
ation. I am just asking, for all this money we have spent, to tell 
the American people, well, it hasn't gotten any worse; it could bb 
worse-and that may be the only answer, but it is not a very satis
fying answer. That is why I am doing, as the new chairman of this 
committee, and with the demise of the Rangel select committee, a 
bottom-up review, too, in my own way, and I need good conclusive 
answers. 

Let me ask you this. Can the law enforcement agencies even uti
lize the bulk of the detection and monitoring information you pro
vide them? Is there an imbalance there? And anyone can answer 
that question. 

Mr. SHERIDAN. I would start by saying the detection and mon
itoring data are provided to the LEA through their joint manned 
0-3-1 centers, both east and west, and to other centers. And as 
was shown in the recent censor mix study, which we sent to the 
Congress, there are many cases where DOD information does lead 
to successful interdiction, and I would defer to my «olleagues. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I know it has led to successful interdiction. It is 
really Mr. Schifi's questions, but it has not really reduced the sup
ply. 

Mr. HENSLEY. Mr. Chairman, could I take a shot at that? 
Mr. SCHUMER. Sure. 
Mr. HENSLEY. First, I think we have to look at what the supply 

is. The supply for a number of years went unchecked, and the coca 
bushes grow at a 5-year rate until they go to production. It was un
checked. You have got bushes that continue to come online. As far 
as production, the production was growing at a geometric rate. It 
was unbelievable. When we finally got in the action in the 1980's, 
we were working against an unbelievable volume, and these bushes 
were already growing and coming online. 

Percentagewise, we have, every year, become more and more ef
fective against the total. The problem is that you are going against 
such a massive production level that it is going to take time to get 
up there. In the meantime, Colombia has come online, Bolivia has 
come online, Peru, to a certain level. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I am not begrudging the job you are doing. The 
Attorney General at our drug summit said-she quoted some ex
pert who she seemed to approve of-that you would have to inter
dict 75 percent of all the drugs that might come in. If you decrease 
it by 25 percent, it doesn't have much of an effect, given its low 
cost, of the cost on the street and the availability on the street. 
Isn't that--

• 
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Mr. WANKEL. I was not there, but that is correct, yes. 
Mr. SCHUMER. We are never going to get to 75 percent in inter

diction, and so the question is, couldn't the money, on a supply-side 
basis, be better spent doing other things? That is not begrudging 
the job that you folks are doing. 

Go ahead, Mr. Wankel. 
Mr. WANKEL. If I can answer, I think that it could, yes. I think 

interdiction is very necessary. 
And to follow on what Congressman Schiff brought up, interdic

tion is not just the seizure of drugs. If we are going to make it ef
fective, interdiction has to lead to intelligence, to enforcement, to 
arrest, to prosecution, and to incarceration. And we have some suc
cesses at that. We probably need to do more and do better. 

I think D&M probably can be, from our perspective, can be better 
focu,sed. As you heard Deputy Attorney General Heymann talking 
about targeted versus nontargeted, we are actively involved with 
the Department of Defense on the bottom-up review. In fact, tomor
row we are meeting with the contractor agency to discuss our views 
and share our perceptions on this as well. 

You are never going to seize enough drugs to make a difference, 
as you pointed out. There is between 800 and 1,200 metric tons of 
cocaine produced a year, and most quarters agree with that. Last 
year there was about 400 metric tons worldwide seized, and so that 
shows you that you are not going to get it through that way. But 
you have to have that. It does cost the trafficker. It does give him 
a lot of agitation and things to think about, but it is one part of 
the enforcement strategy. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I am not saying eliminate interdiction, but it is 
a big chunk of the budget, of the drug' budget. I am certainly say
ing it is whatever it is, $13.6 billion, and $2.1 billion and $1.5 bil
lion goes to DOD, another $600 million or so to the Coast Guard, 
yours is, what, about $700 million, Mr. Hensley? 

Mr. HENSLEY. It is $554 million, of which--· 
Mr. SCHUMER. It went down. I take it went down a lot because 

you bought a lot of the fancy equipment and you don't need to buy 
that. 

Mr. HENSLEY. Just in maintenance. We are not buying anything. 
Additionally, I would say 1.5 percent of the foreign outlay is all we 
have in terms of the total budget. We are only spending $16.9 mil
lion outside the United States. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Right. 
Mr. SHERIDAN. If I could make one point, Mr. Congressman. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Go ahead. 
Mr. SHERIDAN. Detection and monitoring, if you look at the DOD 

budget, it is somewhere in that $600 million range that you de
scribed. But we support under that umbrell&-that is an appropria
tion, apparently. There are a broad number of activities that we 
are supporting, and that also includes training that VIe are provid
ing to the countries in South America, other types of training for 
LEA's, the 1,004 we provide are included in that number . 

So the area that you are concerned about is certainly a signifi
cant expenditure of resources, but it, by no means, accounts for all 
the $600 million that is in the D&M budget of the Department of 
Defense. 
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Mr. SCHUMER. Well, we will take a look at all the pieces of it 
pretty carefully. . 

Let me ask State Department folks. Again, we have the other 
problem here, although this one, to me, is a more apparent one. 

First, INM's budget was cut by almost a third this year. To me, 
that is because of the foreign affairs world, and it is less important 
than it is in my world, in the law enforcement world. What aspects 
of your operation are you going to have to give up as a result? 

Mr. R. GRANT SMITH. We have not decided yet, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SCHUMER. It is a pretty big cut. 
Mr. R. GRANT SMITH. It is a substantial cut. It is ona-third of our 

budget. It is virtually impossible to continue any of our operations 
as they have been, and I assume that the final result, if this cut 
is sustained at this amount, would be cuts in our smaller pro
grams, but alst) cuts-which we would very much like to avoid but 
will be forced to make-in the programs in Andean countries. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Let me ask you this. Wouldn't it be better from 
a policy point of view to just let DEA-you know, you can do the 
diplomatic work through the embassies, but wouldn't it be better 
to let DEA do the whole job in countries, the eradication of the 
kingpins and all that other stufi? 

Mr. R. GRANT SMITH. I think we work together very effectively 
in those countries. The Department of State has by law, the re
sponsibility for coordinating international counternarcotics assist
ance, and our particular role has been to help create host country 
capabilities in institutions in these countries. 

DEA has not had a particular role in some aspects of this and 
does have, very definitely, a role in other aspects of it. One of our 
specialties, for example, has been working with those host coun
tries which are willing to do aerial eradication. 

So ours is a fairly broad mandate of building host country insti
tutions. DEA plays an important role in parts of that. 

Mr. SCHUMER. OK, thank you, Mr. Smith. 
For Admiral Appelbaum, in your written statement, I don't think 

you got into it in your verbal testimony, you described OPBAT, the 
Operation Bahamas and Turks and Caicos. Is that how you say it, 
Caico? 

Admiral ,ApPELBAUM. Turks and Caicos, yes. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Turks and Caicos. The Coast Guard deploys eight 

helicopters as sort of the model apprehension operation. But in 
1992, the aircrafts' operating costs were almost $500,000 for 123 
hours flown and no drugs were seized. And as a result, the Appro
priations Committee denied your request. for three more heli
copters. 

Could you explain why it was effective if it cost that money for 
that relatively small amount of hours and no drugs were seized? 

Admiral ,ApPELBAUM. I think my previous comments would per
tain to this question as well. 

First of all, Mr. Chairman, OPBAT is a DEA operation. It takes 
place in The Bahamas, Turks, and Caicos and they, DEA--

Mr. SCHUMER. Are the helicopters DEA's helicopters? 
Admiral ,ApPELBAUM. No, the helicopters, the apprehension re

sources that are currently deployed to OPBAT, are DOD and Coast 
Guard, but DEA has in the past---

(, 
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Mr. SCHUMER. They are on the ground, I understand. 
Admiral APPELBAUM. In the past. And the Coast Guard operates 

the operations center in the Embassy in Nassau, and I suppose we 
are the largest contributor in terms of resources. However, it is a 
DEA operation and, of course j DEA is involved in every deployment 
of the OPBAT resources. 

But, Mr. Chairman, the number of aircraft hours and a cor
responding statistic relating to seizures and arrests is not really a 
:valid measure because OPBAT is a firehouse operation. We re
spond to information that is fed into the OPBAT operations center 
based on detection and monitoring that takes place hopefully much 
farther south than the operating area of The Bahamas. 

Indeed, if any place demonstrates that route denial has been suc
cessful, it is The Bahamas. The Bahamas, in the early 1980's, pre
sented probably the most significant threat in terms of the drug 
problem to this country because of the proximity to the United 
States, particularly Florida, where the drug dealers had their cen
ter of operation. 

It is a relatively simple matter to get from The Bahamas into 
Florida. So by terminating that route, there has been an impact 
upon the smuggling organizations. A serious hurl. 

Mr. SCHUMER. You could look at no drugs seized as a success, 
too. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Indeed. In this case it is probably a better 
argument for making that point. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Let me ask you this one. You mention that the 
amount of time Coast Guard assets devote to counterdrug oper
ations has decreased because you are a multi-, as you say, a 
multimission, and I am well aware of the differences between Coast 
Guard and DOD on this. I understand that is what you are be
tween the lines asking me to understand, and I think I do. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SCHUMER. But, in fact, the efficiency of the resources you 

have used appears to have declined. The average number of cutter 
hours per drug seizure went from 886 in 1988 to 2,542 in 1991; the 
average number of aircraft hours per seizure rise from 129 to 515. 
At the same time, the number of arrests iIi Coast Guard seizures 
fell from 372 to 106. 

In other words, you had to do a lot more work to come up with 
the seizure. Again, that may speak to the success of your operation, 
and we are in this sort of very push-me-pull-you situation, but it 
is my guess that with some decline in resources, for both you and 
DOD and maybe, I am not sure, of Customs, because I am less sure 
of their role, you would not necessarily have it go bump up again. 

The people who are importing the drugs into this country have 
found the land route of Mexico to be pretty viable. They are even 
building tunnels. They have used, as you know, and Mr. Hensley 
well knows, containers on ships, which provide almost a perfect 
way, unfortunately, for them to smuggle drugs in. And my question 
is, if some of the amount of time you used decreased-again, in my 
words-and this would apply to Sheridan, too, and maybe to 
Hensley, I am not sure-we might get more bang for the buck. 
What is your answer to that? 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Well, Mr. Chairman, as I think you--
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Mr. SCHUMER. I don't want to cut it all out. You know that. I 
want to cut some of it out. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Yes, sir. We have gone from a . figure of 
roughly 23 percent down to a figure of 14 percent in terms of our 
operaGi?g expense bud~e.t, but the overall effort, the CO!lst Gu:u-d 
effort, m terms of mantIme law enforcement, has remruned faIrly 
constant because we have simply refocused our efforts from drugs 
into, for example, fisheries enforcement, and certainly the alien mi
gration interdiction operation, which is consuming a great deal of 
our energy at the current moment. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Rockaway Beach is ill my district where your sta-
tion is. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Yes, sir, the Golden Venture. 
Mr. SCl;l:UMER. Washed up on the shores of the ninth CD. 
Admiral APPELBAUM. That was a very difficult case, and we are 

managing other cases. 
Mr. SCHUMER. You did a good job there. The Coast Guard did a 

fine job. 
Admiral APPELBAUM. Yes, sir. So we are rebalancing our efforts 

in terms of overall maritime law enforcement, but we feel there is • 
a level, an optimal level of interdiction, drug interdiction, in Coast 
Guard effort that needs to be maintained. We do this as a process. 

, I would mention to you, Mr. Chairman, that in going back to the 
very first question you asked about the so-called turf battles, I 
agree completely with Mr. Hensley. There are n9 more turf battles. 
The fact that agencies, specific agencies, are identified as "lead," 
that does not equate to exclusive resources. 

Mr. SCHUMER. It still could mean inefficiencies, you would admit 
that. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that 
in this instance, with regard to that particular point, the Coast 
Guard is heavily committed to the principles of total quality man
agement. We focus on process. We focus on cooperation rather than 
competition, and we look toward teamwork. And, indeed, through 
the leadership of the Office of National Drug Control Policy and the 

. planning processes that are in place, we are achieving synergy 
among tilt; resources of all of the agencies. 

Mr. SCHUMER. So that means there should be SGme good cost 
savings. Usually when you achieve synergy, there are good cost 
savings. 

Admiral APPELBAUM. Yes, indeed. I think they go hand-in-hanG. 
Mr. SCHUMER. I have really asked the bulk of my questions. Let 

me just ask two more here and then we will call it a day. 
One is couldn't DOD-I guess Uns is a rather fundamental one 

and I should have asked it before. Couldn't DOD-this is for Mr. 
Sheridan-provide the intelligence, communication, training, and 
logistical support to U.S. and foreign law enforcement agencies 
without the current appropriations for OPTEMPO and all the 
land-, sea-, and air~based radar equipment that currently goes into 
DOD's detection and m.onitoring efforts? 

Mr. SHERIDAN. I would say our current level of cooperation with • 
LEA's is largely based on information that can only be obtained 
through DOD's D&M assets, such as the track I described a few 
moments ago. 
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In SOUTHCOM, we are providing mobile radars to enhance local 
air surveillance as well as using DOD and other agency aircraft to 
provide information to host governments. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Why couldn't you do the training that I asked of 
without the OPTEMPO? The two don't seem necessarily--

Mr. SHERIDAN. There is an OPTEMPO component to a significant 
. amount of our ground activities. When we use active duty forces, 

there is an OPTEMPO component. Whether that is on the south
west border or whether it is elsewhere. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I understand I am asking that, but without 
OPTEMPO couldn't you still do this kind of training? 

Mr. SHERIDAN. Not-
Mr. SCHUMER. Explain to me why in practical terms. I know you 

have a written answer there, but I don't understand it in an intu
itive way here. 

Mr. f.iiERIDAN. OPTEMPO has been explained to me about six 
times by my budget people and I am working on gaining that intu
itive grasp of OPTEMPO. 

Mr. SCHUMER. You are ahead of me, Mr. Sheridan. 
Mr. SHERIDAN. But as I understand it, we count in OPTEMPO 

the fuel in the gas tank, and the other costs associated with run
ning aircraft. Any time we move to provide training, or on the 
southwest border a ground denial operation in support of Customs, 
there is an OPTEMPO component to that and a cost to that. 

Mr. SCHUMER. But that is not training for-that is a real-life 
thing? 

Mr. SHERIDAN. That is training for our men. 
Mr. SCHUMER. Training for your men which has an OPTEMPO 

component which you might have to do anyway. 
Mr. SHERIDAN. Well, you wouldn't necessarily have it where the 

LEA needs it. 
Mr. SCHUMER. I don't want it on my drug budget. 
Mr. SHERIDAN. You wouldn't find the training along the south

west bordeF. 
Mr. SCHUMER. OK. You could train somewhere else; right? 
Mr. SHERIDAN. I understand the mission is designed to disrupt 

trafficking patterns. 
Mr. SCHUMER. You. might train there, but it wouldn't be 

OPTEMPO and it wouldn't be as part of the drug budget; 
Mr. SHERIDAN. But the mission is designed to deny terrain to the 

traffickers that use overland routes, and what we attempt to do is 
then focus the trafficker so they will have to go someplace where 
an LEA can make an arrest. 

Mr. SCHUMER. To me, it is not a conclusive answer. It Is not a 
very condusive answer. Let me ask you one more. 

What role does DOD play in gathering and disseminating intel
ligence regarding drug-related individuals and operations and what 
does the intelligence consist of! Aren't there strict limits on the in
formation on U.S. nationals that you can gather and share with 
U.S. law enforcement? 

I think those days-I have enough faith in our democracy and in 
the fidelity of our Armed Forces that I think a lot of these laws go 
overboard, but it still is the laws and reg-Illations, and so tell 
me---
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Mr. SHERIDAN. There are very strict guidelines in place and I can 
only tell you we do have authority to collect and disseminate infor
mation on the foreign aspects of the drug trafficker's activity. 

Mr. SCHUMER. But you don't do anything domestic with it? 
Mr. SHERIDAN. No, we don't. But! would add that my level of 

clearance, code word clearances for me were granted yesterday, so 
there are significant portions to the intelligence activity which 
could pel"haps best be answered by the OSD Office of C-3-I or per
haps DlA. I would defer--

Mr. SCHUMER. Glad I am not on the Armed Services Committee, 
Mr. Sheridan. I just didn't understand all those letters. 

I have finished my questions. Everyone sees what I am getting 
at. Would anyone like to make a fmal comment? Admiral 
Appelbaum and Mr. Hensley? 

Admiral ,ApPELBAUM. Just that, Mr. Chairman. understanding 
your mission and your purpose, we would certainly offer to you the 
opportunity to visit some of our field facilities, such as the 7th 
Coast Guard District, OPBAT, and the C-3-1 center in Miami. You 
and your staff, we can certainly make arrangements for that, to 
provide you greater insight. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I appreciate that. It is a generous offer, Admiral. 
Mr. Hensley and finally Mr. Wankel. 

Mr. HENSLEY. This is-
Mr. SCHUMER. This is not obligatory, gentlemen. 
Mr. HENSLEY. Just a couple of things. I would just like to say for 

the record that we really feel that air is a preferred means of drug 
smuggling. A container, as you mentioned, is obviously a threat to 
us. However, when you lose control of your drugs and you are on 
the sea for 30 days, you don't make money, and you don't have to 
go through a Customs enclosure to clear it, and you don't go 
through a Border Patrol checkpoint. So air is the preferred means 
of getting it in. 

Mr. SCHUMER. What percentage of the drugs coming into this 
country now are air versus container? Take cocaine, crack, or her-
~~ . 

Mr. HENSLEY. We believe the majority, quite frankly, and I am 
not avoiding your question, is land border. The air is secondary, in 
that we pushed it so far south we are seeing a lot of land bridge 
coming up through Central America and Mexico. I would say that 
containers are a distant third at this time, based on what I know. 

I would also say that, joining Admiral Appelbaum, that we would 
love to host you not only in Florida, but down at SOUTHCOM to 
see this entire operation in totality, DEA, DOD, Coast Guard, and 
everyone. And to that point, if I may, I would like to offer for the 
record General Joulwan's statement, who will be testifying I think 
down the hall. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Without objection, that will be added. 
Mr. HENSLEY. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of General Joulwan follows:] 

• 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEN. GEORGE A. JOULWAN, COMMANDER IN CHIEF, U.S. 
SOUTHERN COMMAND, BEFORE THE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
DEFENSE 

INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I am honored 

to appear today to update you on the counterdrug effO"iS undertaken by the 

United States Southern Command. At the outset, let me personally thank you, 

Mr. Chairman, for your interest in my command and, in particular, for your 

commitment to our nation's war on drugs. Let me also make the point that 

although I am here representing the U.S. Southern Command, the war on drugs is 

truly an interagency effort, with DoD in a supporting role -- not in the lead. And 

after two and a half years in command, it is clear to me that victory in this fight 

will require the efforts of all the different agencies of government -- to include 

the military and congress -- working together as one team with one clear focused 

objective. 

To set the stage for you, let me first summarize the scope of the problem. In 
my view, drug trafficking is a greater threat to democracy in Central and South 

America than that posed in the past by Soviet and Cuban sponsored subversion. 

And, illegal narcotics are a significant threat to our nation as well, inflicting 

casualties and causing huge health care costs. Some of the figures are sobering: 

• An estimated 10,000 drug-related deaths each year in the United States, 

• Over 5,000 drug rehabilitation centers, 

• 2.7 million hard-core cocaine and heroin addicts, 

• 900,000 drug-damaged babies born in the U.S. in the last three years, 

• 168 Jli.l.li.Q.u. dollars in collateral costs last year -- health care, law 

enforcement, education, rehabilitation. 

Clearly the drug trafficker is causing both American casualties and an enormous 

drain on our national health care resources . 
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Equally important, the nations of Latin America no longer view this as just a 

U.S. problem. Drugs dramatically affect their societies all well, resulting in 

corruption, violence, crime, and addiction. Cocaine kills and maims throughout 

the hemisphere and requires a coordinated regional approach to attack the threat 

at the source, in transit, and in the United States. To do so, we need to 

understand thr. Southern half of this hemisphere, its-transition to democracy, the 

narcotrafficking threat, our strategy in attacking the threat, and an assessment of 

ongoing support operations. 

Now thr·i ~ have briefly summarized the problem, let me share with you my 

assessment of where we are in this fight. To do so, I will give you a theater 

overview; discuss the narcotrafficking threat as I see it; provide an analysis of the 

strategy, mission, and actions we are taking in support of host nation counterdrug 

operations; describe and assess regional operations; and, finally, emphasize 

programs and resources needing your support. 

THEATER OVERVIEW 

Latin America is an area that is vital to the national security of the United 

States. We have historic ties; we share a common border; and we also share a 

common threat -- narcotrafficking. 

_
DICTATORSHIPS 
OR MILITARY 
REGIMES 
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The defming chara.cteristic of Latin America is the grcwth of democracy. Every 

nation in the AOR now possesses some form of civilian, democratically elected 

govemment. This is a significant achievement. The elected leaders of these 

nations are a new breed, committed to seeing democracy sustained, ready to 

confront challenges to their national sovereignty, dedicated to economic reform 

and to securing the benefits of freedom for their people, and ready to work with 

one another, and with us, to achieve these ends. 

My optimism for the region is tempered, however, by the reality that 

democracy is fragile in Latin America. While the number of insurgencies in 

Latin America is declining, these internal threats still jeopardize the security and 

stability of these democracies. While progress is being made, there are still 

human rights violations and political violence in the region. while the 

economices are improving, unemployment and poverty rates remain high. 

Finally the militaries of the region, in many cases, require institutional changes 

necessary to contribute to sustaining democra.:y. In this environment, the 

insurgent and the narcotrafficker attack the very foundations of democracy in 

several key countries. How we as a nation assist the countries of Central and 

South America in meeting these challenges and maintaining forward progress in 

this decade will determine the true security of the United States in the 21st 

century. Nowhere is that challenge more important than in t.'1e war on illegal 

drugs and the narcotrafficking criminal empire. 

THE NARCOTRAFFICKING THREAT 

I can assure you that when I assumed command of United States Southern 

Command two and a half years ago, I had very little understanding of the size and 

scale of the narcotrafficking criminal element. It is huge; it is pervasive; it has 

unlimited resources; and its tentacles reach into every country in Latin America. 

Its scope of operations is worldwide. Let me be specific . 

• 100% of the cocaine consumed in the U.S. comes from Southern 

Command's area of responsibility . 
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• Potential worldwide production could be as much as 900 to 1100 metric 
tons. This production is three times present U.S. demand . 

• mAHSIT MOOE!: WAY 
CHAHGI[ AHD COCAINE 
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""AlVEAT"''' 
THROUOHOUT REOJON 
TO ca:fVERT 
PAtTE TO BASE 

• 60% of the world's coca leaf is grown in the Upper Huallaga Valley in 

Peru and 30% in the Chapare region of Bolivia. 

• The leaf is made into paste and base using millions of gallons of precursor 

chemicals and flown from Peru and Bolivia into Colombia on hundreds of light 

fixed wing aircraft. The chemicals used in making cocaine scar the countryside 

and pollute the watershed of the Amazon basin. 

• Once refmed into cocaine hydrochloride (HCL) in Colombia, it is 

distributed on thousands of air and ship movements to the United Statea and 

countries all over the world. A kilo of cocaine has a street value of 

approximately $20,000 in New York City, three times that in Europe, and ten 

times that in Tokyo. A few months ago, a one hilli.!m dollar shipment of cocaine 

from Colombia was seized in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

( 
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Given the virtl.!ally unlimited resources of the narcotrafficker, his 

organizations have established roots in every country in Central and South 

America. His method of operation is insidious. First, the narcotrafficker buys 

up land in remote areas of El Salvador, Belize, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico. 

Soon crude airfields are constructed which are just long enough to land fixed 

wing aircraft. Then aircraft fly from Colombia to these airfields and the illegal 

drugs are then transhipped by another mode of transport to the United States. 

But it doesn't stop there. The r.arcotrafficker frequently pays off the local 

nationals assisting in the transshipment, not in dollars, but in cocaine, which is 

then sold to the youth of these countries. In my first year in command, I met 

with one head of state in the region, who said to me, "General. I need your help. 

Every day and night narcotraffickers violate my country's sovereignty and land 

aircraft in the northern part of my country. Payment to the people helping them 

is in cocaine. These local people sell the cocaine in the capital city. I now have a 

drug addiction problem; violence and crime are up; my judges are being 

corrupted; my police are being corrupted; we are in danger of losing our 

democracy and our sovereignty. I need your help." This plea was echoed by 

most of the sixteen heads of state I have met with during the past year in Central 

and South America. 

They are concerned because the methods of operation of the criminal 

narcotraffickers destroy the ideals and values of a free democratic society. They 

attack the very institutions and structures which protect and guarantee emerg.ing 

democracies. We see this situation in Colombia today. The Colombians are not 

merely fighting narcotrafficking -- they are fighting for their national survival, 

and to varying degrees, the in-roads made by the nalcotraffickers can be seen in 

all the other countries of Central and South America. 

Compounding this threat is the serious economic and social deprivation 

existing in Latin America which is exacerbated by narcotrafficking. The cocaine 

industry has direct economic costs: it displaces legal industry; it sabotages 

economic policy; it has high social, ecological, and political costs; and most 

importantly, it corrupts the democratic institutions these nations have struggled so 
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long to create. Debt, outdated economic structures, over-urbanization, inflation, 

and high unemployment threaten the stability of these governments, and the 

narcotraffickers exploit these conditions to benefit their multi-billion dollar 

business. 

However, the nations of Latin America are recognizing the threat 

narcotraffickers present to their societies, their democracies, and their 

sovereignty. A regional will is emerging to attack this insidious threat. While 

several years ago many countries considered drugs a boon to their economies, 

today they now understand that narco dollars do not improve the welfare of their 

people and do not lead to long term prosperity. With this emerging regional 

will, consensus on a cooperative regional approach to the narcotrafficker threat is 

now developing in the Andean ridge. To illustrates this increasing regional will, 

allow me to provide a more detailed assessment of key countries in the theater. 

.. 

( 

Central America: Nowhere have our efforts in peacetime engagement been • 

more successful than in bringing the fighting in EI Salvador to a peaceful 

conclusion after twelve years of civil war. It was most gratifying for me to be a 

part of the u.S. delegation to last December's formal peace ceremony in San 

Salvador. But the peace in El Salvador is fragile and it demands our continued 

close attention. The narcotrafficker is poised to take advantage of this fragility, 

and the May 1993 capture of five tons of cocaine illustrates this danger. That 

country has a contraband smuggling infrastructure used during the war which is 

being adapted by the the narcotrafficers for their purposes. We must stay 

involved in El Salvador as it makes the difficult transition from war to peace. 

Guatemala continues to be a major transshipment point for the Colombian 

cartels. Small aircraft use hundreds of private airstrips throughout the country 

and the lack of radar coverage makes Guatemala an ideal transshipment point. 

This was evidenced by the seizure of fifteen and a half tons of cocaine in each of 

the past three years there. 

... 

• 
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Honduras is a regional leader in Central America and is at the forefront of 

counterdrug efforts in the area. Like other CENTAM nations, Honduras is a 

transshipment site for the products of Colombian cartels to the United States. 

The other CENT AM nations -- Nicaragua, Belize and Costa Rica -- are also 

transshipment points for South American cocaine destined for the United States. 

The importance of these nations as transiting countries will probably increase as 

traditional routes become more risky for the narcotrafficker. However, I am 

particularly encouraged by CENT AM 'regional efforts and the recently concluded 

drug surnmit held in Belize is a clear indicator of national will to fmd common 

solutions to cornmon problems, 

Panama: Panama's current situation gives cause for optimism due to its 

efforts to secure a stable, economically viable democracy. In the longterm there 

are clear opportunities for Panama to become a major center in the region for 

commerce, banking, medicine, and education. However, drug trafficking and 

associated money launde~ng are direct national threats. Counterdrug successes 

elsewhere, Panama's porous borders with Colombia and Costa Rica, and the 

shipping industry associated with the Panama Canal are major factors 

contributing to make Panama a transshipment center. I am encouraged by the 

progress of the government of Panama in countering this threat --- twenty-five 

tons of cocaine were seized in 1992 compared to seven and a half tons in 1991. 

However, Panamanian law enforcement agencies require more training and 

equipment to address the problem adequately, 

Andean Ridge: The countries of the Andean Ridge remain plagued by severe 

economic problems, vicious insurgencies, and illegal drug productiun t'nd 

trafficking. The democratic institutions of these countries are in jeopardy, There 

continues to be clear, substantiated evidence of the linkage between the drug 

traffickers and the insurgents, and this significantly increases the complexity of 

dealing with both . 
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Colombia has shown great political courage in dealing with both the drug 

trafficker and its predominant insurgency, the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias 

Colombianas (FARC). Indeed, no nation in the region has shown more 

commitment in the counterdrug effort. Nor has any country paid a higher price. 

Colombia experiences one of the highest mortality rates in the world. Last year 

there were over 27,000 violent deaths and over four-hundred police officers 

were killed. But, in spite of this, Colombia remains committed. The government 

continues to pursue the drug lords relentlessly and, despite the fact that Pablo 

Escobar remains at large, every one of the lieutenants who escaped with him on 

July 22, 1992 has been captured, surrendered, or killed. While the Medellin 

cartel has essentially been dismantled, attention must now be turned to the Cali 

cartel which is more ingrained into local society and will, in all probability, be 

much more difficult to eliminate. 

Peru's democracy remains in jeopardy, although I am encouraged by the 

piOgress that has been made this past, very difficult year. Peru's problems are 

staggering. The economy still suffers with per capita income continuing to 

decline, inflation continuing to rise, and an estimated 75% of the workforce 

unemployed or under employed. 

Peru is also dealing with the most vicious insurgency in the world. The 

Sendero Luminoso, whose tactics and terrorist acts are some of the most horrific 

ever seen, is an outrage to all civilized.peoples of the world. On the plus side, 

the arrest of Sendero leader Abimael Guzman was significant and was disruptive 

to Sendero's strategy. The Congress and the world community should condemn 

the Sendero Luminoso and focus the spotlight of moral indignation on these 

vicious criminals and terrorists. Simultaneously, Peru is attempting to confront 

drug traffickers who are supported by Sendero Luminoso. As a result of the 

suspension of democracy by President Fujimori in April of 1992, we terminated 

military support and training efforts in Peru. This was the right thing to do; it 

sent the right signals about our commitment to democratic principles to the rest 

of the hemisphere. The progress made to restore democracy in Peru has allowed 

( 
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us to partially reengage militarily. fudeed, Peru is aggr'.4);;ively implementing its 
own counterdrug Str'dtegy in spite of the lack of U.S. military assistance. 

Bolivia, despite being one of the least developed nations in the region, is 
making progress in stabilizing democracy and building its political institutions. 
At the same time, it is working hard til deal with coca cultivation and drug 
trafficking. Alternative development programs are beginning to show an impact 
and some estimates place the percentage of Bolivia's total income f~om coca at 
about 3-4%, down from the 8-9% of only four years ago. 

Throughout the Andean Ridge nations, I am very encouraged by the spirit of 
regional cooperation that is developing. Primarily centered on collective efforts 
to confront the drug trafficker, this spirit of regional cooperation can be, in my 
view, very useful for the nations of the region to deal with their other problems 
and issues in the social and economic sphere. This evolving mutual trust and 
confidence has resulted in a significant reduction in tensions in several long
standing border disputes between these various nations. These positive 
enhancements have been the direct result of our continued engagement in the 
region. We need to stay engaged. 

Southern Cone: The remaining countries of South America comprise the area 
we refer to as the Southern Cone and have become spillover nations from the 
Andean Ridge drug fight. fu this vast area we are most concerned with the 
spread of the drug traffickers' tentacles. As our counterdrug efforts have 
become more effective in the source countries, these peripheral nations have seen 
substantial increases in trafficking through their countries. More important, the 
Southern Cone nations have resources -- economic, political, law enforcement, 
and military -- to assist in regional solutions to threats such as narcotrafficking 
and poverty. We should encourage such interaction. 

Venezuela's democracy weathered two coup attempts in 1992. Prior to the 
most recent coup attempt, we had seen a new vigor in Venezuela to participate in 
regional counterdrug efforts. Brazil and Chile have seen the greatest increases in 
drug transiting among Southern Cone nations, and there is a growing awareness 
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in both countries that they must become more involved against the 

narcotrnfficking threat. We need to support and encourage the nations of the 

region in their struggle against the narcotrafficker. SOumCOM's strategy does 

just that. 

THE STRATEGY 

Pending completion of the Presidential Review of International Counter 

Narcotics policy, the current counterdrug strategy of the U.S. Southern 

Command is derived from the U.S. National Security Strategy and the National 

Military Strategy of January 1992. My vision for the region is: 
A community of free, stable and prosperous nations throughout the 
hemisphere, acting in concert with one another while respecting the 
dignity and rigilts of the individual and adhering to the principles of 
sovereignty and international law. 

The framework for achieving this vision is not limited to the physical 

disruption of illegal dr\lg trafficking but encompasses other areas. Our theater 

strategic objectives are: 
• Strengthen democratic institutions 
• Assist Host Nations in defeating narcotrafficking 
• Assist Host Nations in etiminating threats to their security 
• Support continued economic and social progress 
• Ensure open and neutral Panama Canal 
• Enhance military professionalism. 

Among these for reaching our ('bjectives, the strengthening of democratic 
institutions is first and foremost. All activities of the command, including our 

counterdrug efforts, focus on that objective. And, we consistently evaluate 

USSOUTHCOM programs or initiatives by their impact on that objective. If an 

undertaking doesn't meet that objective then it is reexamined, modified, 

postponed, or canceled. Clearly, mature, economically-viable democracies 

throughout the hemisphere are in our natiorlal interest. They provide for 
regional stability, encourage more cooperative relationships, provide greater 

access to markets and the corresponding economic stimulus for our own 

( 
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economy, and they' offer greater opportunity for peaceful resolution of disputes. 

They also align with our own intrinsic values of peace, freedom, and respect for 

human dignity. 

However, these objectives cannot be achieved by our military forces alone, 

Our strategy is centered around interagency operations. Many agencies of the 

U.S. government bring capabilities to the table and the Department of Defense is 

but one of many players who make up the team. And, most often, DoD will not 

be in the lead, but in support of a U.S. ambassador and his country plan. 

To bring rigor to this interagency process, USSOUTHCOM has developed a 

crmpaign plan for peacetime engagement operations. Rather than a reactive 

strategy, this is a unique regional approach, driven by national guidance. It 

stresses the support role of militalY operations in an interagency environment and 

provides a vehicle to commit forces to support U,S. agencies and host nation law 

enforcement and military units engaged in the counterdrug fight. 

The central focus of our counterdrug efforts, though, is increasing both the 

national will and the capability of the host nations to confront the drug 

traffickers. It is their sovereignty and their democracy being violated; their 

judges, police, military, a.'1d politicians being corrupted; their children being 

addicted; and their democracies being threatened. Therefore, it must be their 

fight -- and it is. Clearly, a source or transit region strategy will only work if it 

is the host nations' fight, but we must remain engaged and provide the support to 

make them effective. 

Under our current guidance, the Andean Ridge nations are the first priority 

of our efforts. The guidance further directs that we can provide substaIl.tial 

support to host nations in various areas which include reconnaissance, 

intelligence, detection and monitoring, training, logil;tics, medical, command and 

control, planning, and civic action. We provide this support to both host nation 

military forces and law enforcement agencies. 'J!te counterdrug fight within each 

cmmtry is ultimately a law enforcement problem, but there are important roles 

for host nation military forces. to play in supporting counterdrug efforts. For 
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violations of air sovereignty and in areas where the insurgents are linked with the 

drug traffickers, it is necessary for the host nation military to have the ability to 

control airspace and assist law enforcement agencies in the fight. 

While providing the support directed by the national command authorities, 

USSOUTHCOM also has a unique role to playas a regional coordinator by 

bringing the opel'ationallevel perspective to the effort. The drug trafficker does 

not recognize national boundaries and crosses borders with impunity, so any 

viable counterdrug effort must look at the process and the network regionally. 

This is necessary to focus our high technology support assets at the right place at 

the right time. And, we must be able to apply them theater-wide to the vast 

narco-network. 

USSOUTHCOM's counterdrug strategy reduces the flow of drugs to the 

United States by promoting regional democracy, human rights, stability and 

security. To make this regional approach work, we need a support structure 

throughout the AOR that can rapidly and flexibly focus our capabilities on the 

narcotraffickers. This structure becomes the backbone of our ability to provide 

the right support and assistance to host nation forces at the right place and time. 

This support includes command and control, intelligence, operational support, 

training, detection and monitoring, and logistics assistance. 

Timely, accurate intelligence is an area in which we have a significant 

advantage. We must bring our high technology capabilities to bear in supporting 

low technology host nation capabilities. The key is to focus these host nation 

capabilities at the right place at the rig.i.t time in preparation for a specific 

operation. We want to fuse the information from all of our available 

reconnaissance systems to give the host nation forces the best available 

info~.llItion on their targets. But, it must be timely and accurate. We have 

established counterdrug tactical analysis teams (TATs) in all of the key countries 

to do this type of analytical work. They have built a reputation for producing 

quality work. They represent a small investment, usually 2-4 service personnel, 
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but ambassadors al.ld cou.ntry teams conunent that without them, programs would 

be far less effective. 

As with intelligence, detection and monitoring is an area which affords us the 

opportunity to bring significant capabilities to the ·fight. Since the end of FY89, 

we have stepped up the time flown by DoD airborne platfOlt1ls. such as the E-3 

AWACS, and deployed temporary ground based mobile radars (GBRs) to key 

areas. 1 am very pleased with the Customs P-3 and Citations - they are truly the 

workhorses in this fight. We are well into fielding the Caribbean Basin Radar 

Network (CBRN). Tied into both the Southern Region Operations Center 

(SROC) in Panama and ITF4 in Key West, CBRN will be an essential piece of our 

surveillance capability for drug trafficking aircraft transiting to and from the 

United States. U.S. detection and monitoring support has been instrumental in 

increasing our understanding of the air patterns of the drug trafficking network. 

As this database expands, we will be able to get out in f;:ont of the 

narcotrafficker and cut off his means of distribution from the theater. 

Despite the capabilities we bring to the fight. the host nation actually fights 

the battles. Our security assistance efforts provide the right equipment and 

focused train~g to improve their ability to fight the narcotrafficker. As I 

mentioned, there was little in the way of host nation counterdrug capability in 

1989, but today I can report that a substantial capability exists among the Andean 

Ridge nations. Host nations have significantly increased numbers of police forces 

specially trained in counternarcoh.:s teclmiques and have developed aviation units 

to support police forces. These mobile forces can now .respond mme effectively 

to our intelligence cueing. Colombia and Bolivia have developed counterdrug 

capabilities within their armed forces . 
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INTEGRATION OF COUNTt'RDRUG ASSETS 

Further, all of these nations have added capability to their Air Force and riverine 
operatioils, to include Captain of the Port Programs. Our training efforts are key 
to this increase in their capabilities. Our International Military Education and 
Training (IMET) efforts also contribute to this increased capability. In IMET we 
have focused on training opportunities that enhance professionalism in the 
militaries of the region. Results of these efforts are reflected in greater 
commitment by the militaries of the region to the principles of civilian control 
through democratically elected governments and respect for human rights. 

Within the command and control arena we have significantly improved our 
capabilities to provide timely and responsive support to the host nations. Th~ 
Command and MaMgement System (eMS), expanding from the Andean. Ridge. 
has become a primary means of transmitting real·time countemm'cotics 
information between ,lodes in Washington, SOUTHCOM, the embassies, and 
forward operating bases.. It provides uc; secure voice communications, extensive 
data capability, and high quality imagery. CMS has made a significant 
contribution to achieving agility in this fight. 

REGWNAL OPERATIONS 

.... ,Il. 
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How well a regional approach would work was tested through a progressive 

series of surge operations. Tenned Support Justice, these operations began in the 

SUPPORT JUSTICE IV 
HOST NATION FORCES 

COLOMBIA 

• POUCE 
GROUND FORCES 

PERU 
• 212S 
• T·34S 
• ruCANOS 
• DEA UH-1 
• A·37S 
• POUCE 
• GROUND 

FORCES 

summer of 1991. We are now in the midst of Support Justice IV, a multi

national effort involving the countries of Colombia, VenezUela, Peru, Ecuador 

and Bolivia. This effort is synchromzing air, land, and riverine efforts, with 

interagency participation, to inflict maximum damage on the narcotrafficking 

infrastructure. We are establishing the conditions to sustain the fight 

operationally and transition into steady state regional operations. 

USSOUTHCOM support to this transition into steady state regional operations 

includes the deployment of ground-based USAF radars (both active and Air 

National Guard), focused E-3 and intelligence sorties, and 2-3 man connectivity 

and planning teams located throughout the operations ar·.'\. Other agencies, such 

as U.S. Customs, the intelligence agencies, and DEA, have also committed 

resources which are being integrated with DoD assets and host nation capabilities. 

Since Support Justice IV began in September of 1992, host nations have requested 

extensions of the operation and a maturing of host nation capabilities. Host 
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nation response forces are becoming more agile and more responsive to the 

intelligenco and detection and monitoring cueing that our support assets provide. 

End-games are improving. But the lack of some key capabilities, most 

significantly night interception and tracker aircraft, have limited end-game 

successes. 

Support Justice support operations are setting the conditions for long-term 

regional success in the Andean Ridge. There has been progress. Two years ago, 

no aircraft returning to Colombia from either Peru, the Caribbean or the Pacific 

were forced down. During Support Justice IV over 40 such aircraft have been 

seized or captured. Not only have 43,000 kilos of cocaine, with a street value of 

.8.2.0 million c;!.Ql!ru]., been seized, but more importantly, over 1900 

narcotraffickers have been arrested. Other indications of progress incclude: 

Colombia has conducted combined operations along its borders with Ecuador and 

Venezuela; Ecuador and Peru now trade liaison officers in the drug fight and 

have reduced forces along their borders for the first time in 50 years; there is 

unprecedented cooperation in the region between police and the military; four

thousand Peruvian troops are now assigned to the Upper HualJaga Valley; human 

rights training is being taught in Peruvian military schools; Bolivians are 

working jointly with Brazilians; and the Argentines have expressed interested in a 

regional role. While all this coopef'dtion is embryonic, it is in our interest to 

encourage the development of mutual trust and confidence in the Andean 

countries and promote these first attempts at confidence building measures. To 

do so promotes regional solutions to a regional threat and also strengthens 

democratic institutions. 

In the transit countries of Central America, we also began regional support 

operations this past year. Operation Support Sovereignty, a Honduran initiative, 

was an important first step. We provided supporting assets in accordance with 

national direction, but it was a host nation operation. It highlighted transiting 

routes, provided other intelligence information, and set the stage for future 

expanded regional efforts .• Most importantly, Support Sovereignty is in direct 

( 

• 

support of DEA's Operation Cadence or Central America regional strategy. • 

• 
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We now have the c,onnectivity to support Operation Cadence once it expands to 

other nations. Operation Cadence now has a 24 hour reaction capability, the first 

such capability in the AOR. Recently, a drug summit initiated by the Central 

American presidents, was held in Belize. At the summit, the Central American 

presid~nts expressed their endorsement of a regional counterdrug initiative as 

part of a collective security strategy. This summit is clearly a demonstration of 

growing national will by the democracies in Central America and we need to 

encourage and support their initiative. 

ASSESSMENT 

It has been nearly four years since the U.S. Military was directed to get 

involved in the drug fight; I have been the Commandar of the U.S. Southern 

Command for almost three of those years. In that time, I have seen our efforts 

expand and witnessed the results of those efforts. Now is the time to fme tune 

our counterdrug strategy based on lessons learned from the past. Our strategy 

must have clear cut goals and objectives and not be dominated by one agency or 

department. U.S. agencies involved must complement each other, and to be 

successful, the strategy requires a long-term commitment to both supply and 

demand reduction, at the source, in the transit nations, and at home. 

Clearly demand reduction in the United States must be our top priority and 

the allocation of resources should confirm the importance of the demand

reduction strategy. But supply reduction efforts which take advantage of 

increased national will and capability of the host nations are also crucial to the 

counterdrug fight. I have met with the heads of state of these nations many times 

and I am convinced of their dedication and determination. They are committed 

to the counterdrug effort. In each country there has been a significant increase in 

capability--forces committed to the effort. how they are equipped, and how 

they've been trained. We want the natic.-ru; to reach the level where they can 

sustain the counterdrug effort on their own, and they are well on their way. It is 

in our interest at this point to stay engag!",d and I appreciate your support of our 

efforts in the region . 
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As pi'eviously mentioned, the effectiveness of our engagement in Andean 

counterdrug efforts must be viewed from a broader perspective, from its 

contribution to strengthening democracies and enhancing regional stability. Our 

efforts have paid great dividends in this regard. The nations have come together 

to confront this threat and their cooperation has created a new spirit of mutual 

trust and confidence. For example, the tensions of a long-standing border dispute 

between Peru and Ecuador have eased becll.use of their cooperative work in 

Support Justice. Int" ~d, the Peruvians have withdrawn from the border area 

and, as a result, are now more committed to the counterdrug efforts in the Upper 

Huallaga Valley. Venezuela and Colombia have similarly conducted joint 

operntions. Peruvian, Ecuadoran, and Colombian liaison officers, who fly on our 

detection and m~nitoring platforms, cross each other's borders regularly and 

routinely view each other's orders of battle. This is unprecedented in the region 

and may be our finest achievement flom the counterdrug fight. This regional 

approach lays the foundation for regional cooperation in a variety of other 

efforts -- economic, social, and environmental. There are unique opportunities 
for these nations to fmd collective solutions to their individual problems, based 

on the success of their cooperative experiences in the counterdrug effort. Given 

the growing cooperation between these nations. there is reason to believe that 

regional organizations, like the OAS, can take on greater, more substantive. roles 

for growth and stability in the region. 

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES 

There are several programs which are essentiaa to execute my strategy in the 

AOR and for which I seek your continued strong support. 

Intelligence is the most crucial capability for executing my priority efforts. 

Especially in the counterdrug fight. intelligence plays an absolutely critical role 

in setting the conditions for success by host nation forces. Within th~t arena. the 

U.S. Air Force C-130-based intelligence platforms should be sustained at the 

current level. They provide unique capabilities particularly suited to the 

USSOUTHCOM environment. Also, the Airborne Reconnaissance Low (ARL) 

• 

• 
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program will prov\de, for the first time, a combined imagery and SIGINT 

gathering capability. It is a capability tailored for USSOUTHCOM counterdrug 

efforts and will be under control of the Command, affording us a highly 

responsive capability. Its imagery products are releasable to the host nation, and 

this will provide a significant advantage in targeting the drug trafficking 

infrastructure. 

Rapid and timely dissemination of the collected intelligence is also a critical 

requirement and the fielding of the Command and Management System (CMS) is 

providing us the primary means of transmitting real-time counterdrug 

informati(;m. Providing secure voice, data, and imagery capabilities to a wide 

variety of users in the AOR and in CONUS, the CMS has proven to be an 

exceptional capability. 

These programs are aIllow-doUar investment programs ~hich are ideally 

suited to peacetime engagement operations. 

The ~ations of the region operate in a low-technology environment--their 

needs are not for high-tech hardware. Much of our excess defense articles could 

be used productively in SOUTHCOM's theater of operations. 

I believe my needs and requirements should not be looked at in isolation. 

SOUTHCOM involvement in counterdrug efforts of source" countries is, of 

course, limited to a support role. The 1992 National Security Strategy recognizes 

the p.ndean Ridge Region continues to be the primary source of cocaine 

consumed in the U.S. Narcotraffickers do not respect the borders of sovereign 

nations, therefore, SOUTHCOM is assisting in the coordination of regional plans 

and a transition to continuous (Steady State) operations. Steady State operations 

are part of a total national and international multiagency fight These operations 

must be viewed in the context of their COnlnDlition to strengthening democracies. 

enhancing regional stability and assi:;ting host nations in defeating the 

narcotrafficer. The means to this end are State, Justice, Treasury, Transportation 

md Defense Department programs, such as eradication, interdiction, alternative 

j, development, economic and social programs, military to military exchanges, 
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nation building ang se:;urity assistance like FMF, FMS and IMET. They include 
INM, DEA, Border Patrol, Customs and Coast Guard programs. These are the 
tools in the tool box and we cannot build the desired end state without.!!ll of these 
tools. 

The results of moderate U.S. engagement include stronger democracies and 
institutions as evidenced by recent events in Guatemala, EI Salvador, Venezuela, 
Peru, Brazil, and Paraguay. Despite problems, militaries and dictators did not 
take over. Civilian control is being reinforced and respect for human rights is 
improving. Host Nation will and capability to cooperate regionally are 
increasing; regional economic cooperation is emerging and insurgencies are 
losing; and, border disputes are not as destabilizing. These are the opportunities 
of moderate steady engagement. 

CONCLUSION 

Mr. Chainnan, let me conclude by saying that Central and South America is 
an area vital to the security of the United States. It is a region in contlict as well 
as transition. It is our southern flank with whom we share a common border and 
common values. We also share an insidious threat, narcotrafficking, which is 
killing tens of thousands of Americans -- North, Central, and South. But, there is 
great optimism in the southern part of this hemisphere. Insurgencies in Central 
America will soon be eliminated. There is expanding regional cooperation and 
national will to fight the drug traffickers. Respect for human rights con'tinues to 
improve. 1'here is growing consensus on civilian control of the militaries. The 
United States' continued encouragement of the progress made in Central and 
South America is crucial for our own security. It is in our interest to maintain 
the constancy of that commitment. If we do, democratic institutions will be 
strengthened a.,d true mutual trust and confidence will develop between all 
nations. And, if we do, peace, freedom and prosperity will be possible for the 
entire Western Hemisphere. And in so doing, we will disrupt the narcotrafficker 
who is causing tens of thousands of casualties in our country and requiring the 
expenditure of billions of dollars for health care, rehabilitation, education, and 
law enforcement. While we must do more on reducing the demand for drugs in 
our country--and we are--we also need to assist our allies in Central and South 
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America in attackiI).g these criminals at the source. And to do so will require, as 
I said at the beginning of this statement, one team focused on one fight. And this 
committee and the Congress are essential members of the team. 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you 
today. On behalf of all of the men and women under my command, thank you 
for the support this subcommittee has consistently provided our Armed Forces 
and the United States Southern Command. 

ONE TEAM -- ONE FIGHT! 
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Mr. HENSLEY. And with that, I thank you for giving us the privi
lege to appear here today. 

Mr. WANKEL. I would like to go on record saying, and I think the 
table will support this, we believe the OPBAT operation is probably 
the most successful linking of D&M with hand off enforcement that 
we have had to date. 

Also, I will send you some information from our records which 
indicates there were some seizures in 1992 of 5,000 pounds or so. 
I will provide this information for the record. 

[The information follows:] 
OPBAT Statistics, fiscal year 1992: Cocaine removals, 5.1 metric tons; vessels 

seized, 9; and arrests, 27. 
Note.-Since its inception in 1982, OPBAT has been responsible for the removal 

of 56.3 metric tons of cocaine, the seizure of 31 vessels and 9 aircraft, and made 
811 arrests. 

Mr. SCHUMER. Please send it to us and we will correct the record. 
Mr. WANKEL. Thank you., 
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. Smith, you get the last word. 
Mr. R. GRANT SMITH. To follow up on your first question, Mr. 

Chairman, concerning coordination, you didn't go on and ask the • 
second question about coordination at the country level. At the 
countrv,{ level, the American Ambassador, who does not represent 
any single agency but is the President's representative, does pro-
vide effective coordination. 

Mr. SCHUMER. I am aware. 
I want to thank everybody. I want to thank my staff, Counsel 

Gabrielle Gallegos, who worked very hard on this, and Minority 
Counsel Lyle Nirenberg; and our intern, Dylan Tyson, who did a 
great job here. And is Rachel Jacobson, our clerk, still here? Thank 
you very much. And, finally, our stenographer, I always like to 
thank you folks for your hard work, Pam Garland, and before her 
was Joe Strickland. Thank you very much. 

This hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 2:55 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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